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Gopinathpur Temple Inscription at the Time of Gajapati
Kapilendradeva
Subrata Kumar Acharya
Gopinathpur (20° 31’ Lat. and 86° 4’ Long.) is a small village in the
Salepur tahsil of Cuttack district of Odisha. It is about eight kilometres
from Salepur and about twenty kilometres from the district headquarters
of Cuttack. It stands on the Birupa, a branch on the northern side of the
river Mahanadi. On the western side of the village there is a temple of
Lord Jagannath (locally known as Baladevajiu temple) erected within a
spacious compound on the line of the Jagannath temple at Puri. This is
a protected monument of the State Department of Archaeology, Odisha.1
At present the temple is in a ruined condition and the present structure,
which is rising to a height of 20 feet and built of sandstone, is a renovated
one and has been erected on the plinth of the original shrine. It is a living
temple and the images of Jagannatha, Balabhadra and Subhadra, and
Gopinatha are being worshipped. Carved stones of the original structure
are still found scattered within the premises of the present temple
complex. The inscription under review is engraved on a stone slab and
fixed on the left wall of the eastern gateway of this dilapidated Jagannath
temple. The size of the inscribed stone slab is 45" x 29". The letters are
legible except in the middle and right side of the stone slab. The slab has
a raised border apparently to preserve the writing on it.
The inscription was first noticed by M. M. Chakravarti in 1899.2 N. N.
Vasu also studied the inscription and made an attempt of translating the
text into Bengali.3 Full text of Bengali version is provided in Annexure I.
Following Vasu, Visvanatha Kar published a paper on the purport of the
inscription in Oriya in the year 1900.4 In 1928, Hareskrishna Panda, a
Sanskrit scholar attached to the maöha (monastery) in the said village,
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rendered the translation of the original Sanskrit text into Oriya verse and
it was published by Madana Mohana Das Gosvami, the pontiff of the
monastery.5
The inscription is written in thirty lines.6 The language of the
inscription is Sanskrit and it is in verse. There are twenty-seven verses
written in different metres. The verses exhibit metrical skill of the
composer. The inscription is in fact a panegyric of Gopinätha Mahäpätra
who was a minister in the court of Kapilendradeva, the Süryavaàçé
Gajapati king of Odisha. The Jagannath temple at Gopinathpur was built
under his supervision. There is reason to believe that the village was
also founded during the reign of Kapilendradeva and named after his
minister. There is a prose passage at the opening of the inscription and
another following verse twenty-six. The former is a salutation to the
Lord while the latter reveals the name of the composer and the engraver
of the inscription.
The script is in early Oriya of the 15th century CE. Most of the letterforms with the exception of ja, öa, òa, ta, bha, etc., are closely akin to their
respective modern Oriya counter parts. The upper portions of a majority
of letters are rounded. The vowels like a (asära, l. 20), ä (ävairià, l. 28),
u (uttänam, l. 21; udyänäni, ll. 23-24) and e (ekaù, l. 15) are used. The letterforms of bha, ra, etc., are denoted by a slanting stroke at the bottom. The
semi-vowel la is distinguished from the retroflex ÿa by the addition of a
slanting stroke or a tail at the bottom (cf. triloké-niÿaya, l. 4; tuÿitayat-tuÿäpuruña-däna-käÿe=rpitän-trilokya, l. 6; mäÿava-dhvaàsa-liÿä-jaàhälo, l. 7).
Similarly, the semi-vowel ya is distinguished from ya which is pronounced
like the class consonant ja by the addition of a tail (cf. tvayi yätayaà, 1.
25). Occasionally, the outward curve in the left limb of the letter ya is
missing and it looks more like pa as in maÿayajaiù, 1. 1; näräyaëaù, 1. 12,
etc. There is hardly any difference between the letter-form of u and òa
(cf. udyäna, l. 23 and garuòaù, l. 25). The medial i when joined to dha is
always denoted by a downward curve from the middle left of the letter.
Of the other letters of palaeographical interest, mention may be made of
the use of ya as a second member in a ligature. Optionally it is represented
fully as in tyäjito, l. 28.
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Avagraha has occurred several times in the inscription; vide ll. 7,
12, 15, 23, 25, 26, 27, and 29. However, it has been omitted at several
places such as bhägepi, l. 5; käÿerpitän, I. 6; and prasannostu, l. 30. The
final forms of ta (bhramät, l. 7, mahat, l. 13, asthäpayat, l. 22, gopinäthät,
l. 29); na (parvatän, l. 6, vitaran, l. 16, ‘smin, ll. 27-28, çrémän, l. 30); and
ma (sadam, l. 6) are used in the inscription. In the case of first two
letters a halant sign is added at the bottom of the letter; while in the
case of ma it is represented by the sign for anusvära and a halant
added to it at the bottom. The final form of na is occasionally joined
to the following consonant as a superscript for example samabhavan=
känanänte, 1. 9; vidvän=mahäpätra, l. 11; pärthivän=käruëy-äkalitä, l. 15;
and yasmin=kailäsa, l. 26.
As regards, orthography, the letter ba is always denoted by the sign
of va. The class nasals in conjunction with the other consonants of the
same group are not always represented, rather they are indicated by
anusväras. For example, the guttural nasal ìa is correctly used in
pratyaìgaà, l.1; gopaìgan-äliìginé, l. 2; niùçaìkaù paìka, l. 4; kuìkuma, 1.
8; paìka niçaìka, 1. 20; maìgala, l. 28; but at some other places it is
indicated by an anusvära sign before the consonant as in saàga raàgaù,
l. 8; bhaàgé bhaàga, l. 20; ratnälaàkåti, l. 22; saàkhädi, l. 23; and so on. The
palatal nasal ïa is similarly not used properly for example caàcala is
used for caïcala, l. 1; muàcatéha for muïcatéha, l. 16; käàci for käïci, l. 17;
kåtaàjalair for kåtaïjalair, 1. 26; saàcäriëo for saïcäriëo, l. 29; although it
is correctly written once in the word yajïa, l. 27. The dental na is
occasionally indicated by anusvära as in vaàdénäà, l. 10.
The inscription is not dated but it belongs to the reign of
Kapilendradeva (1435-67 CE).
The inscription begins with the salutation to the Lord Puruñottama
(oà namaù puruñottamäya) in prose and then an invocatory verse in praise
of the god Gopinätha (Kåñëa). According to S. N. Rajaguru this is an
invocation to Bäla-Gopäla (Kåñëa) and the same verse is cited in a Sanskrit
Alaìkära titled Kavi-Kalpadruma, 10th pallava, by Jagannätha Miçra.7 The
following two verses (2 and 3) are invocations to Lord Purusottarna.8
Verses 4-5 introduce the reigning king Kapilendradeva as belonging
to the Solar race and ruling over the Oòra country by the orders of the
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Lord Jagannätha who enthroned on the blue mountain (Néla-çaila) and
who is the Lord of the three worlds. The king lifted the earth drowned
in the mud of vices like Varäha. He saved the kingdom by killing the
sinners like Kalké in the beginning of the Kali age. The war booty he
brought from different conquests amassed like a mountain of gold and
he made lavish gifts of all of them by performing the Tuÿä-puruña-däna.
His gifts even tempted the gods to descend from heaven.
The king surnamed Bhramaravara, conquered Karëäöa, Kalavaraga
(Kulbarga), Mälava, and Gauòa and destroyed the pride of the king of
Delhi. Watching the huge dust raised by the hoofs of his war horses
from a distance the enemy kings felt powerless. The loud sounds of the
war drums further frightened them and made them flee to forests. The
arrows of his bow put to death many invincible opponents and the
tears of the imprisoned ladies flowed to the coast and raised the level
of the sea.
Verses 9-13 speak about the family of Gopinätha Mahäpätra. It is said
that king Kapilendradeva had a learned and renowned priest named
Lakñmaëa Mahäpätra, an ornament of the Mahäpätra-kula. He had a
son named Näräyaëa, who was the chief among the class of ministers
and a saviour to the poor and destitute like God Näräyaëa (‘jani-janaträëäya näräyaëaù, l. 12). His younger brother was Gopinätha Mahäpätra,
who had possessed the foremost qualities of a minister and was, therefore,
favoured by the king. He received from the king sixteen umbrellas, took
sixteen forts, imprisoned sixteen chiefs and after sixteen years became
the chief minister. The circle of kings who were conquered and subdued
by him were liberated and reinstituted in their respective territories. This
was an exemplary deed of the minister and here he has been compared
with the sage Bhärgava.
Verses 14-16 eulogise that, being appointed as the commander-inchief by the emperor, Gopinätha defeated the king of Mälava and guarded
the inroad of the king of Gauòa. Having crossed the terrible mountains
on the way he vanquished the Mälava king, and as a consequence of this
exploit the Gurjara king gave up his pride, the Delhi king felt dejected
and the Gauòa king turned mean like a Savara. Gopinätha dug many
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tanks by the side of roads. They were filled with clean and cool water.
The exploits of the commänder-in-chief in Mälava and Gauòa assured
emperor Kapilendradeva to enjoy the riches of Karëäta, to levy taxes
over the Khaëòa hill and to siege the city of Käïci by force.
Gopinätha is then praised (verses 17-22) as the moon of the Härita
line who had erected the fine temple as ‘a staff for deliverance from the
mires of this unsubstantial world’ (asära-saàsära-gabhéra-paìka-niùçaìkaniñkräànty-avalamva-daëòaà, l. 20). The tall shrine had a solar maëòala as
its finial that served as a staff for churning nectar. In this temple he
installed the images of Räma (Balaräma), Puruñottama (Jagannätha) and
Bhagavaté (Subhadrä), fully ornamented. This is followed by a description
of ornaments bedecked by the divine beings. Gardens were donated to
the temple for regular supply of flowers or garlands of flowers to be
offered to the deities. Arrangements were made for regular offerings like
bhoga fit for the heaven; and for dedicating charming maidens or dancing
girls apparently for daily performance of singing and dancing before the
lords. Besides, varieties of ornaments and dresses were gifted away to
the deities and countless servants were employed for their services. Out
of supreme devotion and unflinching gratitude to the Lord, Gopinatha
stood in front of the deity with his hands clasped and uttered that he
himself was the Garuòa, the vehicle of Näräyaëa.
Verses 23-24 make us believe that Gopinätha further constructed a
Guëòicä temple with a lofty boundary in the same village. The temple
looked bright and silver white, where Lord Çiva resided feeling the delight
of the Mt. Kailäça. The çäsana village is then narrated as the one which
resounded with the chanting of the Vedic hymns, decked with numerous
sacrificial posts, and where the high class Brährnaëas resided. Next
follows a prayer to the deities like Jagannätha, Kämapala and Devé
Subhadrä to bring good to the village and happiness to its residents.
In the three concluding verses (25-27) and the short prose passage, it
has been stated that Gopinätha by constructing the temple and
consecrating Lord Viñëu removed the pangs of separation from the hearts
of the devotees. The charming verses have been composed by poet Jägali,
an expert in Mémäàsä and Vedänta, and the son of the learned Gopinätha.
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In the short prose passage (l. 29), it is mentioned that the record was
written by Vakäkhya. The last verse is in the form of an invocation to
Lord Viñëu, the consort of Lakñmé, meditated by king Kapilendradeva,
to fulfill the desires of the devotees and to be gracious to them.
The inscription belonged to the reign of the Süryavaàçé Gajapati
ruler Kapilendradeva, also known as Kapileçvaradeva. He belonged to
the solar race and ruled over the Oòra country from 1435 to 1467 CE. It
is well known that he was the founder of the dynasty and usurped the
throne of the Imperial Gaìgas when the last Gaìga ruler Bhänudeva IV
(circa 1414-35 CE) was away from the capital on a distant campaign
against the Reòòis of Räjamahendry.9 The event might have taken place
in 1434-35 CE. The expressions like 1. paìkamagnäkhiladharaëétaloddhärabhüdärasiàhaù, 2. mlecchavåndaà pratijagati
kalerädyabhägepi kalké, and 3. nélaçailädhinäthasyädeçadoòradeçe samajani
kapilendräbhidhäno narendraù in verse 4 (ll. 5-6) are noteworthy in the
context. The first expression apparently indicates that the Odishan
kingdom under the last Imperial Gaìga ruler was in utter confusion and
Kapiledradeva usurped the throne and saved the kingdom. Secondly,
consequent upon this, in his early career as a ruler, he might have faced
stiff resistance from several feudatory chiefs and from the scions of the
deposed Gaìga family. He might have engaged in a series of wars against
all such recalcitrant forces inside the kingdom and after subduing them
might have forced them to acknowledge his sovereignty.10 Thirdly, as he
was a usurper to the throne, he tried to pacify the subjects and to
legitimise his position. Therefore, he had revived the ideology of the
divine mission of the Gajapatis as deputies of Lord Jagannnätha residing
in Nélaçaila or the Blue Mountain and claimed that he ruled over the
kingdom by the order of the Lord. This divine dispensation seems to be
a matter of political expediency to perpetuate the rule and claim the
sovereign status.
King Kapilendradeva is surnamed as Bhramaravaranåpa (lord of
Bhramaravara) and claimed to have conquered the kingdoms like
Karëäöa, Kalavarga, Mälava and Gauòa and destroyer of the pride of
the king of Òillé. This is the only inscription of Kapilendradeva which
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applies the epithet Bhramaravaranåpa for the king. R. Subrahmanyam
inclined to believe that Bhramaravara could be Bhramaraküöa which
finds mention in the inscriptions of Mahäkoçala of the 12th century
CE, and as such it could be identified with Umarakot in the modern
Nabarangpur district of Odisha. The region was probably conquered
by him or his general Gopinätha Mahäpätra sometime in the course of
his march against the west.11
Gopinätha Mahäpätra, the minister and commander-in-chief of
Kapilendra Gajapati was the son of Lakñmaëa Mahäpätra and the younger
brother of Näräyaëa Mahäpätra. His family belonged to the Härita line
and Gopinätha is called as the moon of this family (härétakuläbdhicandraù,
l. 20). Both his father and brother served under the king in different
capacities. His father was the priest (purodhä) of the king while his brother
was the chief among the class of ministers (mantriçreëiçiromaëiù, l. 11).
Lakñmaëa Mahäpätra is mentioned in the Jagannath temple inscription
of aìka year 4 of Kapilendradeva as a purohita or royal chaplain. He may
be identified with the Lakñmaëa Mahäpätra, the father of Gopinätha.12
If this assumption is to be maintained then Gopinätha’s father and elder
brother had previously served under the same king and Gopinätha might
have served in the latter phase of the king’s reign. The reference to the
exploits of the king in Karëäöa, Kalavarga, Mälava and Gauòa in the
present inscription further lends credence to this. The Veligalani plates
of Kapilendradeva13 and the Chiruvroli plates of Haàvira14, son of
Kapilendradeva, dated respectively in Çaka 1380/1458 CE and Çaka 1383/
1461 CE also refer to the success of Kapilendradeva against Hampä
(Vijayanagara/Karëäöa), Dhärä (capital of Mälava), Kaluvarigä (Gulvarga)
and Òillé (Delhi). These dated inscriptions are indicative of the fact
sometime before 1458 CE, these achievements were made by the king. So
by the time the Gopinathpur inscription was engraved, the king might
have already gained victory over all these kingdoms and the inscription
under review should be assigned to a date after 1458 CE. Gopinätha
Mahäpätra was favoured by the king for his possession of the best
qualities and was elevated to the rank of the Commander-in-Chief of the
royal army (senädhinätha, l. 16).
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In the inscription he is claimed to have defeated the Mälava king
(kåtvä saàyati mälavendrajayinaà, l. 16) and checked the inroad of the
Gauòa king to Utkala (gauòendrasya nitäntamutkalapathaprasthänarodhärgalaà, ll. 16-17). It is also said that he crossed the terrible
mountains on the way to conquer the kingdom of Mälava. It was during
this time the king was away from the empire and was camping in the
south. There is reason to believe that Gopinätha mobilised the army to
Mälava on behalf of the king. The Mälava adversary has been identified
with Sultan Mahmud Khalji (1436-69 CE). It was during this time Bahlul
Lodi (1451-89 CE) was the Sultan of Delhi. But we do not come across
any evidence of the conflict between Kapilendradeva and the Sultan of
Delhi. However, with regard to the conquests of Mälava and Delhi by
Kapilendradeva, K. C. Panigrahi dismissed the claim as a ‘rhetorical
expression’ and, therefore, untenable.15
The Jagannath temple inscription dated in aìka 19 corresponding to
1450 CE uses the epithet Gauòeçvara for the first time for Gajapati
Kapilendradeva.16 In this inscription Kapilendradeva made a reference
to his encamping at his capital city on return from a victory against
Malik Padshah (malikä parésä diga-vije-kari bähuòä-kaöake, l. 3) and in all
probability he won a victory over Sultan Nasiruddin of Bengal who
reigned from 1442 to 1459 CE.17 From the Persian manuscript Risalat-usShuhada we come to know that Mandaran was ruled by the Gajapati
king during the reign of Ruknuddin Barbak Shah (1459-74 CE), the Sultan
of Bengal.18 The text narrates that during the reign of Sultan Barbak
Shah, the Gajapati Raja of Mandaran rebelled against the Sultan. The
Sultan dispatched an army against him that sustained a defeat and then
the command was entrusted to Ismail Ghazi who led the campaign and
fought against the Raja. In a battle that lasted for a few hours the Raja
was defeated and was taken prisoner and beheaded. The Gajapati Raja
referred to in the manuscript seems to be a Governor posted by the King
Kapilendradeva at Mandaran. There is no other evidence in support of
this claim of the Sultan and the text was compiled at a much later date
in 1633 CE. The veracity of the claim is not free from suspicion. However,
the reference to the title of Gauòeçvara retained by king Kapilendradeva
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in his later inscriptions between 1460-67 CE19 and the claim of Gopinätha
that he checked the advance of the Bengal Sultan towards Utkala
apparently dispels the doubt about the control of Gauòa by the Gajapatis.
The Sultan might have made an attempt to besiege the fort of Mandaran
held by the Gajapati king and made an inroad against Odisha which was
foiled by Gopinätha. Since the event took place during the reign of Sultan
Ruknuddin Barbak Shah, we may safely presume a date after 1459 CE,
the date of accession of Barbak Shah, and before 1467 CE, the last known
date of Gajapati king Kapilendradeva.
Moreover, the inscription furnishes another important piece of
information that king Kapilendradeva seized the city of Käïcé by force
(verse 14) which provides some clue to adduce the possible date of the
inscription. An inscription from Munnur in erstwhile South Arcot district
of Tamil Nadu dated in Çaka 1386/1464 CE records that Dakñiëa
Kapileçvara Kumära Mahäpätra, son of Hamvéra and grandson of
Gajapati Kapilendradeva, was the governor (parékñä) of the several places
of north-eastern Tamil Nadu.20 But from another inscription it is learnt
that the territory was under the control of Säluva Narasiàha, the
Vijayanagara ruler, in the year 1462 CE.21 Scholars have, therefore, arrived
at the conclusion that the north-eastern districts of modern Tamil Nadu,
as far south as Tanjore and Trichinapalli, were occupied by the Odishan
army under Hamvéra and his son Dakñiëa Kapileçvara sometime after
1462 CE. The occupation of these territories was short-lived because by
the year 1465 CE Mallikärjuna, son of Säluva Narasimha, seems to have
regained the territory from the Oriyas and began to rule over there.22
Since the inscription under study refers to the capture of Käïcé by the
Gajapati king, it is legitimate to infer that the inscription was composed
sometime in 1463-64 CE. In this context there is reference to the claim
that Kapilendradeva levied taxes over Khaëòädri or Khaëòa hill. The
identification of this hill is still shrouded in mystery, but P. Mukherji
takes it to be situated somewhere near Käïcé.23
Gopinätha Mahäpätra constructed the temple of Jagannath in the
village and installed the images of Jagannätha, Balabhadra and Subhadrä
in it. The village of Gopinäthpur was probably donated by the king to
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him and his family, and it was named after him as Gopinäthapuraçäsana. On receipt of the village he might have gifted away portions of
it to the temple and to the Brähmaëas. Some lands and garden sites were
endowed to the temple for regular worship and maintenance. He is also
said to have donated ornaments and jewellery to the temple. Dancing
girls and other servitors were employed for the daily rituals of the deities.
Many learned Brähmaëas were invited to perform sacrifices and to impart
teachings on the Vedas and other scriptures. He is also credited with the
construction of a Guëòicä temple in the same village and very likely had
also started the car festival of the deities. It seems he had also erected
a temple of Gopinätha whose blessings have been invoked by him in the
first invocatory verse of this epigraph.
Both the Jagannatha and the Guëòicä temples are now in ruined
condition. The inscribed slab originally fixed to the compound wall of
the eastern side has been shifted to the back side and fixed to a masonry
structure. The courtyard is full of ruins of the fallen temple, overgrown
with wild trees and creepers. Carved stones, temple fragments of
navagraha slabs, ämalaka-çiläs, rampart lions, fragments depicting scroll
work and the images of Narasiàha, Trivikrama and Varäha are still to
be found in the debris. The high compound walls of the temple have
been damaged at several places, so also the main entrance to the premises.
According to R.P. Mohapatra, “The destruction of the temple was perhaps
made during the reign of Aurangzeb when some other important edifices
of Mughalbandi under the control of the Mughal Subahdar of Cuttack
were also sacked by the Muslim army.”24
It is further learnt from the inscription that Jägali, the poet and
composer of the inscription, was the son of Gopinätha and he was an
expert in Mémäàsä and Vedänta. It was engraved by Vakäkhya.
Text
[Metres : Verses 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 Çärdülavikréòita;
verses 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 16, 18, 23, 24 Sragdharä; verse 5 Påthvé; verse 9 Indravajrä;
verse 17 Upajäti; verses 25, 27 Anuñöubh; verse 26 Vasantatilakä.]
1. Oà namaù çré-puruñottamäya ⎜⎜ mauÿau caà(ï)caÿa-cüÿiné tiÿakiné bhäle
mukhe häsiné kaëöhe mauktika-mäÿiné maÿayajaiù praty-aìgam-älepiné ⎜
hastä-vje navanéténé caraëayoù kri-
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2. òä-rasän=narttiné jéyäc=chaiçava-çobhiné cid-arnalä gopäìgan-älinginé ⎜⎜
[1] saàsär-ärëava-karëa-dhäram=api taà bhakt-ärtha-saàsäri-ëam vande
çré-puruñottamaà tanu-bhåtäà saàkaÿpa-kaÿpadrumaà ⎜ vedäntärtharn=udähara3. nti khaÿu yaà yen=äkhiÿaà bhäsate håñöe-yatra håëéyate padam=api
svayambhuvaà dehinäà ⎜⎜ [2] sadyaù péyüña-päto manasi nayanayoù
käma-cintä durantä çäntä kañöaà vinañöaà janir=ajani saté lavdha4. m=iñtaà yatheñöaà ⎜ päpä-kupära-paraà gatam=api pitaro dhvasta-vandhänuvandhä (yenä)=loki triloké-niÿaya-maëir= ayaà néÿa-çaiÿ-ävataàsaù ⎜⎜
[3] niùçaìkaù paìka-magn-äkhiÿä-dharaëi-ta5. ÿ-oddhära-bhü-dära-siàhaù svacchandaà mleccha-våndaà pratijagati
kaÿer=ädya-bhäge=pi Kaÿké ⎜ bhäsvad-vaàç-ävataà-sas tri jagada-dhipater
= néÿaçaiÿ = ädhinäthasy-ädeçad = Oòradeçe samaja6. ni-Kapiÿendr-äbhidhäno narendraù ⎜⎜ [4] sadäm tuÿita-yat-tuÿä-puruñadäna-käÿe=rpitän=trilokya-vijayä-rjitän=kanaka-parvatän [sa*]rvataù ⎜
vinidram=animeñaëaà diviñadaç=ciraà rakñituà miÿa7. nti-kanak-äcaÿe vijayino ’sya däna-bhramät ⎜⎜ [5] karëäö-ojjäsa-siàhaù
Kalavaraga-jayé Mäÿava-dhvaàsa-liÿä-jaàhäÿo Gauòa-mardi-Bhramaravaranåpo dhvasta-Òhill-éndra-garvaù ⎜ saàgräme dra8. ñöum=enaà pratibhaöa-subhaöäù kevaÿan=te vaÿante yeñäà syän=näkanäré-kuca-kaÿaça-taöé-kuìkuma saàga-raàgaù ⎜⎜ [6] yasy=occair=väji-räjévikaöa-khurapuö-odghäöita-kñauëi-påñöha-prädurbhüta-prabhüta9. kñiti-kaëa nikarair=lakñya(kña)mäëe prayä(mä)ëe ⎜ garjjad-gambhéra-bherébhara-rava-vibhav-äkarëëi-karëëä vivarnëä murcäÿäh kñauni-päläù sapadi
samabhavan=känan-änte=py= anante ⎜⎜ [7] caëòe ko10. daëòa-daëòe sakåd=api samare yasya saàsakta-käëòe saà-vartto(-våtte)
saàpravåtte gatavati vilayaà vairi-jäÿe karäÿe ⎜ vaà(n)-dénäà krandinénäà
nayana-ghana-ghanät-syandamänair= amanair=durvärair=värivä(dhä)raiù pratipada-mudito
11. bhinna-mudraù samudraù ⎜⎜ [8] tasy=äpta-haàsaù sa hi haàsa-vaàçaketoù purodhä makhakåd-vataàsaù ⎜ vidvän=mahäpätra-kul-ävataàsaù
çré-Lakñmaëo=bhüt=prathita-praçaàsaù ⎜⎜ [9] mantré-çreëéçiromanuëé(ëi)ù sumanasäà santäna-cintä-
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12. maëiù päpa-vräja-viñ-augha-garuòa-maëiù sad-våtta-rakñä-maëiù ⎜ padmolläsa-viÿäsa-väsara-maëiù putro’sya näräyaëaù satr-ärambha-paräyaëo
‘jani jana-träëäya näräyaëaù ⎜⎜25⎜⎜ [10] yasy=äséd=anu13. jo mataù kñiti-bhujäà çré-Gopinätho Mahäpätraù pätra-jan-ärccan-aikarasikaù pätraà guëänäà mahat ⎜ çré-käntas=tanayaà
kåtänatam=arayaç=cintämaëià märgaëä räjänaù sura-rnantriëaà
vidur=amuà ka14. ntäç-ca käntaà rateù ⎜⎜ [11] räjendräd=adhigamya ñoòaça vara-cchatträëi
citräëy=asau durgeñu prayateñu ñoòaça miteñv=äsé [d=]viraà näyakaù ⎜
van-dékåtya raëeñu ñoòaça nåpändro(àç=c=o ?)pähärat=svämine
15. varñe gacchati ñoòaçe svayam=abhün=mantr-éndra ekaù punaù ⎜⎜ [12]
manye pürvam=apürva-kérttir=asakåvid-dvij-ähave26 pärthivän=käruëyäkaÿitän=utä (pä)ya vibhavo-devo- ‘bhuva27d=bhärgavaù ⎜⎜ vandé-kåtya
nare16. ndra-maëòaÿam=ayaà yad(yo)=Gopinätha-cchaÿät=sadyaù samprati
muà(ï)cat=éha vitaran sväà svam pratiñöhäà punaù ⎜⎜ [13] kåtvä saàyati
Mäÿav-endra-jayinaà sen-ädhinäthaà tu yaà Gauò-endrasyanitäntam=Utkaÿa-patha-prasthäna-rodh-ä17. rgaÿaà ⎜ çré-Khaëò-ädri-payo-dhar-opari-karaà nirmäya Käà(ï)cé-haraù
sänandaà Kapiÿeçvaro viharate Karëëäöa-räja-çriyä ⎜⎜ [14] cetovåttir=iv=ätrnanaù suvimaÿä lokä=dhikä kérttidä sthir-äçaya28-rétivad=guëa ma18. ëi-çreëé ca vistäriëé ⎜ saà(sa)nmärg-änugatä ca santatir=éva präyeëa
santäpinäà santäp-onmathanä kåpävad=amunä khätä ca khät-ävaÿé ⎜⎜ [15]
garv-aughaà Gurjjarendraù pariharati-taräm=äçu Dhilli-Narendraù
sändräà ta19. ndräm=avindat=kuëapa-gatim=agäd=Gauòa-bhümé-mahendraù ⎜ bhübhån-mäÿaà karäÿäà pathi pathi miÿitäà raàhas=ollaàghya senä-näthe
çré-Gopinäthe paribhavati ca taà Mäÿav-endrasya gutäà29 ⎜⎜ [16] präsäda20. m=etaà nayan-äbhirämaà vyadhatta Härita-kuÿ-ävdhi-candraù ⎜ asärasaàsära-gabhéra-paìka-niùçaìka-niñkräànty-avalamva-daëòà30 ⎜⎜ [17]
jéyät-präsäda-cüòä-maëi-rama-ramaëeù pränta-saàsakta-bhaà(ì)gé
bhaà(ì)ga-prägbhära-vimva-sphuöa31-
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21. ghaöita-vr-(bå)hat-manthané maëòaÿékaù ⎜ uttänaà nyasta-mürttiù prathitasad-amåta-präptik-ärtho bhav-ävdherugrajo(?)-daà(ï)cad-ürmmi pracayabhaya-bhuvo=mantha-manthäna-daëòah ⎜⎜ [18] rämaà çréPuruñottamaà Bhagavatém=asmin=Su22. bhadräà tathä ratn-äÿaà(ì)kåti-räji-räjita-tanuà bhaktyä=yam=
asthäpayat ⎜ bhäty=esäà tritayaà navaà tri-jagati-cintämaëinäà trayaà
präsädä(de) ca samudgake vinihitaà kià madhyame piñöape ⎜⎜ [19]
sauvarëëa-çruti-päëi-pä23. da-hådayo haima-prabhä-maëòaÿe bhäsvan-maëòala-saànibhe maëi-lasattuÿä-saroj-äsanaù ⎜ so ’yaà hära-kiréöa-kuëòaÿa-dharaù çaàkhädi-dhäré
sadä dhyeyä(yah) svarëëa-may-äkåtià pathi dåsor=nirmäti Näräyaëaù ⎜⎜
[20] udyänä24. ni naväni mälya-vidhaye karttuà tri-käÿ-ärccanaà bhogän svargapurocitän=upacitän rämäç=ca Rambh-opamäù ⎜ nänä-ratna-vibhuñaëäni
bahuço väsäàsi bhüyäàsy=asau präpta[à] cchat(tat)-parameñöhine
parijano vada25. ttena kià svärnine ⎜⎜ [21] pakñatvaà tvayi yäty-ayaà dvija-patiù pakñonnataç=c=äbha-vat Kaàs-äre ’sya samasta-väsanam-abhüt=khyäto hi me
cedåñaù ⎜ dåñöe ’sminn=adhip-ädhikära-yugaÿe käme gatiù samprati=ty=äkhyät=taà Garuòaù
26. kåt-äà(ï)jaÿir=asau pakaù puro varttate ⎜⎜ [22] yen=äkäri prasäri-dyutirajata-çitaà
Guëòic-ägärarn=éço
yasmin=Kaiÿäsa-väsapraëayam=adhigato=hanta deçe ’py=amuñmin ⎜ yasya prägbhära-khaëòasthaÿa-vikaÿa-nabho27. maëòaÿ-äjasra-hiëòan-märttä(ta)ëòä(ëò)ç=ca pracaëòa-çrama-çamanapaöur=mmaëòape ’bhud=akhaëòah ⎜⎜ [23] svadhyäy-äbhyäsaghoñair=mukharita-gagane yajïa-yüp-ävaÿé-bhir=bhüyaù saàçobhamäne
dvija-vara-gahane çobhane çäsane ‘smi28. n ⎜ ävairaà ca prapaà(ï)caà Naraka-ripur=ayaà Kämapälaù subhadrä
gram- eçasy=äpareñäm=api bhavatu sadä maìgaÿa go-jaÿäya ⎜⎜ [24] PrahlädOddhava-Pärthänäà bhaktänäà viraha-vyathäm ⎜ tyäjito Gopinäthena
puëòaréka-vélocanaù ⎜⎜ [25]
29. mémäàsakasya nigam-änta-vicära-para-saàcäriëo ’sya kavi-paëòitaGopinäthät ⎜32 jätasya Jägaÿi-kave ramaë-oktir=eñä harñ-onnatià
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sumanasäà sarasäà tanotu ⎜⎜0⎜⎜ [26] çubham=astu ⎜⎜ Vakäkhyena
la(li)khitaà ⎜
30. çré-Gopinäthaù prasanno=stu siddhido bhakta-vatsaÿaù ⎜ guëa-ratn-äkaraù
çrimän Kapiÿendra-hådi-sthitaù ⎜⎜
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Geometry in the Works of Äryabhaöa I and its Relevance
in the Field of the Present Day High School Geometry
Sanatan Koley
Introduction
The history of mathematical, specifically geometrical study in India
is not only pristine, but also flamboyant in its exceptional
fundamentality and unbelievable creativity. While discussing about the
advancement of geometry in India, a glimpse of Indus valley civilisation
of undivided India first flashes in our mind. We get direct proof of the
mathematical, in particular, geometrical knowledge of the dwellers of
this very ancient civilisation from archaeological evidences unearthed
from Harappa, Mohenjodaro and other places. But they did not leave
behind any sign of their geometrical knowledge in the form of books
or manuscripts. According to archeologists, this fully developed and
highly cultured civilisation originated during c. 3250-2750 BCE, and
attained its highest level during c. 2350-1770 BCE.1,2 Thereafter we
remember the Vedas and Brähmaëa texts, especially Çatapatha Brähmaëa.
It is to be mentioned here that in the early part of Vedic age (c. 1500500 BCE) there was no written form of the colloquial language. The
Vedas and other literatures were transferred and propagated from one
generation to another by means of hearing and remembering. For this
reason the Vedas are called Çruti (learning by listening). In the later
part of Vedic era, nearly after 1000 BCE, Indian scripts and the tradition
of writing manuscripts originated.3 However, we come to know from
the Åg-veda and the Çatapatha Brähmaëa that the dwellers of Vedic age,
mainly for performing their religious rites, built square-shaped, circular
and semicircular fire altars on the ground.4, 5
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After a long period of time from the Brähmaëic literature, the
most remarkable advancement in the field of geometry in the late
Vedic period is found in the texts (in Sanskrit) which are known as
the Çulbas or the Çulba-sütras. It is to be relevantly mentioned here
that many of us are acquainted with six Vedäìgas, namely Çikñä, Kalpa,
Nirukta, Vyäkaraëa, Chandas and Jyotiña. The Kalpa or the Kalpa-sütras
are usually divided into Çrauta-sütras and Smärtha-sütras. The Çulbas
or the Çulba-sütras are sections of the Kalpa or the Kalpa-sütras, more
particularly of the Çrauta-sütras.6 There are at least eight extant Çulbasütras among which Baudhäyana, Äpastamba, Kätyäyana, Mänava,
etc. are noteworthy. The Baudhäyana Çulba-sütara is the most ancient
one among these Çulba-sütras composed during c. 800-500 BCE.
According to the historians of Indian mathematics, this text was
written around 800 BCE.7 Needless to say, these Çulba-sütras were the
oldest written evidences of Indian geometry. It must be referred here
that, solutions of some complicated geometrical problems related to
construction of altars for religious rituals have been discussed also in
these Çulba-sütaras; for example, construction of altars having equal
area of the base but various geometrical shapes for each deity. For
this reason, the procedures of transforming one geometrical shape
into another keeping the area (of the base) unchanged, have been
described in the Çulba-sütras. It need not be further mentioned that,
these texts give us a picture of development of early geometry in India
before the advent and rise of the Jaina sect during c. 500-300 BCE.8
The early Jainas had unparalleled influence in Indian mathematics,
particularly geometry, after the end of Çulba period to the preÄryabhaöiyan era, that is, up to c. 500 CE. The Jainas had extended
their geometrical practice mainly for their religious needs like the
Hindus in the Vedic age. But the scholars could not retrieve most of
their original mathematical works of that period. Our present
knowledge about the mathematical, especially geometrical
contributions of the early Jainas is based mostly on the miscellaneous
facts derived from different commentaries composed in the
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contemporary period. Some formulae related to geometry and also
mensuration are found in the treatise Tattvärthädhigama-sütra-bhäñya
written by eminent author on the Jaina doctrines, Umäsväti (c. 1st
century CE).9,10 But unfortunately, no books or manuscripts written
by Indian mathematicians in the next few centuries have come to the
notice of the scholars yet.
Many of us know of the book Aryabhaöéya of Äryabhaöa I (c. 476550 CE), that is, Äryabhaöa of Kusumapura (vide Fig. 1, imagination),

Fig. - 1
https://www.britannica.com

an eminent Hindu mathematician and astronomer, written in about
499 CE. This book, written in 123 verses (different opinion : 121 verses),
is divided into four chapters. These chapters were named as Gétikäpäda,
Gaëitapäda, Kälakriyäpäda and Golapäda respectively. The first one is
based on astronomy, the second one on mathematics, the third one on
the reckoning of time, and the last one on the celestial sphere.11 In the
chapter - Gaëitapäda formulae for finding out area of triangle, circle
and trapezium and volume of sphere and right pyramid have been
mentioned. Besides, the matters discussed in the chapter- Gaëitapäda
included value of the ratio of circumference and diameter of any
circle, length of the chord, arrows of two intercepted arcs, problems
related to shadows, etc.
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In the book Äryabhaöéya (c. 499 CE) of Äryabhaöa I the mathematical
results and inferences are written very briefly. So, to understand these,
we have to rely on commentaries of different commentators on this
book. The first commentary written on this book was by the Hindu
mathematician Bhäskara I (c. 600 - c. 680 CE) in 629 CE, more than
a century after Äryabhaöa I had composed. However, on going through
his commentary we come to know about four mathematicians, namely,
Maskaré, Püraëa, Mudgala and Pütana, preceded Äryabhaöa I.12 But,
no books or manuscripts written by them were traced by the scholars
till now. As a result we could not learn about their mathematical,
particularly, geometrical contributions. In this article we will discuss
about the geometrical contributions of Äryabhaöa I in detail. For this
reason, facts will be derived mainly from two books: one authored by
K.S. Shukla & K. V. Sarma13 and another by T. A. Sarasvati Amma14
and also from the research paper entitled ‘Hindu Geometry’ by B. B.
Datta & A. N. Singh.15 Finally, an attempt will be made also to explore
its relevance in the field of the present day high school geometry
with mensuration.
Geometry in the Äryabhaöéya of Äryabhaöa I
Äryabhaöa I was the first of the major mathematician-astronomers
from the early medieval period of Indian mathematics and astronomy.
He was born at Kusumapura, near ancient Päöaliputra, now known
as Patna in Bihar. In c. 499 CE, when he was 23 years old, he wrote
the book Äryabhaöéya, a compendium of mathematics and astronomy.
It need not be spoken that, his works were extensively referred to in
the Indian mathematical literature and have survived to modern times.
However, the second chapter - Gaëitapäda of the treatise Äryabhaöéya
consists of 33 verses, which contain brief rules or formulae dealing
with mathematics that we have already cited. Now detailed discussion
will be made on those verses of the said chapter Gaëitapäda which are
based on geometry together with mensuration, and will be arranged
stepwise similar to the present day high school geometry (including
mensuration).
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Area of a triangle
The method for finding the area of a triangle that was used in the
Çulba-sütra texts16 is:
1

Area of a triangle = 2 base x altitude.
The early Jainas had no application for the triangle. But this rule
is found also in the work Äryabhaöéya of Äryabhaöa I. In the 1st half
of the 6th verse of chapter-II (Gaëitapäda) of this book he says:

ÂºtCwsôg VUjNhehk mb=jfUtuxe Cwst"omkJdo&>
tribhujasya phalaçaréraà samadalakoöé bhujärdhasaàvargaù

>

English translation : “The area of a triangle is the product of half
its base (bhuja) and the altitude (koöé)”.17
If ABC is a triangle and AD is perpendicular to BC, then BC is the
base and AD is the altitude of the triangle (vide Fig. 2). So, according
to the rule
1

Area of the triangle ABC = 2 BC x AD.

Fig. - 2

Area of an arbitrary plane figure
In the 1st half of the 9th verse of chapter-II of the Äryabhaöéya,
Äryabhaöa I gives a general rule for determination of the area of
unspecified (presumably rectilinear) figures. In this verse he
enunciates:
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mJuoMtk GuºttKtk ŒmtÆg vtëJuo VUjk ;=Çgtm& >

sarveñäà kñeträëäà prasädhya pärçve phalaà tadabhyäsaù

>

English translation : “For all figures, when one has acquired the
two sides, the area is their product”.18
Needful to say that, this could presumably be an approximation to
be used for roughly rectangular quadrilaterals whose area is more or
less the product of two adjacent sides.
The property of similar triangles
The properties of similar triangles and parallel lines were known
to the ancient Hindus (Indians).19 In early medieval India an illustration
of the theorem on similarity of triangles, i.e., the corresponding sides
of similar triangles are proportional, is found also in the book
Äryabhaöéya of Äryabhaöa I. In the 15th verse of chapter - Gaëitapäda
of this book he gives the following rule:

NETfwUdwKk NETfwUCwstÂJJhk NETfwUCwsgtuÂJoNuM†;bT >
g¨ç"k mt Atgt Òtugt NETfUtu& ôJbqjtÂõ >>

çaìkuguëaà çaìkubhujävivaraà çaìkubhujayorviçeñahåtaà
yallabdhaà sä chäyä jïeyä çaìkoù svamüläddhi

>

>>

English translation: “Multiply the distance between the gnomon
and the lamp-post (bhuja) by the length of the gnomon and divide by
the difference between the lengths of the gnomon and the lamp-post.
The result will be the length of the shadow of the gnomon measured
from its base (foot)”.20
If AB = the lamp-post, PQ = the gnomon and QE = the shadow of
the gnomon, then according to this rule, the length of the shadow is:
QE =
That is,

BQ x PQ
FP x PQ
=
AB – PQ
AF
PQ
QE
=
AF
FP

(vide Fig. 3)

which is the property of similar (equiangular) triangles.
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Fig. - 3

It is to be specially noted that in interpreting the verses 15th and
16th (of chapter-II of the Äryabhaöéya), one has to remember that bhuja
and koöi here are not the base and perpendicular side of a rightangled triangle. Ordinarily the term bhuja denotes a side of a triangle
(or any rectilinear figure). All the commentators agree in interpreting
it as implying here the lamp-post.21
The theorem of square on the hypotenuse
The earliest recorded explicit statement of the theorem of square
on the diagonal of a rectangle is found in the Çulba-sütras, evolved in
the late Vedic period. This theorem has been stated first by the Indian
Åsi (Rishi) as well as a geometer Baudhäyana (c. 800 BCE) in the
words:
“The diagonal of a rectangle produces both areas which its length
and breadth produce separately”.22
That is : the square described on the diagonal of a rectangle has
an area equal to the sum of the areas of the squares described on its
two sides. This famous theorem is now universally associated with
the name of the Greek philosopher and mathematician Pythagoras (c.
540 BCE), though no trustworthy evidence is available which proves
that it was actually discovered by him.
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The said theorem has been noticed also in the treatise Äryabhaöéya
of Äryabhaöa I. In the 1st half of the 17th verse of chapter II of this
book he writes:

gëaiJ CwstJdo& fUtuxeJdoëa fUKoJdo& m& >

yaçcaiva bhujävargaù koöévargaçca karëavargaù saù

>

English translation : “(In a right-angled triangle) the sum of the
squares of the base and the upright is stated to be equal to the square
of the hypotenuse”.23
Area of a trapezium
Here it is worth mentioning that, in the 8th verse of chapter II of
the book Äryabhaöéya, Äryabhaöa I describes the rule for finding the
area of a trapezium. In this verse he says the rule as follows:

ytgtbdwKu vtëJuo ;‘tud†;u ôJvt;huFu ;u >
ÂJô;hgtudt"odwKu Òtugk GuºtVUjbtgtbu >>

äyämaguëe pärçve tadyogahåte svapätarekhe te

>
vistarayogärdhaguëe jïeyaà kñetraphalamäyäme >>
English translation : “The two parallel sides (severally) multiplied
by the altitude and divided by their sum will give their respective
perpendiculars from the point of intersection of the diagonals. Half
the sum of the two parallel sides multiplied by the altitude should be
known as the area (of a trapezium)”.24,25
Thus, according to this verse we may write:
hb =

fh
bh
, hf =
b+f
b+f

1

and the area = 2 (b+f) h. (vide Fig. 4)

Fig. - 4
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It is to be specially noted that the rule for the attitude-segments
of a trapezium with altitude h discussed in the 1st half of the said 8th
verse is applicable only in an isosceles trapezium. If its base and face
be denoted by b and f respectively, and altitude h is divided into two
segments hb and hf at the point of intersection of the diagonals, then
the values of hb and hf can be found from a pair of similar rightangled triangles in the figure as follows:
h + hf
h
hb
h
= f = b
=
, which implies
b/ + f/
b/2
f/2
(b + f)/2
2
2
hb =

bh
b+f

and hf = fh .
b+f

Area of a circle
The formula for determining the area of a circle is found earlier in
the treatise Tattvärthädhigama-sütra-bhäñya of Umäsväti. The formula
is as follows:26
Area of a circle = circumference x

diameter
,
4

which may be written easily in the form
Area of a circle =

circumference
x diameter .
2
2

In this regard, it should also be remembered the formula, for
determination of the area of a circle, given by Äryabhaöa I in his book
Äryabhaöéya. In the 1st half of the 7th verse of chapter II of this book,
he gives the formula in the following words:

mbvÂhKtnôgt"ø ÂJífUöCt"on;buJ J]útVUjbT >

samapariëähasyärdhaà viñkambhärdhahatameva våttaphalam

>

English translation : “Half the circumference, multiplied by half
the diameter is the area of a circle”.27
That is, area of a circle =

1
1
(circumference) x 2 (diameter).
2

It need not be mentioned that, if the radius of a circle is r unit then its
1

circumference is 2πr unit and area = 2 x 2πr x r sq. units = πr2 sq. units.

38
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The value of π (päi)
It is known that in the Baudhäyana Çulba-sütra, Baudhäyana has
employed that the value of the ratio of the circumference of a circle
to its diameter is equal to 3. A slightly closer value of this ratio (=
3.16049) is found in the Manava Çulba-sütra.28 Further, the early Jainas
have usually used √10 as the value of the said ratio (π). In this context
it should also be referred here that Äryabhaöa I’s value of π = 3.1416
(correct to 3 places of decimals) is far more precise than that of the
Jaina’s. In the 10th verse of chapter-II of the treatise Äryabhaöéya,
Äryabhaöa I pronounces the rule (regarding this value) as given below:

a;whÂ"fUk N;b³dwKk ÅtMÂ³ô;:t mnm{tKtbT >
ygw;ÅgÂJífUöCôgtmªttu J]útvÂhKtn& >>

caturadhikaà çatamañöaguëaà dväñañöistathä sahasräëäm
ayutadvayaviñkambhasyäsanno våttapariëähaù >> 10>>

>

English translation : “A hundred increased by four, multiplied by
eight, and added to sixty-two thousand (62,000), will be the nearly
approximate (äsanna) value of the circumference of a circle of diameter
two ayuta (20,000)”.29,30
This rule gives
circumference
(100+4)x8+62000
=π=
diameter
20000
=

3927
= 3.1416
1250

It must be mentioned here that, this value of the ratio (π = 3.1416)
does not occur in any earlier work in Indian mathematics, and forms
an important contribution of Äryabhaöa I.
The chord of a sixth part of the circumference
From plane geometry and mensuration it is known that the area of
a regular hexagon with sides a unit can be expressed as the sum of the
areas of six equilateral triangles each having sides a unit.
It is evident from the figure (vide Fig. 5) that the side of an inscribed
regular hexagon is equal to the radius of the circle. This theorem
must have been known in India quite early. Äryabhaöa I has narrated
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Fig. - 5

it in his book Äryabhaöéya. In the 2nd half of the 9th verse of chapterII of this book Äryabhaöa I says:

vÂh"u& MzTCtdßgt ÂJífUöCt"uol mt ;wÖgt >

paridheù ñaòbhägajyä viñkambhärdhena sä tulyä

>

English translation: “The chord of one-sixth of the circumference
(of a circle) is equal to half the diameter”.31
The length of the chord of a circle
The formula for determining the length of the chord of a circle is
found formerly in the work Tattvärthädhigama-sütra-bhäñya of
Umäsväti. This formula, in terms of geometric theorem, may be
written as follows:
“In any circle, the product of the two intercepted parts of a diameter
perpendicular to the chord, i.e, the product of the two arrows (çaras),
is equal to the square of half the chord”.32
That is, if c be the length of the chord of a circle of diameter d, and
h be the height or arrow (çara) of the minor segment of it, then
c

2

according to this theorem (d-h) h = ( 2 )
In the 2nd half of the 17th verse of chapter-II of the Äryabhaöéya,
Äryabhaöa I has also mentioned the formula for determination of the
length of the chord of a circle. He states in this verse:

J]útu NhmkJdtuo~"oßgtJdo& g Fjw "lwMtu& >

våtte çarasaàvargo’rdhajyävargaù ya khalu dhanuñoù

>
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English translation : “In a circle (when a chord divides it into two
arcs), the product of the arrows of the two arcs is certainly equal to
the square of half the chord”.33
This formula conveys that, if in a circle, a chord CD and a diameter
AB intersect each other at right-angle at E, then
1
2
AE . EB = (
CD) = CE2
2

(vide Fig. 6)

Needful to say, if we take AB = d, EB = h and CD = c, then this
c

relation can be easily written in the form (d - h) h = ( 2 )2.

Fig. - 6

Arrows of intercepted arcs of two intersecting circles
When two circles intersect each other, the common portion cut off
is called the gräsa (erosion). The origin of the term seems to be
connected with the eclipse of the moon (or the sun) which is narrated
in most of the early Hindu (Indian) mythology and in the astronomical
works also.34 In fact, the geometrical theorem, given by Äryabhaöa I,
had its application in the calculation of the eclipse.
In the 18th verse of chapter II of the Äryabhaöéya, Äryabhaöa I
writes the theorem as given below:

d{tmtulu Åu J]útu d{tmdwKu Ctsgu;T v]:fUÀJul >
d{tmtul gtudjç"ti mövt;Nhti vhôvh;& >>

gräsone dve våtte gräsaguëe bhäjayet påthakatvena >
gräsona yogalabdhau sampätaçarau parasparataù >>
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English translation : “(The diameters of) the two circles being
severally diminished and then multiplied by (the breadth of) the
erosion, the products divided severally by the sum of the diameters
(each) as diminished by the erosion, will be the two arrows lying
within the erosion”.35
The theorem may be expressed in terms of our figure (vide Fig.7),
where two circles have diameters d1 and d2 and the breadth of the
erosion b is the sum of the corresponding arrows h1 and h2, as follows:
h1 =

(d2–b) b
(d1–b) b
.
and h2 =
(d1–b)+(d2–b)
(d1–b)+(d2–b)

Fig. - 7

Although Äryabhaöa I himself gives no explanation of this rule,
we can justify it by means of the formula for determining the length
of the chord of a circle, mentioned previously, as follows. From this
formula we come to know that,
2
(d1 - h1) h1 = ( c ) = (d2 - h2) h2 , so replacing h2 by b - h1 we may
write :

2

(d1 - h1) h1 = (d2 - b + h1) (b - h1)
or,

d1h1 - h21 = d2b - b2 + bh1 - d2h1 + bh1 - h21

or,

h1(d1-b+d2-b) =b (d2-b)
(d2–b)b

... h1 = (d –b)+(d –b)
1
2
Similarly, we can derive the corresponding expression for h2.
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Volume of a sphere
The Çulba-sütras do not speak of any conception about the sphere
directly; but it was discussed indistinctly in the Jaina works. These
works refer to the word ‘Ghanaparimaëòala’, but we do not know if it
is a cylinder or a sphere. In the Uttarädhyayana Sütra (c. 300 BCE)
there is a mention of a solid called éñadprägbhära “which resembles in
form of an open umbrella”.36 The authentic mention of the sphere is
found at first in the Äryabhaöéya of Äryabhaöa I.
In the 2nd half of the 7th verse of chapter Gaëitapäda of the
Äryabhaöéya, Äryabhaöa I has given the formula for the volume of a
sphere. In this verse he writes the following words:

;Âªtsbqjul n;k DldtujVUjk ÂlhJNuMbT >>

tannijamülena hataà ghanagolaphalaà niravaçeñam

>

English translation: “That (the area of a diametral section)
multiplied by its own square-root is the exact volume of a sphere”.37
That is, if r unit be the radius of a sphere, then according to this
formula,
Volume of a sphere = πr2. √πr2 cubic units = πr3 √π cubic units.
4
This formula is incorrect (the correct one is
πr3 cubic units).
3

Volume of a right pyramid
The formula for calculating the volume of a right prism or a circular
cylinder is found in the texts Çulba-sütra.38 These formulae were
evolved in the late Vedic period for the measurement of volumes of
the fire-altars and excavations. In the treatises Veda and Saàhitä, the
prisms whose sections (parallel to the base or face) are regular
polygons, were named according to the number of edges. Thus in the
Ågveda, the triangular prism is called trirasri, a quadrangular prism
caturasri and so on.39
The Vedic Hindus (Indians) do not always distinguish between a
cone and a pyramid. They include both under a generic name sücé,
which means literally a needle, a sharp pointed object. Thus the term
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sücé generally denotes a pyramid with a base of any form; as the base
also may be a circle, it includes a cone as well. Äryabhaöa I gives a rule
for measurement of the volume of a triangular pyramid. In the 2nd
half of the 6th verse of chapter II of the book Äryabhaöéya, he says:

W¥ÆJoCwst;ÀmkJdto"ø m Dl& MzÂ¶ÂhÂ;>

ürdhvabhujätatsaàvargärdhaà sa ghanaù ñaòaçririti

>

English translation : “Half the product of that area (of the tringular
base) and the height is the volume of a six-edged solid”.40
Hence, according to this rule,
1

Volume of a pyramid = 2 (area of the base) x height cubic units.
This formula is inaccurate.
It is to be referred here that, the volume of any right pyramid =
1
3 (area of the base) x height cubic units.

Measurement of heights and distances
Shadow measurements and calculations based on them formed an
important part of mathematics from very early times in India. Even
the Süryaprajïapti (c. 400 BCE), a Jaina Gaëita text, refers to shadow
lenghts and their variations according to the time of the day and the
year (IV. 9).41 Äryabhaöa I also discussed the problems connected
with the gnomon and its shadow in his book Äryabhaöéya.
In the 16th verse of chapter Gaëitapäda of this book, Äryabhaöa I
states the rule for calculating the height of the lamp-post (source of
light) and its horizontal distance from the observer with the help of
shadows of two gnomons of equal height, set up in two places at a
known distance apart. The verse is as follows :

AtgtdwÂK;k Atgtd{ÂJJhbqlul CtÂs;k fUtuxe >
NETfwUdwKtfUtuxe mt AtgtCÿUt Cwst CJÂ; >>
chäyäguëitaà chäyägravivaramünena bhäjitaà koöé
çaìkuguëäkoöé sä chäyäbhaktä bhujä bhavati >>

>
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English translation : “The distance between the tips of the two
shadows being multiplied by the length of a shadow and divided by
the difference between the lengths of the two shadows gives the koöé.
That koöé multiplied by the length of the gnomon and divided by the
length of the shadow corresponding to it will be the height of the
bhuja (lamp-post)”.42
Let AB = the lamp-post (height to be measured), PQ, P’Q’ = two
gnomons of equal height, and QE, Q’E’ = the shadows respectively
(vide Fig. 8). Then the rule says:
(1) BE =

EE’ x QE
EE’ x Q’E’
BE x PQ BE’ x P’Q’
=
.
, (3) AB =
, (2) BE’ =
Q’E’ – QE
Q’E’
Q’E’ – QE
QE

Fig. - 8

These formulae can be justified using the property of similar
triangles, cited earlier, as follows:
Considering the similar triangles ABE and PQE and also ABE’ and
P’Q’E’, we have respectively
AB
BE
=
PQ
QE

.... (i)

and

AB
BE’
=
P’Q’
Q’E’

.... (ii)

Since PQ = P’Q’, therefore from (i) and (ii), we get
BE’
BE
EE’
BE’ – BE
=
=
=
Q’E’
QE
Q’E’ – QE
Q’E’ – QE

.... (iii)
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Hence from (iii), and (i) & (ii) we find respectively
(1) BE =

EE’ x QE ,
EE’ x Q’E’
(2) BE’ =
Q’E’ – QE
Q’E’ – QE ’

(3) AB =

BE x PQ BE’ x P’Q’
=
.
Q’E’
QE

Conclusion
We have already mentioned that the names of several Indian
mathematicians (like Maskaré, Püraëa, Mudgala and Pütana) who
preceded Äryabhaöa I are known, but no books or manuscripts written
by them could be traced by any scholar. In this respect, then, the
position of the best-known treatise Äryabhaöéya, written in c. 499 CE
by Äryabhaöa I in India, is somewhat agnate to that of the Elements
of Euclid in Greece some eight centuries ago. Both are summaries of
earlier developments, compiled by a single author.43 However, it is
evident from the previous discussion that the formulae for finding
the area of a triangle, trapezium and circle, given by Äryabhaöa I, are
correct. Again, the property of similar triangles, the rules or formulae
for determining the length of the chord of a circle and arrows of two
intercepted arcs, mentioned in chapter Gaëitapäda of the Äryabhaöéya,
are also found correct. Moreover, Äryabhaöa I was the first Indian
mathematician who has pronounced that the value of π is approximate,
and this value (π =3.1416) forms an important contribution of him.
But, the rules for the area of an arbitrary plane figure, volume of a
sphere and pyramid are incorrectly stated (in the afore named chapter).
Finally, we may say that most of the rules, formulae and properties,
contributed by Äryabhaöa I, concerning mensuration as well as
geometry appear correct. Now, if the scholars of mathematics and
mathematical sciences examine the present-day textbooks on high
school mathematics all over the world, they must find these important
contributions of Äryabhaöa I there. So, it would not be an exaggeration
to say that there is of course some relevance, though meagre, of the
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eminent Indian mathematician Äryabhaöa I in the field of geometry
and mensuration taught in the present day high schools.
This work is dedicated to Professor H. P. Mazumdar, former Professor
of Physics and Applied Mathematics Unit, Indian Statistical Institute,
Kolkata, whose constant encouragement inspired me to write the article.
Notes
1. Volume of a sphere (V) = πr3 √π cubic units, as stated by Äryabhaöa I (see
22
p. 42), may be written (taking π =
) as πr3 √3.14285714 = πr3 x 1.77 ...,
7 .
4
= πr3 x 1.3. Therefore, though numerically the
whereas V should be πr3 x
3
values are not exactly equal, the approach and the result obtained by
Äryabhaöa I in c. 499 CE can not be totally ignored.
2. Volume of a pyramid (six-edged solid): Here also the approach cannot be
overlooked. Äryabhaöa I perhaps did not go through different experimental
verifications before arriving at his final calculations. He took 1 as a factor
2
1
in place of (see p. 43). The difference 1 – 1 = 1 ~ .17. In modern times
3
2
3
6
also theoretical values and experimental values always differ to some extent.
So considering the era in the remote past, when there was no accurate
scale for measurement, one had to depend on closer approximations and
that might have led to the error.
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Early Pandemics in History
Mukta Raut Dey and Atanu Ray
Of the very few events of human history which have reshaped its
course in the transition forward, the outbreaks of plague is one, which
swept over this planet intermittently. Archaeological evidence of 2
different epidemics have been unearthed from North eastern China
dated around 3000 BCE while literary evidence of the first account of
bubonic plague was found in the Old Testament (Huremoviæ 2019).
Rooted in a Greek word plaga (strike/blow), the word plague though
denotes a particular potent infectious disease caused by Yersinia pestis,
as a general term it is used for any disease causing a high rate of
mortality or more widely, as a metaphor for any sudden outbreak of
a terrible suffering.
In a long succession throughout history, pandemic outbreaks have
not only ravaged existence of humanity or political and societal
structure of a region, but also paradoxically, made way for innovations
or advances in science, economy, political or religious structures
worldwide. New research in epidemic and pandemic has shown that
being driven by different socio economic interests the human race is
transgressing the ecological niche and invading the animal world,
thereby encountering less known numerous microbial agents. These
agents are causing new diseases, epidemics and might be the covid
19 too which could lead to somehow comparable serious socio
economic consequences. The present study would review some most
virulent pandemics of early and medieval periods, which left a mark
in the history of mankind in similar manner.
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Athenian Plague
The most important epidemic/ pandemic in history can be traced
back to 430 to 426 BCE, in the name of Plague of Athens. The only
ancient account of the Great Plague comes from the writing of
Thucydides (2017), an Athenian general and plague survivor who
was exiled from Athens after being accused responsible for a
disastrous defeat in the Peloponnesian War (431-404 BCE), with Sparta.
According to Thucydides, the plague, originated in North Africa
(Ethiopia) and was transmitted via Persia and first struck the Athenian
port-city of Piraeus and erupted in Attica a year before the
Peloponnesian War. The disease then struck again in 429BCE, killing
the Athenian general Pericles1 and again in 427BCE. This epidemic
killed a quarter of the Athenian troops and a quarter of the city
population.
Initially it was suspected that this disease was caused from watersources, which was poisoned by the invading armies of Sparta. But
later DNA investigation of pulp from the roots of teeth found in three
skeletons of a mass grave of Athens, belonging to the plague years
suggested a possible cause for the epidemic was typhoid
(Papagrigorakis et al. 2006). This proposition was rejected on the
argument that as because typhoid was endemic in the Greek world,
it was not the likely cause of this sudden epidemic (Littman, 2009).
Athens was the most open and accommodating city state in Greece.
A large number of foreigners (metic), usually merchants or artisans,
were allowed to reside there in this city, which had opened itself wide
to foreign trade and mixing of people.
The Athenian citizens were largely killed in the Peloponnesian
War and also in the epidemic which changed the demographic balance
between the citizens and the metics. It took 15 years to replenish this
population loss.
The influx of metics was considered as a factor in the spread of the
epidemic by the Athenian people. This increase in population
burdened the city’s infrastructure and resources and made a conducive
situation for easy spread of the infectious disease to other parts of
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Greece. It seems that the immediate action of the losses in the plague
and the war lead to imposition of more stringent rules of citizenship.
A law passed in 451 BCE, restricting Athenian citizenship to only
those who were born of Athenian citizens (Roy 1999). The law was
reenacted in 403 BCE again, a year after the war ended. However
there was provision for wealthy metics, those who could deposit huge
sum were able to become de facto citizens and enjoy all benefits. The
increased xenophobia (MacDonald 1981), among native Athenians
towards the metics, reminds us the present immigration policy of
America or Britain.
Thucydides recorded a number of other such social upheavals
which occurred due to the outbreak of this epidemic. In a time of war
and turmoil, when people were dying from an unknown disease,
sparing none, they became hostile towards all the law, be it human
or divine. The suppressed members and groups in the society rebelled
in this tumultuous situation. Indiscriminate death among priests and
common citizens lead to loss of belief in religion. A collapse of familial
bond could also be inferred as self-preservation became the first goal.
Dead bodies of plague victim were left unattended and unburied by
relatives and friends in fear of infection (Thucydides), resembling the
present day scenario with Covid 19 case.
The Athenians were aware of the connection between overcrowding
and the spread of the disease as Thucydides noted the overcrowding
caused by the movement of the rural population and refugees within
the walls accelerated the spread of the disease while the more sparsely
inhabited countryside was less affected. This might have given birth
to the adoption of technique of isolation to prevent the spread of the
disease.
The epidemic also weakened military might of Athens at a time
when the city needed it most. It might have resulted in the defeat of
Athens in the Peloponnesian War, which permanently ended the city’s
supremacy in Greece and first democracy of the world in Athens was
briefly overthrown in 411 BCE (Couch 1935).
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Antonine plague
The Antonine plague, also known as the Plague of Galen, was
named after the emperor, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (161-180 CE),
the last of the five great Emperors of Rome. Noted Greek physician
Galen recorded the tell tale picture of this epidemic and it was
probably the first recorded evidence of epidemic of small pox (Littman,
1973).
The epidemic most likely originated in China shortly before 166
CE and erupted in Rome in 165 CE, at the time when Roman power
was at its height throughout the Mediterranean world. The disease
spread along the Silk Route and by trading ships moving towards
Rome. Sometime between late 165 to early 166 CE, the Roman military
came into contact with the disease during the blockade of Seleucia (a
major city on the Tigris River). From the East the disease was carried
towards west to Europe and it spread towards the north in Gaul and
along the Rhine river.
This epidemic showed devastating effect on the Roman population.
The Roman historians estimated at least 2000 death per day in Rome
during the height of the outbreak. During this period the Romans
faced other crises. The co-emperor Lucius Verus, died of illness in
169 CE. Aurelius also died 11 years later in 180 CE from same illness.
A second outbreak occurred in 251-266 CE.
This epidemic of Smallpox killed extraordinarily and horribly in
waves. It has been suggested that a quarter to a third of the entire
population perished. The plague so ravaged the society that the death
toll reduced the number of taxpayers, businessman, farmers and
recruits for the army or candidates for the public offices. The scarcity
of crop caused steep price hike along with decreasing food supplies.
The Roman legion was also affected everywhere by this disease
resulting in massive casualties in the army. Emperor Aurelius was
compelled to recruit untrained slaves and gladiators to the legions
and the Romans had to pay for it. For the first time in 200 years in
167 CE, military offensives were called off and the Germanic tribes
crossed the Rhine River and invaded the Roman Empire. The success
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of the external attacks was obvious in front of untrained Roman
military.
The Antonine plague was also associated with the rise of
Christianity. During this time, the fear among terrified citizens was
so rooted that, archaeologists, exploring all over the old imperial
territory of Rome, still come across amulets etc suggesting how
helpless citizens were trying to defend the virulent disease. As the
disease erupted emperor Aurelius resorted to persecutions of the
monotheist Christians. In this gruesome situation, the Romans
abandoned the suffering people, but the Christians took an active
role in nursing them which provided a solid footing and expansion
and growth of Christianity within a polytheistic culture. Christianity
emerged as the only official religion of the empire after this time.
The extent of the epidemic has been extensively debated. Many
factors were associated with the fall of Roman Empire, but one of the
factors was outbreak of the Antonine plague. Compounding the effects
of the utter economic crises along with consecutive defeats of Roman
army probably lead to the fall of the mighty Empire. Some historians
like Gibbon (1776-1789) though have attributed negligible role of
Antonine plague in the fall of Roman Empire while historians like
Boak (2019), Harper (2017) etal suggest that Antonine plague along
with series of similar outbreaks threw some useful light in
understanding of the onset of downfall of Roman Empire in 5th
century CE.
Cyprian plague
The Cyprian plague named after the bishop of Carthage St.
Cyprian, whose first-hand account of the disease, largely forms the
source of knowledge about this illness. St. Cyprian penned down the
incident vividly in his work De Mortalitate (“On Mortality”). The
disease erupted in Ethiopia in 250 CE. and spread from there to
Rome and following years to Greece and further east to Syria. It
lasted for 20 years causing a huge death toll, killing about 5000 people
a day in Rome. This plague hit Rome in such a crucial time when
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draught, flood and famine devastated the empire. The period
witnessed constant warfare when the Germanic tribes invaded Gaul
and the Parthians attacked Mesopotamia.
Seeing the horrifying nature of the epidemic, St. Cyprian thought
that it was the end of the world. The clinical features, which were
noted during this epidemic, did not fit with any known cause of
epidemic. In 2014 archaeologists excavated a grave which was
supposed to be containing the dead bodies of victims of Cyprian
plague (Jarus, 2014). These bodies were found covered with lime. It
seems that people were so anxious of the severity of the disease that
the corpse were smeared with lime and burnt to prevent the spread
of the disease. DNA of the dead could not be extracted as the Egyptian
climate caused the complete decay of DNA, without which hardly
any conclusive identification of the culprit of the actual disease could
be made. Recently Kyle Harper (2015) suggested that most likely, a
viral hemorrhagic fever, might be Ebola, was responsible for Cyprian
plague.
The disease caused political, economic, military and religious
upheaval in Rome. Not only large number of people died but this
period saw the death of two emperors viz. Hostilian in 251 CE and
Claudius II Gothicus in 270 CE. The period between the two emperors
witnessed political crises as rivals started fighting to claim the hold
of the throne. The Roman legions were affected by the disease and it
weakened the Roman administration. The widespread disease also
caused the population of countryside to flee to the cities. The
abandonment of the field due to mass death of farmers caused the
fall of the agricultural production in some area. Only the nascent
Christianity got hold during this disaster as the pagans were unable
to explain the disease. The Christian missionaries came forward to
care and stand by the ailing people because to them it was a service
to the god and in this way epidemic helped to establish Christianity
in erstwhile Roman Empire.
The recurrent outbreaks of such plague episodes continued over
next three centuries. In 444CE it affected Britain and crippled the
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defense effort against Scots and Picts and compelled British to seek
help from Saxons and to hand over the future control of Britain to
Saxons, which is still continuing.
Justinian plague
The Byzantine Emperor Justinian I came to power in 527, the time
when the western provinces had slipped from Roman control. In
determination to restore the glory to the mighty Roman Empire
Justinian set out missions and by 540 the Byzantine military had
made significant gains in North Africa and the Italian Peninsula.
During this time in 542 CE, a plague hit Byzantine Empire from
Constantinople and which is named after the reigning emperor
Justinian. The plague originated in China and north east of India and
was carried to the lake region of Africa by oceanic-trade route.
Byzantine historian Procopius (1967) faithfully identified and narrated
the beginning of the plague in Pelusium on the Nile River bed and
from there the disease spread north and eastward. The germ of the
plague is spread by Black rat or Rattus rattus to people via infected
flea. North Africa was the main grain supplier to Constantinople.
The vector of this plague ie black rat, which cannot move more than
200 metres from their abode, was carried from Africa to
Constantinople through the grain cargo. The grain ware houses of
Constantinople helped the rats to multiply.
This period suffered from an unusual fall of temperature and snow
during the summer season in adjoining Mediterranean Europe. This
climatic change resulted in food shortage and people started moving
across the empire. This movement of the infected, hungry people and
the soldiers further magnified the spread of the disease.
The plague lasted for 4 months and challenged the empire in many
ways. Social disorder started during this time due to ongoing war,
climatic hazard and the plague itself. Justinian himself was affected,
prosperity and commerce of the empire during this period was
conducive to the spread of a plague outbreak. Constantinople, the
political capital of the eastern Roman Empire, became doubled as the
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center of commercial trade for the empire by that time. The capital’s
position on the cross road of the Black and Aegean seas made it an
ideal intersecting location for trade routes coming from China, the
Middle East and North Africa. Wherever trade and commerce
expanded, there went rats, fleas and obviously the plague and
devastated much of the Roman society.
People died in huge numbers. The administrative apparatus also
collapsed. One of the immediate effects of the plague was the shortage
of farmers which resulted in decline of food production and it resulted
in shrinkage of tax base from the former landholder. It was followed
by three consecutive famines in 542, 545 and 546 CE. The shortage of
grain and manpower resulted in price hike and hike of the wages.
Daily life came almost to a halt in the city and Justinian tried to
arrest the inflation by freezing the price of the grain and wage of the
labourers but was not successful and it led to the downfall of economy.
Second onslaught of this plague in 558 CE ruined the capital, affecting
tax collection and strength of the army badly.
As the disease spread throughout the Mediterranean world, the
empire’s defense mechanism was destabilized. This epidemic
decimated the empire’s professional armies and devastated the
resurrection plan of Justinian. The emperor had to recruit Barbarian
forces to supplement the plague hit, shrinking Byzantine army. In his
lifetime Justinian’s dream of united Roman empire could not be
achieved. By 568 CE, the Lombards successfully attacked northern
Italy and defeated the small Byzantine barracks, leading to the
breakage of the Italian peninsula, which remained divided until its
re-unification in the 19th century. Some historians have argued that
its scourge lead to the decline of the eastern Roman Empire, with
subsequent rise of Islam and ultimately, the emergence of modern
Europe. On the basis of investigation of data ranging from historical
narratives to palynology and mortuary archaeology, this age-old
conviction has though been countered recently (Wu, 2019) and it has
been suggested that the impact of Justinian plague has been
exaggerated and it was not as devastating as a disease.
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Black death
The Black Death was the largest demographic trough in European
history killing as many as 150 million. According to some sources the
Black Death claimed around 60% population of Europe. It altered
the fundamental paradigm of European life. The plague came to
Europe from the East via trade route and overseas ships. After
originating in the East in 1322 it infected the Mongal troops under
command of Khan Djanibek who was besieging the Italian held City
of Caffa, the modern day Fedosia in Crimea on Black Sea. The people
of Caffa were infected and dying which created panic and people left
Caffa by ship arriving first in Sicilian ports and then at Marseilles
from where plague spread inland. Those infected usually died within
3 days of showing symptoms and death toll rose so quickly that
people of Europe had no time to grasp with it.
Before plague, the European society was rigidly held in feudal
system. During the period of Black Death Europe was severely over
populated and so there was no dearth of labourers (serfs) to work in
the field. All monarchial lands were allocated to nobles and who in
turn used to get all works done by these serfs and pay back a
percentage to the king. Consequently the wage was very meager but
serfs had no choice but to work in terms of the nobles, which was a
kind of slavery. There was no scope of upward social mobility in
feudal system and serfs were tied to land where they had to toil for
generations.
England endured 30 plagues between 1351 and 1485. The pattern
mirrored in the continent too. As plague led to massive de-population,
it greatly reduced the workforce. Moreover catastrophic loss of
population led to abandonment of less attractive farming job and
wholesale desertion of villages as people were moving towards town
in pursuit of trade over farming at that time. As a consequence of
such mass migration, utter labourer crisis arose in villages and
agricultural production declined. Beyond loss of labour services, the
deceased or absentee peasants paid no rent or dues and rendered no
fees for use of manorial monopolies. The lords of estates could not
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pay their due tax (tithe) to the king or the Church, or maintain his
family without the labour of his bonded peasants. Under this situation
left over serfs utilized the scope to bargain with the nobles for higher
wages. Most landlords were forced to agree on peasants’ terms to get
their lands cultivated. Wages in England rose from 12 to 28% from
the 1340s to the 1350s and 20 to 40% from the 1340s to the 1360s. This
extra wealth improved the living condition and led to upward social
mobility of the serfs and enabled them to liberate themselves from
generations of bondage and gave birth to a new middle class. Under
this situation, the wealthy section felt threatened and looked to legal
coercion to restore the pre plague position of the serfs. Sometimes
structural impediments were imposed to block the ambitious parvenu
of serfs from joining the rank of manor and becoming a challenger to
his privileges. Implementation of England’s Ordinance of Labourers
(1349) and Statute of Labourers (1351) etc, resulted in massive uprisings
such as the peasant revolt in France in 1358, the guild revolts of 1378
or the famous Peasants’ Revolt of London in 1381. There was no turning
back and all efforts of the elite to suppress these rebels were futile.
Class struggle continued. Along with this, the English landlord, hopeful
for a return to the pre-plague regime, initially granted brief terminal
leases of 4 to 6 years at fixed rates and finally when the tenurial
transformation was completed the lord sold his right of lordship to the
peasant that also resulted in collapse of manorialism from western and
central Europe by 1500. The authority of feudal system was thus broken
finally and the last vestiges feudal system collapsed.
For women who were largely regarded as second-class citizens,
plague conferred them a better status. As large male folk died in
plague, women were allowed to cultivate their own land, to run their
husband’s businesses, to join in guilds and to enjoy greater liberty.
The surviving farmers changed their subsistence from arable farming
to husbandry which reduced the demand for masculine strength to
push ploughs and expanded the scope of work that women could do.
Women’s wages increased which made them more independent.
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Huge loss of workforce in agricultural sector led to economic
recession. At the same time, in an effort to control the spread of the
plague further, nations severely imposed import ban which only
aggravated their economic crisis. Businessmen had to reshape their
business output to fit a declining pool of prospective customers.
The Catholic Church had the supreme control over spiritual matter
until the arrival of plague. But when all efforts to arrest the spread or
cure of plague epidemic failed, people began to lose belief in the doctrine
they had rallied till then. Widespread emergence of distrust of the
Church’s vision and authority led to the eventual crack of a unified
Christian worldview and rise of the Protestant Reformation (1517-1648
CE). Thus hegemony of the medieval Church dwindled. Finding no
other reason to explain the disease, the Christian superstition of sin
committed by the women and Jews to the lord made them the soft
target of public wrath, as responsible factors for the plague epidemic
(similar to the recent attack on the Tablighi Jamat in India).
With the decline or denial of the hegemony of the church there
developed secular education which gave birth to realisation about
human values and experiences over religion. Beliefs in a person’s
merits or abilities, what mattered and not one’s birth, led to a
growing individualism in European society. This encouraged people
to strive and develop their talents and achieve excellence or virtue.
This belief in the human to understand the world and this new
spirit of inquiry helped to ignite the Renaissance. The wealthy and
elite traders of Italy were patrons of great artists such as
Michelangelo or Leonardo da Vinci. The people who were not born
as landed gentry but became wealthy, for the reason discussed above,
started to compensate their trivial ancestry and to establish their
equal status with the old aristocracy by imitating aristocratic way of
patronizing art or men of letters.
The mortality from plague of 1347 to 1363 varied widely from
place to place. Had the Black Death be an isolated event, European
population might have recovered to its former level in a generation or
two and economic impact would have been moderate but plague
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continued in Europe for three centuries with its impact on demography
and economic growth.
An interesting proposition in relating Black Death to industrial
revolution has recently been proposed by Robert C. Allen. Commonly
apprehended leading causes of industrial revolution are - the
serendipitous invention of steam engine and finding of huge coal
deposits as source of energy (Hobsbawn, 1999). Allen in his books
entitled Poverty and Progress in Early Modern Europe (2003) and The
British Industrial Revolution in Global Perspective (2009) has argued that
perhaps Industrial Revolution was the outcome of the capitalist
endeavour to develop labour saving technology. In dealing with the
cause behind the onset of industrial revolution and why it began in
England and not anywhere else, he referred Black Death and
subsequent episodes of plagues with the impact in alteration of the
demography of entire Europe and specially England. Allen synthesized
how the demographic effect of plague led to wage divergence and
finally to technological innovations. He discussed that due to severe
loss of labour force in England, there was a divergence of wage
between England together with northern Europe and southern Europe.
He gave example of real wage in London which was three times that
of Vienna as in 1805 though both were at par in 1400s, and argued
that the reason lies with the Black Death driven social changes with
loosing grip of feudal system in Northern Europe. Due to this acute
wage divergence, the production system required technological
innovation to reduce the cost of production and make it sustainable
in the market. On the other hand conversion of agricultural land into
pasture and growth of animal husbandry (discussed above) in the
post plague time provided more nutritious diets for sheeps and this
resulted into better growth of wool for export market. Thus he argues
that various factors played their role but primary factor was market
pressure for technological changes and this is accompanied by profit
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from export of wool generating capital together with the finding of
cheap sources of energy as coal led to industrial revolution. So Allen’s
research showed the influence of a pandemic in bringing about one
of the greatest invention of history in a more convincing way.
Idea of quarantine
The panic experience of pandemic can be traced back to pre Christian
era. In the Biblical book of Leviticus, written between the 5th and 8th
centuries BCE, an early form of semi-isolation was mentioned. Absence
of proper knowledge of micro organism or the actual mechanism of
transmission of disease, led to several desperate experiments to preserve
public health from time to time. Jewish Rabbis certainly had no
knowledge of the pathogen, but their knowledge regarding the
usefulness of isolation was reflected in response to a skin disease.
During Athenian plague also we have seen how people avoided
the touch of the corpse to protect themselves. Again with the outbreak
of Justian plague people who belong to other community than that of
the Christians of Constantinople were held responsible for the outbreak
of disease, because of their so called unhealthy practices. As a result,
Justinian tried to stop their movement to prevent the spread of the
disease. These techniques may be considered as initial quarantine,
among different other measures.
The principle of infection set up in Italy public health control was
the municipal quarantine and seclusion of the victims. They regulated
funeral rites and ordered to destroy clothes of the departed. Viscount
Bernabo of Reggio ordered that every person with plague should be
sent out of the city into the fields, either to die or recover. In 1374,
Venice and Genoa municipal authority started monitoring the ships
those were reaching there and turning back those which were found
coming from infected areas. The port city of Rogusa (modern-day
Dubrovnik) was the first Venice port city to pass legislation and in
1377 maritime quarantine was established for the compulsory isolation
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of all incoming trading caravans in order to screen for contamination.
All ships were instructed to wait outside the dock for a period of 30
days, while port authorities checked the crew and goods in order to
find out any possible health risk. Ultimately, the Italian city-states
changed the seclusion time duration to forty days. Italian term of
forty, quaranta, thus gave birth to the word quarantine. The forty-day
quarantine proved to be an effective standard for arresting the
outbreaks of the plague.
So beginning around three thousand years ago, quarantine and
isolation were employed as effective safeguard against spread of
disease, as Drews (2013) summarizes, as human understanding of
disease transmission grew, quarantine sophistication and efficacy
improved, then it became standard practice in combating epidemics
and gradually during the black death, the western world adopted this
formula of quarantine.
An outline of major epidemics throughout recorded history
extending from earliest time to medieval century thus reflects the
malignancy of contagious diseases. Impact of each epidemic/
pandemic was profound, and it left behind wide-ranging experiences
for the posterity. In one side massive death toll brought unprecedented
human tragedy, wiped out many landmarks of history like demise of
earliest democracy of the world in Athens, decline of Byzantine and
Roman empires etc. At the same time it acted as a boon for humanity
in stepping forward in the form of paving path towards industrial
revolution or decline of repressive feudal system or establishment or
transformation of different religious faiths etc.
So, these plagues were not a mere disease but it had pleotropic
consequences. At present in fighting with corona, many similar
situations are encountered. We are now strongly equipped with
historical documentations. Utilizing these, the present study thus
should not only be confined to medical research, but an
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interdisciplinary holistic, analytical approach can prove more effective
in dealing with this deadly disease. A thorough introspection may
unleash new horizons in physical and cognitive world of human race,
for a better tomorrow.
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Lahore Suba Revenue Statistics c.1690
Naseer Ahmad Mir
The revenue obtained from the agricultural lands by invoking the
sole labour of peasants was significant for the prosperity of the Mughal
state. The triangular geographical zone of Lahore Suba shaped by the
five tributaries of river Indus was rarely equalled in its agricultural
fertility.1 The Punjab revenue statistics are obtained mostly from Äén,
particularly for the period of the late 16th century. It enlightens us
about the economic richness of the Suba. Unlike the other Suba of the
Mughal Empire, the number of Doabs (sarkärs) in Suba Lahore was
only five and Bairun Panjnad included the parganas falling outside the
five streams. The Doab division seems more natural because of the
six rivers flowing through it. These Doabs (sarkärs) were further subdivided into parganas, the number of which after calculation comes to
2292 with a stated measured land (äräz.é) of 16,155,643 béghas 3 biswa.3

Here the primary focus is on the revenue returns of the Ñüba, which
is available in two different sources. One is Äén,4 and the other is
Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa of the late 16th and late 17th centuries,

respectively. The second source Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa5 gives us details
of the revenue statistics of the late 17th century. It furnishes us with
the pargana list along with jama figures of the Suba Lahore. The total
estimated jama of the whole Suba was calculated as 80,93,77,000 däms
(hasil kamil). Unlike Äén-i-Akbaré, there in Käghazät-i-Mutaffariqa, only
pargana names are mentioned along with their estimated jama figures.
The jama figures represent the standard assessment and not the
revenue receipts of the particular year. The jama includes syürghäl,
but deducting syürghäl figures from the jama in each Suba makes only
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marginal difference. The Shariat was concerned with the actual
produce and not the average or arbitrarily fixed yield on the paper.6
We may proceed by figuring out the revenue returns of each doab.
In Sarkär Sind Sagar Doab, there were 42 parganas during the reign
of Akbar. The calculated äräz.é was 14,09,979 bégha. The revenue returns,
in däms were naqdi 51,912,201; syürghäl 94,680; sawär 8,555; and péyädah
69,700. During the reign of Aurangzeb, Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa shows
31 (not stated) parganas with estimated jama figures of 6,15,55,000
däms in Sind Sagar Doab. Exceptionally, this is the only Doab where
more names of parganas are missing in the Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa.
However, if we count the combined names of the parganas along with
the given ones below, the difference is not much more. Nonetheless,
the increased jama figures in comparison with Äén indicates the
increase in the äräz.é land of the Doab as well. It is further substantiated
by the argument put forward by Irfan Habib, in which he propounded
that there was not much price rise during the reign of Aurangzeb.7 So
there seem lesser chances of increased jama being effected by the
price rise. From now onwards, we will be giving the stated and actual
total pargana-wise at the end of each sarkär figures. It will be a total
of the whole sarkär. The matching parganas names in both (Äén-iAkbaré & Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa) the lists are inserted at the beginning
of the table.
Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Akbarabad Tarkhery

5291738

Akbarabad
Tarkhery

5740000

Attock

3202216

5070000

Rohtas (stone fort)

6049140

Atak Banäras
(9 mahals)
Rohtas

Khushab

2702509

Khushab

2445000

Dhangari

147647

Dankali

8550000

Dhankot

480000

Dhankot

3000000

Shamsabad

8420000

Shamasabad

7034503

5390000
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Pargana
Hazara Qarlugh
Kalbahlak
Fatehpur Kulo
Khaib
Kahar Darwaza
Girjhak

naqdi figures
in 1595
1805342
2883253
4261831
934161
24541
961755

Kajakot
340000
Kanbat
96000
LangaHatyar
96000
Makhiala (stone fort)
384000
Marali
2400000
Malot (stone fort)
133233
Nilab
481305
Narmi
38091
Naukar seral Khatar
38092
Hathyarlung
300000
Hazara Gujaran
270896
Himat Khan Karmon
48000
Awan
415970
Parial (stone fort)
5158109
Bel [Path] Ghazi Khan
720000
BaroKahtar
48000
Taloqidhan
1316801
Taharchek Dami
250575
Dharband
100000
Dharab
96000
Duduat
96000
Reeshan
92496
Patala
624000
Balakahtar
1000040
Stated total =
Actual total=
51912201 däms
51648708
däms

Pargana
Hazarah
Kalbahlak
Majoor
Bharmana
HassukayBhon
(6 mahals)
Kadramak
(5 mahals)
Sadanpur

67

Jama figures
in 1690s
2300000
3000000
7040000
5690000
18200000
10000000
4910000

Stated total = Actual total=
61555000 däms
89755000
däms
däms
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The Äén figures out that the Sarkär Chanhat Doab comprised 21
parganas. The total calculated Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa was 2,633,210 bégha.
The revenue returns, in däms were naqdi 64502394; syürghäl 511070;
sawär 3730 and péyädah 44200. A single addition appears from the
Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa in the pargana list of Äén, i.e. 22 for which the
aggregate total of jama figures amounts to 92471000 däms.
Pargana
Akhandur Atyaran
Bherah

naqdi figures
in 1595

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

392000
19910000

Akhandur
Bherah

400000
22100000

Bahlolpur
Bahdu

3830575
192000

Bahlulpur
Bahduyak

12050000
9000000

Pooni
Shorpur
Shakarpur

57222
3121546
1050819

Pohni
Shorpur
Shakarpur

300000
3000000
1600000

Karyali [Karnala]
Khokhar (Burnt brick
fort)
Khari
Lolor

2643270
2320594

Karyali
Khokhar

3400000
3000000

1505241
3746166

Kheri
Lolor

3500000
4760000

Mangli
Mulot
Haria

432000
370549
9150828

Magli
Mulot Raikandra
Haria

440000
911000
14000000

Hazara Midh Ranjah
Indarhal
Boliat

4689136
485418
400080

Har Mehdi
Lowab
Shahjahanabad

220000
10000000
1000000

Bhimbhar
Sailau Dodyal
(2 mahals)
Gujrat

1200000

Amaar (2 mahals)

5500000

735741
8266150

Samba
Kalpan
Bhadermal

2400000
500000
3200000

Stated total =
64502394 däms

Actual total=
64499335
däms

Stated total =
92471000
däms

Actual total=
101281000
däms
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The Äén recorded that in Sarkär Rechna Doab, there were 57
parganas. The total calculated äräz.é was 4,253,148 bégha. The revenue
returns, in däms were naqdi 172,047,391; syürghäl 2,684,134; sawär 6,795
and péyädah 99,652.8 But when the naqdi figures of Rechna Sarkär are
calculated pargana-wise, the actual total comes 17,96,67,816 däms, which
is more than the stated total.9 The Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa recorded 60
parganas in Rechna Doab with total jama figures of 23,60,85,000 däms.
Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Eminabad (brick fort)
Pasrur

24853006
27978583

Pargana
Eminabad
Pasrur

Jama figures
in 1690s
25000000
10000000

Patti Zafarwal
Bhalot
Bhilaura

3697338
818182
240000

Patti Zafarwal
Bhalot
Bilwara

5400000
2800000
4345000

Chima Chata
Jammu
Jasrota

5878691
3956000
2100000

Chima Chata
Jammu
Jasrota

7400000
4200000
800000

Jerejana
Hafizabad

240000
4548000

Jere Jana
Hafizabad

240000
600000

115050
241740
275550

Darharpur
Daulatabad
Rinha

4000000
900000
2300000

Dawalatpur
Dawlatabad
Rinha

Sialkot (brick fort)
22090702
Shajrau (brick minaret)
362626
Sodhra
7096702

Sialkot
Shajrau
Sodhar

32440000
200000
8160000

Gobindwal
Kala Pind

1253957
203964

Goindwal
Kalapind

2970000
290000

Kharlinarli
Mohmmad Bari Dokraw
Masrur

768000
1127903
3005602

Kahray Baray
Mahmoodukrau
Masrur

770000
1250000
5650000

Wan
Karbari samba
Hiantal

3715553
1500000
240000

Wan
Sur Samba
Pasrur

17035000
300000
10000000
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Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Amaraqi Bhatti
Arazi Bagh Raibhuja
Panchnagar

1942606
52837
1181622

Saalim Ali
Kahuba
Sahirdah

80000
800000
3200000

Badubahal
Patti Tramli
Bhadrah

1611882
525953
240000

Jahangirabad
Ghakhar
Sarhond

400000
9875000
2670000

Irayi Sehra
Malladar

2850000
2400000

Bhotiyal
Bun

96000
48000

Taral
Talwandi
Chandanwarak

2144945
1518207
4128331

Hasdoob
Darbarabad
Naran Lahore

5000000
3200000
3000000

Chhotadhar
Chiniot (brick fort)
Arazi Khanpur

1391692
2806369
27028

Kaabri
Madbakhad
Madmali

2435000
1920000
1200000

Dawad Baheedal Barhi
Jabudhadi

1725079
815587

Sakkar
Jahdarjah

2200000
1020000

Rupnagar
Rechna
Sahumali

410513
8680742
5574764

Meharabad
Dadusandal
Jahan Lamhoor

1200000
1165000
1055000

Saidhpur
Shanzdah Hinjrao
Shor
Barhi Fatubahdal
Fazlabad
Kathua
Gujranbarhi
Hemnagar
Lakhanpur
Mangtanwala
Manigari
Mankot (4 towns
each with stone fort)

3127212
1536480
2278940
613917
136528
5888254
670934
8391087
481818
3819690
1475225
85119

Bandusahal
Seharhaal
Alsa
Hassuhar
Shahdardah
Kojraan
Hagenpur
Arazi Sehrakoha
Sahaal
Basumaal
Bilonadhi
Madabubak

800000
711000
600000
700000
1120000
850000
710000
800000
240000
200000
1055000
650000
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Pargana

Stated total =
172047391 däms

naqdi figures
in 1595

Actual total=
179667816
däms

Pargana

71

Jama figures
in 1690s

Soobandral
Gahloob Aruf
Mamkoot
ArajiSahoor
Jasdar

20000
500000

Maloon
MauzaMasoorabad

50000
200000

Stated total =
236085000
däms

240000
100000

Actual total=
200246000
däms

Among the parganas of above Doab, Amaraqi Bhatti seems to have
been known by the name of Amarah during the reign of Aurangzeb
and was located in the Bari Doab, perhaps due to the shifting of the
river bed (Ravi).
In Sakär Bari Doab, there were 52 parganas inserted in Äén. The
total calculated äräz.é was 4,580,002 bégha. The revenue returns in däms
were naqdi 142,808,183; syürghäl 3,923,922; sawär 31,055 and péäyädah
129,300. Whereas, Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa showed that the mentioned
Doab encompassed 53 parganas with its total jama calculated as
222816000 däms.
Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Ancharah
Andaura
Baldah Lahore

500000
1193739
2912600

Bhalwari
Patti Haibatpur
Batala

452694
28395380
16820998

Biyah
Bahadurpur
Talwarah

3822255
447750
514666

Pargana
Anchara
Andaura
Lahore
Bhalwari
Patti Haibatpur
Batala (2 mahals)

Jama figures
in 1690s
820000
2200000
300000000
600000
45650000
25000000

Biyah
Bahadurpur

4080000
450000

Talwar

1050000
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Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Chamari
Jalalabad
Jahat and Resala
(2 mahals)
Sankha Arawal
Sindhuan

8813149
5163119
2300000

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s
9255000
7102000
2600000

544145
5854649

Jamarsa
Jalalabad
Jahat Dama
(2 mahals)
Sankha Arwal
Sidhaun

Swadshar
Shahpur
Gareeb Rawan

674053
2382235
411985

Swadshar
Shahpur
Gareeb Rawan

825000
2600000
500000

Qasur
Kalanaur
Kunhewan

3915506
8329111
3511499

Qasur
Kalanaur
Kaun

Khokhuwal
Gawaliar

3475510
2643000

Khokhuwal
Gwalior

4290000
8250000

Kangra (stone fort)
Karkrawan
Malakshaw
Hathiyar Karnala

2400000
16000
1475562
489672

Kangra
Karkrawan
Malakshaw
Sunarah Karmala
(2 mahals)
Mimhan

680000
2500000
2380000
1650000
13000000

Sarhu
Mehlayi
Behad

12500000
4840000
3200000

Bahipur

168000

810000
550000

10460000
11005000
1000000

Awdu
Bawalra
Punjgrami

9400
24132668
1461630

Bahrly
Bhiruwal

4060607
3181499

Arazi Mala
Kaku Daman

710000
7040000

Pathankot (brick fort)

7297015

2850000

Paniyal

4266000

Loorkuz Kajrab
(2 mahals)
Sabal

Tahandwat
Chandrau
Chahar Bagh Barhi

610064
263568
58502

Mauhar Sahoor
Fatehabad
Barmawar Nala
(2 mahals)

6455000
4401000
2520000
1650000
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Pargana
Changar

naqdi figures
in 1595
45600

Pargana

73

Jama figures
in 1690s

Saamur

730000

Khanpur
Debhewala

280038
6282139

Malbar (3 mahals)
Gobindwal

500000
100000

Dhamri
Darwah
Darwah Degar

1600000
240000
24000

Baskona
Hasadraloon
Akbarpur

600000
460000
80000

Sherpur
Modusa (2 mahals)
Mahroor

480000
2400000
24000

Amarah
Sarsaan
Kalas Himaloon

500000
90000
65000

Kotla
Palam

182518
9600

Patyar
Bhatti
Jarja

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Stated total =
142808183 däms

Actual total=
142817025
däms

Stated total =
222816000
däms

Actual total=
508598000
däms

In Sarkär Bet Jallundhar Doab, there were 60 pargan as highlighted
in the Äén. The total äräz.é as calculated was 3279302 bégha 17 biswa.

The revenue returns, in däms were naqdi 124365212; syürghäl 2651788;
sawär 4155 and péyädah 79536. Whereas, Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa added
seven more parganas to the list provided by Äén, i.e. (60+7) 67 parganas
in Bet Jallundhar Doab with its total jama calculated as 222816000
däms. The addition would be only six when the given parganas of Äén
are counted to 61.
Pargana
Aslimabad
Patti Dhainat
Bhunga
Bajwara

naqdi figures
in 1595
124365212
458122
2760530
2425813

Pargana
Islamabad
Patti Dhainat
Bahdona
Bajwara

Jama figures
in 1690s
800000
5370000
1000000
800000

74
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Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595
Barwah
668000
Jalandhar (brick fort)
14751626
Chaurasi
5463913
Chunur
313000
Hajipur Saryana
9707993
Dadial (stone fort)
1650000
Dada (stone fort)
1200000
Darparah
900000
Dawan Nagor
455870
Dhunkali
72000
Rahimabad
2433682
Sultanpur
4020232
(brunt brick fort)
Sankar Bunwat
2533225
Sukhet Mandi
1680000
Sopur
Shergodha
Isapur
Kotkehr (stone fort)
Khewankhera
(stone fort)
Kankut (stone fort)
Kahirah
Lawidhari
Lalsangi
Mihil Mori
Maily
Mohmmadpur
Manswal
Malwat
Mundhota
Nankal
Naunangal
Nandaun

Pargana
Bardah
Jallundhar
Churasi
Chunur
Hajipur
Dawal
Dadah
Darirah
Dwan Nagoor
Dankal
Rahimabad
Sultanpur

Jama figures
in 1690s
1160000
13550000
7200000
4550000
4000000
2050000
1160000
1100000
850000
70000
3010000
5400000

1000000
194294
346667
1310847
240000

Sankarmoon
Suket Mandi
(2 mahals)
Sapur
Sharkardah
Isapur
Kokhar
Khewan Kherah

3120000
1650000
820000
670000
600000
1500000
250000

240000
240000
537414
236850
2106156
1823559
1802558
286667
460320
426667
267280
2315368
5300000

Kahloon
Kuhrah
Luvi Isray
Lal Sangi
Hemalohari
Maily
Mahmoodpur
Manaswal
Malot
Mandhota
Dhunkai
Naunkadya
Nandaun

240000
1680000
440000
360000
100000
465000
1300000
300000
800000
400000
3150000
240000
5330000
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Pargana

naqdi figures
in 1595

Harhana with
Akbarabad (2 mahals)
Hadiabad
Balot
Bahalwan (stone fort)
Palkawah
Bachritu
Biyali (together two
mahals)

6032032

Akbarabad

519467
n.a.
1305006
200000
160000

Maloon
Diloosa
Bajaur
LoiIrf Mumapur
Madasi

9620000
10480000
8430000
6635000
2500000

566666

Rajaur (3 mahals)

2880000

Talwan
Tatarpur (stone fort)
Jewra
Jaswan Ballakoti
(stone fort)
Dasiyu (burnt
brick fort)
Dhardhi
Rajpur (stone fort)

6780337
170388
2474354
600000

Mabasapoorsa
Aiyazabad
Mausahoor
Kadahwasaha

2260000
2520000
1700000
3500000

4474950

Biana

3140000

600000
1800000

Pargana
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Jama figures
in 1690s
4600000

Bwasal
2620000
Nurpur Koh
2400000
Daman
Siba
800000 Shohar
1500000
Sooran
n.a. Makrad
410000
Shaikhupur
4722604 Jomalkolay
1100000
Kothi
5546661 Kahuras
600000
Gurhdihal
2670087 Hasanpur
320000
Kotla
1680000 Yawarabad
600000
Kharakdhar
480000 Mabkali
570000
Nakidor
3710796 Sauran Nagri
308000
Nakrok (now Nagrota)
1300061 Khewai
600000
Malkoorah
300000
Mamarpur
220000
Harya Malwarakh
7000000
Stated total =
Actual total= Stated total = Actual total=
124365212 däms
124104520
135935000
152278000
däms
däms
däms
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Likewise, Sarkär Bairun Panjnad was divided into 3 parganas. There
is no mention of äräz.é and syürghäl figures. Only naqdi statistics are
given, the total of which is 3,822,740 däms.
Pargana
Bilot
Sahlor

naqdi figures in 1595
322740
1700000

Kahlur
Stated total = 3822740 däms

1800000
Actual total= 3822740 däms

The actual total of whole Suba after calculating pargana-wise
figures as 566560144 däms against the stated total, which was
recorded 559458121 däms. Merely the difference between the two
totals is 7102023 däms.
The other parganas recorded are under the sub-headings of
Nagarkot and Kulu. Nagarkot included 34+6=40 parganas, the total
amount of jama, which is inserted as 19540000 däms, whereas Kulu
territory incorporated 24+6=30 parganas with its given estimated total
jama of 40975000 däms. The sum total of jama figures of both these
two areas calculated as 69515000.
Nagarkot
Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Nagarkot (2 mahals)

3000000

Balhar

1100000

Sadbahlowahi Kangra
Balam

1100000
900000

Abjahana
Marli

6000000
800000

Moori
Mahroor (4 mahals)
Daramku

3000000
960000
800000

Karoob
Awra
Braloon

1150000
860000
600000

Koila Dharmpur
Baldah Kangra

450000
300000

Ramkadah
Saasna

165000
85000

Jarey
Rama Nandarwarah
Sabookar
Mihana

350000
300000
150000
23000
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Pargana
n.a (5 mahals)
Kark Rawan
Jaska
Salla
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Jama figures
in 1690s

Pargana

41675000

Kahara (2 mahals)

500000

Saharah
Makoodah
Kosralawan

320000
260000
100000

405000
300000
150000

Kohar Kub
30000
Stated total = 19540000 däms

Jama figures
in 1690s

Kukand
n.a.
Actual total= 65683000 däms

Kulu
Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Pargana

Jama figures
in 1690s

Nagarkot (2 mahals)

3000000

Balhar

Kuluwal (5 mahals)
Sajjan
Hamaswal

3000000
2000000
500000

Sirmur
Komaha
Rama Lagan

60000
800000
420000

Keak
Bashera

28000
720000

Najar
Soodar
Maludhulo

400000
300000
170000

Hama Anraviaab
Makbaha
Kanwarah
Maabhal
Loonha
Kahwar
Sabroon
Darhi
Bahdool
Nansoorah

20000000
1800000
475000
400000
250000
100000
6850000
300000

Siray
Bikayal
Kadyak

100000
700000

Bashaar
Kanboor

1100000

40000
400000
7500000
75000
160000

Stated total = 40975000 dämsActual total= 47548000 däms
In the Suba of Lahore, parganas kept on increasing in number
during the Mughal rule. The below-mentioned list of parganas has
been derived from the work of Surjit Singh Gandhi. However, he does
not highlight the source of his information. He records year and the
number of parganas as: 1594-232; 1665-314; 1665-316; 1700-458 (318);
1720-32910; 1759-327.11 Although the number of parganas varied but the
number inserted against 1700 seems doubtful. Instead of 458, it should
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be 318 to support the sequential increase in pargana list. After reading
Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa, the number of parganas calculated in the Ñübah
of Lahore comes 303. We find a slight difference between the stated
number of parganas and the actual calculated one. One can notice it
from the table of figures given below.
Sarkär name

Stated number
of parganas

Actual number
of parganas.

Rechna Doab
Bari Doab

60
53

60
53

Bet Jallundhar Doab
Chanhat Doab
Sind Sagar Doab

67
n.a.
n.a.

66
22
31

Nagarkot
Kulu
Total

34+6=40
24+6=30
250+?

39
32
303

While comparing the above-mentioned number of parganas (303)
with that of the number given by Äén, which is 229, one may analyse
that within a century, there was an increase of 74 parganas in the Suba
of Lahore. We also notice the change in the names of some parganas
with time. The reason (s) behind the name change may be due to the
division in some parganas as well as by the addition of some new ones,
like Sirmur, which was earlier an independent principality. It was later,
during the time of Aurangzeb, included in the pargana list of Suba
Lahore.12 Besides, the Kulu area which was located outside the map
boundary carved out for the Mughal Suba of Lahore. By 1707, Mughal
sovereignty was claimed over this area, which in turn had effectively
changed the Suba boundary. Further diversion was caused by the
inclusion of Pinjour into Delhi Suba in 1707.13 The segmentation of a
single pargana into more than one subdivision necessitated being called
by two different names. Consequently, some new names came on the
scene. The lesser-known parganas most probably lost their previous
names. However, the much-known ones retained their earlier names
thoughout the seventeenth century.
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By figuring out the geographical alterations, it leads us to humbly
contest the argument put forward by Irfan Habib who says that, “The
measured area of Lahore province does not show any noticeable
alteration between the Äén and the statistics of Aurangzeb’s reign
when nine-tenths of the villages are shown to have been measured.”14
He based the comparison on the äräz.é figures of Äén and Chahar

Gulshan, and in between, the jama figures of Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa
appears to have not been taken into consideration. The addition of 74
parganas after the reign of Akbar up to Aurangzeb may possibly have
increased the äräz.é figures of the Lahore province. Because, within
the five Doab boundaries, all the 74 parganas may not be altogether
the outcome of sub-divisions of earlier larger parganas.
Äén-i-Akbari (1595)
Kaghzat-i-Mutafarriqa
naqdi in däms
(1690s) jama in däms
Sarkär name Stated total Total of figures Stated total
Total of
for sarkärs for parganas for sarkärs
figures
for parganas
Rechna
Bari
Bet Jallundhar
Chanhat
Sind Sagar
Bairun Panjnad
Nagarkot
Kulu
Grand Total

172047391
142808183
124365212

179667816
142817025
124104520

236085000
222816000
135935000

200246000
508598000
152278000

64502394
51912201

64499335
51648708

92471000
61555000

101281000
89755000

3822740

3822740
19540000
40975000

65683000
47548000

55,94,58,121

56,65,60,144

80,93,77,000 1,16,53,89,000

While looking at the figures for both the periods (1595 & the 1690s),
the increase in jama seems almost double in the late 17th century. The
variation between the stated and actual total of revenue figures
pargana-wise of Suba Lahore is also noticed more in Aurangzeb’s
reign as compared to Akbar’s. The discrepancy between these two
totals is caused most probably by Bari Doab in general and Lahore
pargana in particular. Because we see, from Lahore alone, the estimated
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jama was recorded as thirty crore däms. It shows that the Lahore had
retained its position as a thriving commercial hub up till the late 17th
century. If we deduct 20 crores from these 30 crores, the stated and
actual totals will shrink down near to each other.
Meanwhile, a fact needs to be taken into consideration that jamadämi
was highly inflated15 and exceeded hasil 30% or more.16 If it is made
a precedent, then, from 30 crores, the deduction of 9 crores will be
made. However, at the same time, it will be applied to all the jama
figures. Which again will keep the gap between the two totals intact.
Thus a substantial jama figure (30 crores) exacted from Lahore still
demands a concrete reason. However, in one illustration, it is
highlighted, after comparing the cash rates of later years of Aurangzeb
with that of corresponding rates in the Äén for Lahore. No real increase
can be discerned once an allowance has been made for the rise in
prices during the intervening period.17
Contrary to the Äén, the jama figures inserted against the parganas
in Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa are almost all in round figures. When we
count the stated sarkär figures given by the late 17th century source,
it was precisely the same with no difference at all. The variation was
only noticed when we count the figures of parganas. Apart from the
five Doabs, the author of Chahar Gulshan added Kangra as the sixth
sarkär with a separate total in 1720.18 Here in Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa,
we also notice the same under the two subheadings of Nagarkot and
Kulu. The sum of these two territories is also stated jointly in a single
union. However, if the combined total is added to the rest five figures,
it creates a difference in the indicated total also. The stated figure of
all sarkärs matches only when the separately stated data of these two
areas are taken into calculation.
While taking into consideration the äräz.é figures of 1595, which
were measured as 16,155,643 bighas 3 biswa, the total revenue return
pargana-wise was calculated as 56,65,60,144 däms. After dividing jama
figures by äräz.é figures, we get the net result of 35.06. This indicates
that on an average from every single bigha of land, a revenue of 35.06
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däms was exacted. While applying the same premise to the later period,
particularly to the äräzé figures of 1720, recorded in Chahar Gulshan
as 2,43,19,960 bégha, the result would be that by multiplying this figure
by 35.06 we get an average revenue return of 85,26,57,798 däms. Besides,
the number of parganas given by Chahar Gulshan highlights the increase
of (actually calculated; otherwise, the stated number of parganas gets
counted to 329) twenty-three new parganas to the list provided (303)
by Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa. If we now look at the stated jama figures
given by Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa, it is 80,93,77,000 däms. The stated total
given for the period of the late 17th century by Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa
appears quite convincing. Particularly, when Sujan Rai also comes up
with the jama figures of 89,30,70,000 däms of Lahore Suba in 1695
along with the number of 316 parganas.19 Before that, during the reign
of Shah Jahan, particularly in 1647, the jama of Suba Lahore was ninety
(90) crores.20 This shows that the prices had not increased much during
the period of Aurangzeb because of the high production of Suba
Lahore which controlled it. Alternatively, the supply and demand
graph was more or less on the equilibrium position.
Meanwhile, Muzaffar Khan’s (Akbar’s financial expert) abolition
of ‘Jama-i-Raqami’ with the introduction of jamahal-i-hasil was well
recognised by Abul Fazl who remarked that “although this assessment
was not a hal-i-hasil assessment yet in comparison with the earlier
assessment it was undoubtedly more rational and closer to hasil.”21
Moreover, in Agra, the Mughal capital from 1526 to 1658, bazar food
prices, for instance, remained at least 20% higher than Lahore between
1595 and 1708.22 It leads us to doubt how much the mentioned jama
figures were inflated, 30% or more, as mentioned above or less than
30%. The doab-wise jama figures furnished by Rai Chaturman in 1720
were calculated as 589409130 däms. However, the figures are too low
in comparison to the jama figures given by Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh and
Käghzät-i-Mutaffariqa. It appears that the rebellion of Banda Bahadur
did affect the revenue returns of Mughal Suba adversely. With his
turmoil, the other tributary chiefs of the region also started behaving
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stubbornly. The vassals began withholding tribute, channelised their
contingents towards encroaching the nearby territories. The zamindars
and jagirdars hold got strengthened over their respective territories.
During the last year of Aurangzeb’s reign Munim Khan the deputy
governor of Punjab mobilised a strong army to deal with the refractory
zamindars of Jalandhar sarkär and Jammu, who were troubling the
travellers and merchants. By 1714-15, the Mughals were weakening
the control over Khushab pargana of Sind Sagar doab.23 From 17091715, Banda Bahadur emerged as a powerful figure with the idea of
raj karega Khalsa (Khalsa will rule).24 Thus new coins, seals, calendars,
and appointment of Sikh governors, supplemented by other officials
was shaped under the directions of Banda Bahadur.25 The areas from
where the Sikhs got significant support in their rebellion were mostly
commercialised areas.26
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A Comparative Study of the History of Different
Junior Doctors’ Movements during 1983-2019
Nataraj Malakar
National Medical Commission (NMC) Bill 2019 has been passed.
However, this bill is a controversial one. Medical students and doctors
staged a movement against the NMC Bill across the country. Various
organisations of the country have burnt thousands of copies of this
bill. The agitators claimed this bill is unscientific, anti-poor, antiprofessional, anti-democratic and anti-federal.1 The doctors of West
Bengal have also participated in this movement and it has been
spearheaded by the junior doctors.
‘Junior Doctors’, an indispensable part of the medical community
of the state is a force that always plays an active role in the betterment
of medical service in the state. Their movements have been highlighted
in the newspapers for a number of times. Recently a news was
published with the title ‘Nairajyer Nam NRS’ (name of anarchy is
NRS)2 on the front page of ‘Ei Samay’, a Bengali daily on June 12,
2019. What happened in the NRS (Nilratan Sircar) hospital? On June
10, when a patient died at the hospital, his relatives had beaten junior
doctors. In a protest, the junior doctors started their movement. The
movement did paralyse the medical system of NRS. The movement
spread to other hospitals in Kolkata. Meanwhile, the West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee threatened the agitators by saying,
“Those who are not working should not stay in the hostel. Within
four hours, I will take strict action against those who do not join the
work”.3 The Chief Minister’s words intensified the agitation. The wave
of movement spread across the country, including the entire state of
West Bengal. In fact, the incidence of doctors’ persecution has become
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a routine in the state, so senior doctors across the state started mass
resigning in support of the movement of junior doctors.4 A symbolic
strike was undertaken on June 14 (2019) at AIIMS in Delhi.5 Doctors
protested all over the country.6 People from other professions also
expressed their camaraderie and joined the procession in solidarity.7
The Chief Minister finally held a meeting with 31 agitating junior
doctors on June 17 at Nabanna, the West Bengal administrative
headquarter. The Chief Minister requested the junior doctors to join
the work by addressing them ‘Lakshmi Chhele’ (good boy) and
promised to fulfil their demands.8 Video clips circulated on social
media, showing junior doctors opening the closed gate of a hospital
with a slogan like ‘Jitlo Kara?... Lakshmi Chhele! Amra Kara?... Lakshmi
Chhele! (‘Who won?...Good boy! Who are we? ... Good boy!’)
However, the movement of junior doctors in West Bengal is not
new. It did not originate in 2019, rather has a long history. It is
necessary to look back at the history of that movement, for a clear
understanding of the contemporary context. It is important to clarify
the term ‘junior doctors’ at the very outset. After graduating from
medical college, students have to work one year as an intern in their
hospital from where they have passed. After the completion of the
internship, one may get registered with MCI. After that they may join
as house-staff in a specialised department of a teaching hospital.
Some of them enter the diploma or degree courses for postgraduate
education through the entrance examination. The interns, house-staff
and postgraduate trainees all are termed as junior doctors in society.9
During the pre-independence period, some doctors of Bengal were
associated with the revolutionary movement. In the post-independence
era, some doctors and medical students joined the mass movement
for society. Although some incidents are seen in a scattered way,
there is no organised movement of medical students at this time with
people’s health demands.
The first organisation of doctors in West Bengal was established in
the seventies. The Health Service Association (HSA) of West Bengal,
an organisation of doctors was formed in 1972. Initially, the
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organisation started a movement focusing on the field of service
discrimination to address issues like salary, rank etc. But they also
demanded that the health system should be made for the people.
They said public health care is not for the rich, it is meant for the
people. They organised cease-work for 46 days in 1974 and 34 days
in 1976, but at the same time they arranged alternative outdoor
facilities for the common people. The Health Service Association
launched a long-standing movement aimed at establishing the right
to health of the people. They sought to make the point that health is
not a selling product like other consumer products. In that movement,
HSA got the support of medical students. As a result, the Student and
Doctors Social Services and Survey Association, and People’s Health Service
Association were established.10
At that time Siddhartha Shankar Roy was the chief minister of West
Bengal and the health minister was Ajit Panja. According to Asim
Sarkar, a senior doctor, a cease-work had started to draw attention
regarding the lack of infrastructure of the hospitals. The theme song of
that movement in 1974 was ‘ai re ebar karba ebar eksathe larai/ e larai
banchar larai/ banchate chai banchteo chai” (“Come on, we will fight
together in this time/ this fight is a fight to survive/ we want to save,
we want to be saved.”). That song was composed by Asim Sarkar.11 In
that agitation against the then Congress government, they received
widespread support from the Leftists.12 It was quite natural for the
Leftists to join the movement against the established power.
The medical students participated in the annual general meeting
of the MFC (Medico Friends Circle), an all India organisation of
doctors that was influenced by the movement of ‘Janata Wave’ led by
Jayaprakash Narayan. In 1974, doctors and engineers had launched a
41-day strike to establish the importance of technicians, instead of
bureaucrats in health policymaking. That movement affected the
medical students. In 1975, the medical students participated in drought
relief in Bankura.13
During that time the entire West Bengal was shaken by the
influence of the Naxalite movement, which also affected the medical
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students. Poor people were regularly deprived of medical services in
public hospitals. That problem was addressed by the Naxalite medical
students. Therefore, by 1972-73, the medical students, house-staff and
senior doctors formed the Central Action Committee (CAC). The CAC
demanded that the proper hospital services be available for 24 hours,
the blood bank, the X-ray system should be kept open for 24 hours
and medicines would be provided free of cost. In addition, they said
that their demands should be addressed within a time limit. They
threatened that if their demands were not resolved, they would launch
an outdoor strike. But, they always made alternative outdoor options
for the common people. Then, from 1974 to 1977, the medical students
tried to reach common people through cultural and social activities.14
In the early seventies, the agitators could not consolidate their
movement due to state emergency.
In 1977, a new government led by the Left Front came to power in
West Bengal. The leftists promised to eliminate all types of
discrimination. Even common people started dreaming, thinking that
a good day would have come. They also wished to go to the hospital
for treatment and return home after healing. But, even while the left
front came to power the condition of the government hospitals did
not improve significantly. In the first left front ministry, the health
portfolio was in the hand of the Revolutionary Socialist Party (RSP).
When the Left Front government came to power for the second time
in 1982, the CPI (M) withdrew the Health ministry from the RSP “to
improve health services”. At the same time, the Department of Health
was bifurcated and placed under two state ministers. Although the
transfer of ministry was done the number of ministers was increased,
there was a lack of proper infrastructure for medical treatment in the
government hospitals. As before, the patients complained of waiting
a long time for treatment in the outdoor and emergency departments.
The intermediaries or middlemen always played a major role in public
hospitals. On the other hand, the doctors complained that they were
handicapped because of the lack of essential medical equipment.15
The patients were notified that the hospitals did not have the supply
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of life-saving drugs and essential equipments. The authorities were
not in a position to provide required services in the government
hospitals. The superintendent of the Nilratan Sircar Hospital had given
notice that “Due to nonavailability of essential life-saving drugs and
equipments the emergency rooms are temporarily closed and
admissions are stopped until further order”.16 In this way, the patients
continued to be deprived of the medical services of the government
hospitals. Repetitive deprivation began to cause resentment. Ultimately
they wanted to express their anger against the doctors.
In 1979, the junior doctors and students of Calcutta Medical College
started a movement to change the situation. The wave of the movement
also hit the R.G Kar Medical College. That movement of junior doctors
is known as the ‘Hospital Movement’. But that movement did not
succeed. The junior doctors, however, did not go for any greater
movement. They thought that it was not possible for the government
to fulfil their promises given earlier in the early stage and hoped that
might be taken up later. But the attitude of the government had not
changed later on. In the meantime, the junior doctors of different
medical colleges started to form organisations such as the House StaffIntern Association and the Junior Doctors Association. In January 1982,
various organisations of junior doctors of seven medical colleges in
West Bengal came together and organised the All Bengal Junior Doctor
Federation (ABJDF).17 In the eighties, the movement of the ABJDF was
influenced by a new ideology, which had appeared in the Naxalbari
peasant movement in 1967. From this ideology, the young junior
doctors began to dream of ending the anarchy in the hospitals.18 In
that movement, their demands were divided into two categories:
Action Demands and Basic Demands.19
Action Demands
 The supply of life-saving and essential drugs, other equipments

from rural health centres and city hospitals should be regularised
and be made available. Antibiotics must be supplied.
 X-ray, E.C.G, blood and other necessary tests should be made
available for 24 hours.
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 All the willing junior doctors will have to be employed in a

government job after the completion of the house staff period.
 The Stipend of junior doctors should be increased.
 Work hours should be specified as 48 hours a week.
 The draconian Hospital Bill should be cancelled.
 The hospital management system should be developed
democratically. This management system should have
representatives from all levels of staff including doctors.
 The actual safety of all levels of health workers, including hospital
doctors, must be ensured. Illegal houses and people should be
removed from the hospital.
Basic Demands
 The government must take initiative to formulate a public-oriented

scientific national health policy, recognising the right to every
human health service as a ‘fundamental right’ and to implement
it effectively.
 There should be one primary and three subsidiary health centres
per block so that there is at least one doctor for 1000 people.
 Scientific drug policy should be formulated. To ensure life-saving
and essential drug availability and distribution, medicines should
be prepared at a low cost under the state control.
 Health sector allocation should be increased in the central and
state budgets.
 For the prevention of disease, the public health system (i.e.
improved drainage, safe drinking water, vaccination, adequate
nutritious food supply) should be developed.
 The scientific and public-oriented education system should be
developed instead of unscientific medical education.20
In January 1982, the first convention of ABJDF was held at Nilratan
Sircar Medical College Hospital and their demands were specified.
Thereafter, through discussions, rallies, they repeatedly presented their
charter of demands to the government. But except the verbal promise
of the government nothing was achieved. On March 23, 1983, the
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ABJDF held its second convention at Calcutta Medical College
Hospital. Then ABJDF started a campaign at outdoor departments by
distributing leaflets of their demands. They held 67 rallies in and
around Kolkata to put their demands before the public. On April 8,
ABJDF handed over a memorandum to the hospital Superintendent
and the Principal. And they informed that they would boycott all the
hospitals outdoor on a gradual basis from April 25 to 30 if the demands
were not fulfilled.21 But the position of the Hospital authorities and
the government remained the same. Then the junior doctors met the
health minister on May 3, 1983. However, not seeing any hope, the
junior doctors started outdoor boycott at various hospitals from May
9, according to their plan.22
The junior doctors protested when two of the house-staff, Tapas
Bhoumik and Naren Mukherjee of Burdwan Medical College were
dismissed before the completion of their terms. They demanded the
government to cancel the dismissal order. As a protest, they started
to boycott the outdoor and indoor departments of hospitals since
June 15, 1983. However, an emergency squad was created to facilitate
the patients.23 The Chief Minister Jyoti Basu held a meeting with
junior doctors on June 17 to resolve the problem. 24 Shyamal
Chakraborty wrote about the meeting with Chief Minister in
Rabibasariya of Anandabazar Patrika.25 What was the conversation
between the Chief Minister and the junior doctors at that meeting?
Let us know a little from Shyamal Babu’s writing—
“Chief Minister : Three previously on occasion the salaries of junior
doctors have been increased.
Junior doctors: The demand for increasing the stipend will be
discussed later. First, you talk about the main public-oriented demands
as the supply of life-saving and essential medicines from the hospital,
availability of X-rays, ECG, blood bank of twenty-four hours, an
increase of health budget.
Chief Minister: You withdraw the strike ... These demands can be
considered later. You are playing with the lives of common people.
Junior doctors: Poor people are being endangered for many days
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due to lack of bed, medicines and medical equipments. We have
informed that health is the right of the common people. Just accept
the demands you make for people. We would withdraw the demand
for a salary increase of intern, house-staff.
Chief Minister: Shall I learn the people’s demands from you?
Junior doctors: No! We treat the patients in hospitals from day to
night. We have come to inform the head of the state administration
what we understand the problems of the patients. You can make a
better treatment environment in hospitals.
Chief Minister: Withdraw strike first, think about it later.…You
are crossing the limit; (you) will be in danger.…I have finished my
talk, and there’s a meeting. Now you can talk to the Health Minister
if you want”.26
The junior doctors talked with the Health Minister Amberish
Mukherjee, but the government refused to accept the demands of the
junior doctors.27
As the movement of the junior doctors continued, the situation
became even more hectic with the incident at the NRS Hospital. One
woman had died soon after reaching the Nilratan Sircar Hospital
incidentally. The doctors were assaulted by the relatives of the deceased
patient. As a result, the junior doctors led by the ABJDF called ceasework in the outdoor departments of hospital for seven days from
September 21, 1983. However, they continued the alternative clinic to
help the patients coming to the hospitals. The alternative clinic became
overcrowded.28 The government made various comments about that
movement. The Health Minister Ambarish Mukherjee Said: “Some
multinational companies are helping the doctors. Otherwise, where
would they get such unlimited supplies of costly drugs that they
distributed free at their parallel clinics which they ran during their
seven-day cease-work?”29
At that time, the Chief Minister Jyoti Basu was in Kashmir. Benoy
Choudhury was the acting government chief. He called on the senior
doctors to mediate the problem. But the junior doctors rejected the
offer. As a result, Benoy Choudhury said, “The government will not
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bow to any pressure.” Although the leftists were silent, Mrinal Sen
was not silent. He asked ‘what has the government done to improve
the condition of the hospitals?’30
In 1983, when the Left Front government consistently refused to
hold talks with the agitating junior doctors, the HSA (Health Service
Association) intervened with a package which was accepted by both
the parties. But the Health Minister suddenly made a volte-face.31
The government demanded a written statement from the agitating
junior doctors regarding the circumstances in which they had
abstained from the service during the cease-work in several
government hospitals. The government also decided to defer the
payment of stipends to the junior doctors for September and the
issuing of internship completion certificates to those who had
completed their training on 30 September or earlier. The junior doctors
refused to present a written explanation and presented an ultimatum
to several hospital authorities for the unconditional payment of the
stipends and the issuance of completion certificates.32
The situation became more complicated when the junior doctors
gheraoed the principals or superintendents in different medical
colleges and hospitals. On October 4, the junior doctors gheraoed the
Superintendent Dr. Sujit Mitra and Principal Dr. Haren Ghosh of the
National Medical College, Kolkata, protesting against non-receipt of
stipends and internship completion certificates. A similar situation
was created in NRS, SSKM, R.G Kar Medical College Hospitals. In
that situation police lathi-charged on the junior doctors. Many doctors
were injured. The junior doctors of SSKM alleged that one of the
junior doctors’ shoulder bone was badly injured and blood clotted on
the backside of another junior doctor’s head. On that night of the
attack by the police, doctors had to leave the entire compound of the
Nilratan Sirckar hospital for their own protection. The police also
brought a van to arrest and pick-up the doctors. The main roadside
gate was closed by the police.33 The next day, on October 5, 1983 the
first page of Anandbazar Patrika, published a news with the caption,
‘5 Haspatale Gherao, Lathi Daktar Ahato’ (gheraoed in 5 hospitals, doctors
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were injured by lathi-charge).34 The agitating junior doctors came on
the streets that night and shouted ‘blood of doctors, will not be
failed’.35
Benoy Choudhury spoke on behalf of the government and said
that the police had to lathi-charge to rescue the gheraoed officials.36
In protest against the brutal attacks by the police on the junior doctors,
the HSA called cease-work in the emergency and outdoor departments
of all major hospitals in West Bengal for an indefinite period from
October 7. The West Bengal branch of the Indian Medical Association
(IMA) supported the strike call. After the return of Jyoti Basu from
Kashmir, negotiations with the government took place on October 11,
but the first round was not successful.37 The negotiations were
resumed on October 13. The government accepted several more
demands and requested the junior doctors to withdraw their strike.
On October 14, HSA, IMA decided to withdraw the strike and at
night ABJDF decided to re-join the work.38
To prevent the movement of the junior doctors, the CPI (M) party
had formed All Bengal Junior Doctor Council (ABJDC), a separate junior
doctors’ organisation. Health Service Doctors, a parallel organisation
with the party patronage was formed in the presence of several
ministers and three members of the party secretariat. Thus the people
of West Bengal noticed an organisation of government employees
being directly sponsored by the ruling party. The organisation
naturally had owed open allegiance to the ruling party. To increase
the membership of the new organisation, about 300 new doctors were
recruited on ad-hoc basis, by-passing the West Bengal Public Service
Commission (WBPSC). The Health Minister told the press that they
had been appointed to serve as a ‘strike-breaking force’ in the future.39
For the loyalty of the party, arrangements were also made to award
hospital officials or doctors in several ways such as accelerating
promotion, gainful appointments, financial incentives etc.40
In addition to the HSA and IMA, the junior doctors got support
from Medical Services Centre, General Practitioners’ Associations, DSO
(Democratic Student Organisation), DYO (Democratic Youth
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Organisation), Krishak O Khetmajur Federation (Federation of the
Farmers and Farm Workers), UTUC (United Trade Union Congress),
Mahila Sanskritik Sangha (Women’s Cultural Association), Sampradayik
Sampriti O Ganatantrik Adhikar O byakti Swadhinata Raksha Committee
(The Committee for the Protection of Communal Harmony and
Democratic Rights and Individual Freedom), University Students
Cultural Forum, Sramik Sangram Committee (Labour Struggle
Committee), Federation of Association of Unit Jadavpur University, Junior
Advocate Association, All Engineering and Technological Officers, Juvenile
Diabetic Foundation and other organisations.41
The intellectuals also supported the movement. The noted writer
Premendra Mitra said, “In a civilised country, this condition of the
hospital cannot be continued – there is a great need for better treatment
of common people. This movement has made people aware of the
condition of the hospital — it is not a small gain.” Shailesh Dey, another
writer said, “I have full support for the junior doctors who have come
into the movement with justified demands to improve the condition of
the hospital. From the experience of the language movement, I have
seen that the Left Front Government or the Central Government do not
accept any demand except any movement had to compel them to accept.
I hope that this movement of junior doctors must achieve complete
victory by getting their demand on people’s health”. Writer and social
activist Mahashweta Devi said, “Their movement has no comparison.
They are doing well. That should be. I have been supporting them
from the beginning. If this is a medical condition in Kolkata, then the
state of the village can be easily estimated. This movement is not a war
against the patient but an oath to approach them”. 42 In support of the
junior doctors’ movement in 1983, poet Birendra Cattopadhyay wrote:
“Nobody comes home from the hospital, they told me
My elders, when I was a child.
It was the land of the British. Older myself,
The country free, I understood why it had been so.
A hospital is not for everybody. The honorable who rule this
country
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Come back home fattened, fat as they are
The country is for them, the hospital is theirs.
Others come back, or don’t, as luck would have it.
And others still who have nothing
Don’t even enter…
The game of medicine and food,
That game of hide and seek…
Nobody comes home from the hospital, they told me
Only a half-truth, I realize now.
Some come back, lucky as they are
To have entered, to have come back.
So it has been since the time of the British.
It hasn’t changed one bit. A little perhaps, on second thought
The black market of medicine and food
Was a little smaller
When it was the land of the British.
And it wasn’t as dirty and putrid
Within and without
A hospital, as it is now.
A garden of hell, as it is now.”43
(Translated from Bengali by Kuver Sinha)
Not only the support of intellectuals, but the movement of the
junior doctors also gained wide support from the people. In fact,
besides the professional demands of the junior doctors, that movement
spoke of people’s health. They were able to say in front of the Chief
Minister and the Health Minister that ‘Health is not our begging,
health is our right’.44 Dr. Debashish Dutta of R.G Kar Medical College
Hospital, the first president of the ABJDF, said: “... the spontaneous
support of the public has helped us to direct the movement in the
right way. ... We feel that people’s health movement can be fulfilled
only by ensuring the direct participation of the people. Doctors or
health workers may have played some role in initiating the movement,
but after a stage, the people should organise and take the initiative”.45
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Dr. Ashok Samanta, the secretary of the Medical Service Centre, wrote:
“The CPI (M)-led state government has tried to dilute the mass
movement to gain the support of the capitalist class in West Bengal.
The government has been somewhat successful, but historical junior
doctors’ movement developed on a solid base which has been created
by the language movement, bus-tram-train fare increase resistance
movement”.46
In the late eighties, a documentary on the movement of junior doctors
of the PIX group was made. The documentary, financially supported
by ABJDF, was named “Swasthya Amar Adhikar” (Health is my right).
It screened several times at the Muslim Institute’s auditorium and in
the programmes of the All Bengal Student Association (ABSA) all across
West Bengal. That documentary received enough response.47
With the movement of the junior doctors in 1983, the government
immediately gave some attention to the hospitals. But the government
kept little of the promise that was given to the junior doctors. As a
result, the movement started again. The Left Front government claimed
that the outlay of health care had increased substantially. According
to a booklet issued by the State Information and Cultural Affairs
Department, the Government of West Bengal, the per capita
expenditure on health care was Rs 15.90 in 1976, which was increased
to Rs 37.07 by 1985 during the left front regime. The ABJDF said that
the funds were not adequate, per capita allotment for hospital patients
was Rs 4 for food and only Re 1 for medicines.48
The Health Minister also tried to highlight the hospitals’
compassionate image. The Health Minister Ambarish Mukherjee wrote
a letter on 11.11.1986 to the Superintendent of R. G. Kar Medical
College Hospital: “Smt. Parul Chapa Banik is reported to be an O.P.D
patient of your hospital, who was advised for an X-Ray sometime in
the month of July 1986. During these months she was requested
occasionally to turn up in your hospital for her X-Ray, but the same
has not yet been done. I would request you to look into the case so
that the X-Ray is done at an early date”.49 It is not known whether the
X-ray of Parul Chapa was done at all. However, the real picture of the
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hospital can be inferred from that letter. Moreover, it may not be
possible for all common people to get a letter from the Health Minister.
Debashish Dutta said “We expected the government would keep
its promise. But that our hopes did not come true. We hoped that as
at R.G Kar, other hospitals too would have round the clock X-ray and
biochemistry test facilities. That had not happened. Hospital facilities
were inadequate. So poor were the living arrangements for the junior
doctors. Arrangements for regular recruitment of doctors through
the WBPSC were also not made. We had no choice but to agitate
again”.50
In August 1986, the ABJDF submitted a 13-point charter to the
government, with four basic demands. But the government ignored
the demands.51 Their demands were—
 The intern should receive stipends equal to their counterparts in
central institutions. House staff should be treated as ‘in-service’
doctors and postgraduate students as resident doctors.
 Unemployed doctors should be employed immediately.
Recruitments should be made every year through the West Bengal
Public Service Commission. Ad hoc recruitments must be stopped.
Every panchayat at least one doctor should be appointed.
 Hospitals should have facilities for treatment and proper care.
All critical cases should be addressed. Each hospital should have
a self-sufficient blood bank, regular supplies of life-saving and
essential drugs and round the clock arrangements for X-ray and
ECG.
 Transparency in admission tests for medical courses should be
ensured. An inquiry should be made into the last postgraduate
admission test as there had been an allegation of irregularity.
Admission under the Chief Minister’s quota should be stopped
in medical courses.52
In January 1987, the junior doctors opted for a novel way of
movement. They started, put their left thumb impression (LTI) instead
of signing, at the time of receiving their monthly stipends. They
argued that their stipend was lower than the illiterate employees, so
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they chose that approach. The news spread to different hospitals. The
government ordered the hospital superintendent that the junior doctors
should not be paid based on their LTI. On January 31, SSKM Hospital
authority did not allow the junior doctors to take allowance with LTI.
Then the young doctors squatted in front of the cashier’s counter and
chanted slogans. At that time, a large police party led by two deputy
commissioners entered swinging sticks and made random lathi-charge
without warning.53 Twenty doctors were injured, some of them
seriously injured; five of them, including a woman, were admitted to
hospital; eight or ten doctors were arrested. The news rapidly spread
to all government hospitals. From the afternoon of January 31, 1987,
the ABJDF called for a cease-work, maintaining only emergency
services. On February 2, HSA called for a day’s strike, except the
emergency department in protest against the police action. The All
India Association of Junior Doctors had called a nationwide token
cease-work on March 12 and called for an investigation into the police
lathi-charge. All India Medical Association (AIMA) also protested
against the lathi-charge.54
Jyoti Basu was in Bangladesh at that time. The Left Front government
had said that the junior doctors harassed the female super, so the
police were compelled to lathi-charge. 55 After returning from
Bangladesh, the Chief Minister threatened the agitators with severe
punishment. As a result, the movement started to intensify. After 1983,
police lathi-charged again. But during the Congress regime in 1974,
there was no such larceny incident. Moreover, it is surprising to note
that CPI (M) and the CITU extended support to junior doctors’ strike
in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, but the left front government of West
Bengal justified police action and condemned cease-work by the junior
doctors in West Bengal. The junior doctors, meanwhile, had run
alternative clinics. Many senior doctors had joined the clinics. The
government declared that such illegal alternatives must be stopped
immediately.56
The junior doctors said they were not allegiant to any party; their
movement was not politically motivated. They invited mass
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organisations including government employees, coordination
committees, and the front organisation to the rally that was held at
Esplanade East. The CPI (M) State Secretary Member Sailen Dasgupta
opposing the junior doctors’ statement, said, — “of course since the
beginning of this movement, the Congress, SUCI, the Naxalites were
involved. That was not just a movement against the health department
— at the same time it was a war against the patient”.57 When allegations
were made that the sons and daughters of party leaders, ministers, and
high-ranking employees were being given access to medical courses in
government colleges, he said that “out of 800 seats in the state, 10 seats
are filled under the chief minister’s quota. Admission under that quota
is carefully regulated. The Chief Minister is ready to answer any question
in this context. However, the quota in this state is very low compared
to other states”.58 As a result, it is understood that the claims made by
the junior doctors were not inaccurate.
The junior doctors stepped up their propaganda campaign through
the street rallies, hunger strikes and citizens’ committees. They wanted
to reach the people, so organised a blood donation programme. They
had put their posters everywhere in the form of protest. One of the
posters of ABJDF opined, ‘I do not want police in hospital, I want drugs’.59
The situation improved for a while after the movement. But over
time, the condition of the hospitals returned to its previous state. As
a result, the movement began again. So in 1991, junior doctors had
chosen the path of movement in the same way as was in 1987. On
September 1, 1991, a patient (name: Tarak Das, aged 26 years) with
copper sulphur poisoning was brought to the Calcutta Medical College
Hospital. The doctors arranged emergency treatment for the patient.
But the hospital had no stock of the drug required for metallic
poisoning treatment. Nevertheless, the patient was treated
alternatively. Despite the patient’s treatment, his relatives assaulted
the doctors including the Deputy Superintendent of the hospital, Dr.
S Sinha.60 The junior doctors of the hospital then resorted to a wild
strike under the banner of All Bengal Junior Doctors Federation (ABJDF).61
They said that the junior doctors would not work in hospitals if the
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Health Minister’s statement was not withdrawn. They alleged that
statement (junior doctors do not work in hospitals) of the Health
Minister was provoking the people to assault the doctors.62
On September 3, the Left Front government was attacked through
a sharp language a large text entitled ‘Medical College Hell’ write up
with on the pages of the Bartaman, a Bengali newspaper. The article
stated that the Calcutta Medical College Hospital has become the
house of anti-socials. The security is very poor in the Hospital, despite
being located near Writers’, Building (the administrative headquarter
of West Bengal), Lalbazar (headquarter of Kolkata police). It was said
that when Jatin Chakraborty was the Minister of Health, there was a
massive campaign against anti-social activities in the Hospital. The
Health Minister Prashant Shur had also taken initiatives but failed
because ‘in CPM time nobody listens to anyone. The union is bigger
than the minister ... the ‘dada’ is bigger than the police’.63
On September 2, 1991, the junior doctors submitted the
memorandum to the hospital superintendent of Calcutta Medical
College and Hospital.64 They claimed that in the absence of life-saving
medicines, proper treatment was not possible in the Hospital.
According to them, the Hospital used to have 80 life-saving medicines
earlier, but now that had been reduced to just 25. Their movement
was for the common people. So they demanded improvement of other
services, including the supply of required medicines at the hospital.
When the services of the Medical College was inaccessible, the Super
of the Hospital informed the Writers Building to send doctors from
the health department. The Health Secretary Lina Chakraborty
promised to check the junior doctors’ claims.65 She said that Health
Services Doctors would be sent to the hospital to restore normality
there.66
The Health Secretary failed to resolve the disputed issues. On
September 7, the junior doctors of RG Kar and National Medical
College boycotted the outpatient of the hospitals. They demanded
adequate security arrangements for doctors and health staff working
at the hospitals. They said that the ‘junior doctors of the R. G. Kar
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and National Medical College would continue their movement until
these demands were met’.67 ABJDF began to organise the junior doctors
of different medical colleges.68 The Junior Doctors Council organised
a hospital rally to solve the problem of the Medical College Hospital.
They condemned the work of ABJDF and called for the withdrawal
of the movement. The statement of the JDC and the government was
the same. They said that cease-work by junior doctors was contrary to
the interests of the common people.69 On the other hand, the junior
doctors of the Medical Service Center hold a meeting outside the gate
of the R. G. Kar Medical College and Hospital on September 8, in
support of the ‘just demands’ of the agitating doctors of Calcutta
Medical College.70
In a bid to resolve the deadlock at the Calcutta Medical College
and Hospital, the Health Minister Prasanta Sur convened a meeting
with the authorities of the Hospital and the representatives of the
ABJDF at Writers’ Building on September 9, 1991. The demands of
the agitating doctors were discussed at the meeting. After the meeting,
the junior doctors decided to re-join the outdoor and emergency
departments, excluding the department indoors. On behalf of the
ABJDF, it was said that if the Government did not accept their demand
within 7 days, they would resume the cease-work. The Health Minister
promised to improve the facilities of medicines, pathology, and other
services in the Hospital and to provide security to the doctors. He
said because of the low budget allocation of the Health Department
it would not be possible to keep more than 32 medicines in the
hospital.71 On September 11, 1991, at the press release, ABJDF stated
that the Chief Minister promised to provide X-ray, ECG, biochemistry
examination facilities for 24 hours in 1987, but still no service had
been provided for a portable x-ray after 2 pm, no emergency blood
test after three o’clock of the day in the Medical College. The reason
was given that no new appointment was made since 1989. The
government was aware but did not try to resolve that problem.72
From the above discussion, it is clear that the movements of the
junior doctors of 1983 and 1987 were widespread. The movement of
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1991 was also significant. The government hospitals were turned into
hell. So they struggled to bring a better treatment environment in the
hospitals. The movement of the junior doctors in the eighties was as
part of the overall people’s health movement. That movement spoke
for the people. At first, it has been mentioned that they were inspired
by a new ideology. After that movement, the people of West Bengal
have crossed a long way. They have set foot in the new century. The
government has changed. The government led by Mamata Banerjee
has come up and built super-specialty hospitals. But the proper health
care facilities are yet to be developed. The Left Front government had
sown the seeds of privatisation of the medical system, which has
become a tree today. Now medical care becomes a consumable thing.
The government has emphasised on insurance-based health care. PPP
(Public-Private-Partnership) model has been introduced in the medical
field. Now people have to pay for treatment in the afternoon in the
same hospital and pay more for X-ray in the public hospital.73 As a
result, ordinary people have been deprived of public services.
Therefore, as the primary soldier of the medical system, the doctors
became victims of the anger of the peasants and laborers, who are
constantly deprived of medical services.
According to Hiralal Koner, the leader of the student movement of
the 1980s and later the Secretary of the HSA, “There has been increased
brightness in health. But the root cause, the problem of bed and
referral, remains in the same position for four decades. As a result,
the junior doctors who had nothing in their hands would be beaten!
Surprisingly, the government’s attitude towards the doctors has not
changed in so many years”.74 And therefore the junior doctors have
chosen the path of movement repeatedly.
In terms of discussion, we may have noticed that there has been
no public-oriented change in the health system of the state in the last
five decades. But now the question is how relevant is it to compare
the movements of the twentieth century with the that of twenty-first
century? The role of the government has been similar in both the
century’s movements. The expression of power is seen in the reaction
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of the government in both occasions. However, many people do not
want to give the same status to the movement of 2019 and that of the
1980s. In 2019, the patients told the junior doctors of the NRS: “... too
many people are sitting here hoping to get treatment. You can afford
treatment at a large hospital, but where would we go without a
government hospital?”75 The father, who broke down in tears, said
“My son died for a cease-work. I went to so many hospitals, nothing
happened. What is his fault, can you say?”76 The junior doctors did not
listen to anyone. The veteran writer Prafulla Roy said, “It is not desirable
to discontinue patients’ health services. I do not know if such a thing
had ever happened in West Bengal before”.77 The people along with the
intellectuals had a little memory of the past.
However, as in the previous movements, no initiative was taken to
open ‘parallel clinics’ during the movement of 2019.78 Moreover, the
demands for improving medical care were repeatedly highlighted in
the movement of the 1980s. But in the present movement, no demand
was made to the government for the patients. When the junior doctors
discussed with the Chief Minister at Nabanna, they emphasised only
on the safety of the doctors. Instead of the supply of medical
equipments, they demanded security-related devices! 79 Arnab
Sengupta, a member of the HSA, said: “The movement of the junior
doctors in the eighties is commendable, as the movement had
repeatedly raised the slogan ‘Health is my right’. This slogan is not
heard in the present movement. I have got trouble. However, I have
participated in the procession.”80
The Drug Action Forum (1984) greatly influenced the junior doctors
in the eighties and nineties. The Forum used to hold seminars at the
Calcutta Medical College or R. G. Kar College Hospitals. In that
seminar, participants were medical students, some junior doctors,
and teachers. The forum’s campaign served as the ideological base
role for the junior doctors’ struggle for people’s health. However,
when the Forum became weak at the end of the nineties, the speed
of the people’s health movement also slowed down. At the same
time, there was a lack of motivation for medical students.81 As a
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result the present movement never has taken the form of a mass
movement beyond the limitation of the professional movement.
The movement of the eighties, however, was not above criticism.
On 31.10.1983, India Today magazine wrote: “It was a grim catalogue
- by the end of last fortnight, six children died, 50,000 out-patients
were being turned away every day from Calcutta’s free government
hospitals, and thousands of in-patients were sent home in various
stages of incured illness”.82 Deep Ghosh has spoken of his experience
of the movement in 1987. Deep, a 13 years old student of class three,
admitted to PG Hospital (SSKM) with the right leg injury in 1987.
From the next day, after his admission, the junior doctors began ceasework. Lying on the bed of the hospital he was in agony. But no doctor
treated him. He felt that his leg was starting to rot. He was eventually
forced to leave the hospital and go to a private nursing home.83
Whatever is the criticism, it must be said that the movements of the
eighties were a mass movement.
However, in order to provide health services to poor people, a
mass movement must be organised again. Because in our country—
Raja ase jay
Nil jama gay

Raja bodlay
Lal jama gay

Ei raja ase
Jama kaparer

Oi raja jay
Rang badlay…
Din badlay na!84

(The kings come.

The kings change.

Wear Blue Clothes.
Wear Red Clothes.
The kings come.
The kings go.
Clothes change color...
The day does not change!)
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Political Detainees in Their Jails
Laurent Metzger
Political figures have been detained in many countries in the past
and some of them are unfortunately still held in camps or in jails.
One common feature of such internment facilities is that most of the
time they were far from any town and villages and even away from
anything so that it was practically impossible to escape. When we
think of the Gulag camps in Northern Siberia, or Alcatraz in San
Francisco bay, or Tazmamart in Morocco, or Buru in Indonesia, we
do realise that prisoners were given no chance to escape.1 Modern
jails are also built to prevent any escape. We can give several examples
such as Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp or Supermax, the ADX
prison in Florence, Colorado, in which Ramzi Yousef, one notorious
jihadist is still being held. So political activists are still arrested and
sent to jails and camps. This is the case, for instance, of many Uighurs
in Xinjiang (China) and in Algeria where numerous Hirak
demonstrators have been arrested in 2020.2 This is also the case in
Turkey at present as many political opponents have been sent behind
bars. Such is the fate, among others, of Osman Kavala who is stuck
in the Silivri jail near Istanbul.3
So, we can notice a long tradition of sending opponents to jail in
the past. Some jails, or camps, were particularly inhospitable.
Numerous examples can be given but we are going to choose only
one of them: Andersonville prison which was set up during the Civil
War in the USA. Conditions were very harsh according to reports.4
Another point which comes to mind is the fact that most of the
detainees were men. True we can also mention a few women who
have been detained in the past for their ideas. One of the first names
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which comes to our minds is Joan of Arc who helped the French king
to boot out the British forces which had occupied France. She was
later detained and killed in Rouen. Another name is Marie Durand.
In the 18th century she was detained for 38 years in the Tower of
Constance in Aigues-Mortes, in Southern France as she refused to
reject her new religion, Protestantism. In Britain we can mention
Emily Davison (1872-1913) who was a suffragette. She was arrested
several times and sent to jail.
Regarding the length of the detention of the prisoners, it could be
quite different. As some were only jailed for a few months – yet it was
already an ordeal for them – others had to suffer long periods in jail.5
Moreover, at times when they had served their time, some prisoners
were not allowed to go home but had their sentence extended. This is
mentioned in one of the most famous books on the Gulag, One day in
the life of Ivan Denisovich6. Earlier it seems that political detainees did
not come from the same origin. For instance, when Dostoevsky (18211881) was held in Tsarist jails, he informed us that apart from Russian
inmates, there were also Cherkessk, Jews, Bohemians etc. What is
surprising is the fact that all of them seem to accept that mixed crowd.7
Political figures have been sent to different kinds of jails worldwide.
Sometimes they were sent to the local town jail while later they were
transferred to most isolated jails, from where they could not escape.8
In fact, once arrested many prisoners have been often moved from jail
to jail.9 This is the case of the Indonesian Pramoedya Ananta Toer
(1925-2006), the South African Nelson Mandela (1918-2013) and so
on.10 Moreover, many political figures have been sent several times to
jail. This can be said of Varlam Chalamov (1907-1982), Pramoedya
Ananta Toer, Gandhi (1869-1948).
It must also be recorded that political figures have been sent to jail
in almost all countries or at least in all continents. Governments
wherever they were and are, have found it useful to withdraw their
opponents and prevented them for expressing views which differed
with those held by the local authorities. We can name writers who
have been sent to jail for their ideas from all continents. For example,
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Wole Soyinka, the famous Nigerian novelist born in 1954, Winner of
Nobel Prize for literature in 1986, was held in jail as he supported
Biafra’s Independence in the 1960s. Sometimes intellectuals from
abroad came and endorsed a political struggle in a foreign country.
They would often be caught and also sent to jail. This happened to
the French philosopher Regis Debray, born in 1940, who approved
Che Guevara’s struggle in Latin America.11 Therefore, he joined his
partisans but was subsequently caught. He spent a few years in harsh
conditions before being freed and able to return to France.
An important point is the number of inmates who were held in
those jails world-wide. For instance, in penal camps in Buru, in
Indonesia it has been reported that there were approximately 10, 000
political prisoners in 1971.12 If we look carefully, we cannot but realise
the huge number of prisoners held in camps, jails and penal
institutions. For instance, it has been indicated that there were between
500 to 700 thousand inmates in the Laogai in China.13 As for the
Gulag 876 043 individuals have been detained, from 1932 to 1956.14 It
is obvious that the two systems, the Gulag and the Laogai have been
the worst systems on earth, as they killed even more persons than the
Nazi camps in WWII as both the Russian and the Chinese systems
lead to approximately 20 M victims.15
Actually, in camps and jails, figures were important as prisoners
were not called or referred to by their names but by the numbers,
they were assigned to.16
We can also notice that political inmates developed their own
language register and were referred to in special terms. In the Gulag,
they were called zek17. In Indonesia they were mentioned tapol, an
acronym of tahananpolitik (or political inmates). When finally, they
were released they still carried the stigmata of their time behind
bars. So, they were often called eks-tapol or eks-Digulis.18 Between
inmates, derogatory names were at times used such as
“anjingkempetai” (dogs or rather collaborators of the Kempetai) to
make a distinction between the local people who supported the
Japanese invaders and those who opposed them.19 Regarding Laogai
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the Chinese authorities considered it as Reform through labour, that
is to say a kind of re-education centre.
We are not going to develop each of the points above-mentioned
as we have selected one main issue that is how political prisoners fill
their time, cast away from their families, their friends and society in
general. We have indeed noticed that all of them refused to be idle
and chose one or several activities while in detention. May be,
unconsciously they followed one of the numerous pieces of advice
given by the 16th century French philosopher Montaigne in his
writings: “Nous sommes nés pour agir” (“We are born to do
something”)20. Therefore, all the political prisoners we are going to
mention have been involved in one way or other in an activity while
in detention. Of course, those who were sent on forced labour, had no
choice, but to follow orders either when they were asked to work in
a mine, or open a road as they were often required in the Gulag and
in Buru. Yet we have noticed that most of these detainees chose an
activity and stuck to it while in jail or in a camp. We must bear in
mind that they lived in very plain conditions and had to suffer harsh
conditions as we are going to see later. Thus, we can find lots of
activities practised by political detainees in their respective internment
places. First some of them did handiwork and such job was quite
useful to their fellow prisoners and to themselves. Some could mend
the clothes they were wearing as they were not supplied with a wide
range of outfits, but they had to make use of what they had brought
along. Others could repair shoes and such craft was very useful in
the Gulag under extreme winter conditions.
But before we proceed and consider all the other activities carried
out by detainees, we should first have a look at their judicial journey
from the day they were withdrawn from society until the time they
were finally freed from internment.
Arrests
Usually for Russian political figures, arrests took place early in the
morning when the would-be prisoner is still half asleep and unable
to oppose such violent arrest. Most of the time he believes that this
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is a mistake and that he will be back home in a matter of hours. At
least it’s what he says to his bewildered family. Yet most of the time
it is more a matter of years before he is allowed to leave the detention
camp or the jail.
We must also wonder why governments are so scared of what any
opponent may say or write. We may wonder why so many political
figures, journalists or other intellectuals have been put behind bars in
so many countries all over the world. Prisons in general are supposed
to provide enforcement of the sentence for the person who has been
condemned, and finally to prevent further crimes.21
Once arrested the new prisoner is most of the time left alone, he
is “isolated from other inmates, so that there is no one to keep his
spirits up”.22
One of the first idea which comes to the mind of the arrested
individual is the fact that he is never informed why he has suddenly
been arrested and what are the reasons behind such decision by the
authorities. This point has been indicated by Solzhenitsyn as well as
by other prisoners in many parts of the world. For instance, Hersri
Setiawan, born in 1936, believed the authorities suspected that he was
involved in a plot against the government.23
Often events lead to arrests of many politicians or supporters of
such politicians. For instance, an uprising in 1926 was staged in
Indonesia when that country was still under Dutch rule. So, several
political figures were sent to Boven Digul, a new penal colony,
established in one of the most remote locations in the Dutch East
Indies, that is in Papua. One of the opponents of the Dutch regime
who was sent to Boven Digul was Sutan Sjahrir (1909-1966). He was
not alone as 2,100 Indonesians were sent there after the failed coup
of 1926. Later he became the first Prime Minister of Indonesia.24 Some
years later, in 1965, another attempt to topple the Indonesian
government after that country had achieved Independence led to
sending thousands of detainees to another penal colony, which was
located on the island of Buru in the Moluccas.25 More recently an
attempt to kill Hassan II, the king of Morocco had the same
consequence. A new jail was built up, in the middle of nowhere to
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intern the military personnel who had been involved, in one way or
another, in that plot against the king. Actually, on two occasions
Moroccan military cadres attempted to kill the king: first in 1971,
when some officers and foot soldiers invaded the royal palace of
Skhirat and in 1972 when pilots tried to shoot down the king’s plane.26
Another major event sent lots of intellectuals in jails. It is the Great
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) which was launched by the Chinese
government. Among the numerous Chinese intellectuals who suffered
during that period and were sent to jails or camps we can mention
Nien Cheng (1915-2009) who had to endure over 6 years in a jail of
Shanghai as she was accused of being a British spy as her husband
had been a diplomat. She wrote a vivid account of her time behind
bars, Life and Death in Shanghai27.
More recently another event resulted in sending many intellectuals
in jail. We can name the so-called coup d’état which took place in
Turkey in 2016.28
Places of detention
Once arrested the individual is usually sent to a town jail before
being transferred to a penal colony, a camp or a jail lost in the
wilderness. For instance, when we consider the military personnel
who were arrested after the attempt to kill the king of Morocco in his
palace in 1971, they were first flown to the jail in Kenitra before being
transferred by bus to the notorious jail of Tazmamart29. The Indonesian
political prisoners suffered the same fate; that is, after their arrests,
they were first locked up in town jails in Java before being shipped
to outer islands in East Indonesia. Hersri Setiawan gave us a very
detailed account of such voyage from the island of Java to another
island, that is Buru in the Moluccas.30 For instance, the political
prisoners were often held at Salemba in Jakarta before being sent to
further away penal colonies. Earlier on, when detainees were sent to
Boven Digul, they made a stopover in Ambon, in the Moluccas. For
the Gulag prisoners, they often stayed first at the Lubyanka prison in
Moscow, then they took the Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladivostok
before being ferried by ship to the harbour of Magadan in North-East
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Siberia. We have indicated earlier that often prison islands were chosen
as it was easier to keep an eye on the prisoners and to prevent them
for even thinking to escape. For instance, Abdullah Öcalan, born in
1948, is at present detained at Imrali island prison in the sea of
Marmara.31
In literature we can find island prisons. We remember the famous
novel The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) who
left a long time his main character Edmond Dantès alone in a cell on
the island of Chateau d’If off the coast near Marseilles in southern
France.32
As for the locations of the penal colonies, at times they had to be
built next to mines where the prisoners would be doing hard labour.
One of the first site which comes to our mind is the Kolyma. It had
been chosen as it was next to a gold mine where prisoners had to
work in. Probably the most famous author who was sent to the Kolyma
and reported about it is Varlam Chalamov.33 Indeed, the Kolyma region
was not the only penal colony set up by the Soviets. Solzhenitsyn
gave us a very long list of those infamous camps in The First Circle34.
Harsh conditions
Almost immediately the prisoner discovers the jail or the camp he
has been sent to, he realises that he will have to live in very difficult
conditions. First the cell he has been assigned is rather small and
usually dirty.35 In other cases, he has to share a cell with many fellow
prisoners. At times he is stuck in the dark as no light either natural
or electrical reaches his cell. As a matter of fact, it has been reported
that the prisoners at Tazmamart in central Morocco were always kept
in the dark during the whole time of their internment, like Ahmed
Marzouki was for 18 years. Yet other accounts inform us that at times
they could read local newspapers. So, they did have some light in
their cells at least at times. Small, dark, the cell lacked a lot of
amenities. True prisoners, either political or criminal did not expect
a five-star room. Yet they could hope for better conditions especially
when they knew they had to serve a long time behind bars. However,
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the prisoners often felt as if they had been buried. That was the
impression some inmates at Tazmamart had, according to the FrancoMoroccan writer Tahar Ben Jelloun, born in 1944, who interviewed
some prisoners once they had been released.36
Another common feature of the cells they were put into, was the
fact that those were very cold in winter and the opposite in summer.
Of course, this aspect did not appear when jails were built on the
Equator or on the Tropics37. In that respect it seems that the harshest
conditions had been suffered by the Gulag and Laogai inmates. At
times prisoners in the Gulag suffered frost bites.38 Epidemics could
spread easily in the camps. Chalamov mentions typhus.39 Camps
were at times provided with hospitals but with limited facilities. Yet
Chalamov agrees that he was saved as he had to spend some time in
it and therefore, he was not compelled, for a while,to work very hard
in the mines of the Kolyma region40. In many cases those penal colonies
could be called hell, either in Northern Siberia or Green Hell on the
tropics and on the equator.
Another completely new activity prisoners had to take up was
farming. At least in the Buru penal camps, inmates had to plant
paddy and vegetables to feed themselves as after a short time,
prisoners were not given any food and had to provide what was
necessary for them. Obviously, that was no easy task for intellectuals
as they had never done this before. In other countries prisoners
suffered the same fate. We can mention intellectuals arrested during
the Cultural Revolution in China (1966-1976) or under the Khmers
Rouges in Cambodia (1975-1979).
Often prisoners would be handcuffed or in shackles. This was a
regular feature for Laogai detainees.41
Another point which often appears in the account of their term in
prison is the silence. Silence can be fine for us, but for detainees, it
could almost be at times unbearable, as if the prisoners were left alone
for ever. Some prisoners would become mad after experiencing very
long periods without any noise. This is for instance stated by Pramoedya
Ananta Toer in one of his books on Indonesian jails and penal colonies.42
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Interrogations
Immediately after entering his or her cell, the political prisoner is
subjected to regular and repetitive interrogations. Nien Cheng,
arrested by the Red Guards, during the Great Cultural Revolution
(1966-1976), tells us how many times she was asked to go to the
interrogation room where she was asked the same questions almost
every day by different guards. She was also informed that should she
agree to supply the information the authorities were looking for her
sentence would be more lenient. But Nien Cheng had neither
information to give, nor secrets to reveal. She was repeatedly required
to confess. But Nien Cheng had nothing to say.43 For instance, she
was asked on several occasions: “Why haven’t you confessed?”44 In
her book Nien Cheng devotes a whole chapter on the topic of
interrogation.45
Nien Cheng also adds that charges against prisoners were never
explicitly explained so that it was the more difficult for the prisoner
to defend himself. According to Solzhenitsyn a very precise method
was used when interrogations of prisoners were conducted. Several
points can therefore be mentioned. For instance, often such
interrogations were conducted at night when the inmate was not in
in best shape. The interrogators would often use foul language, they
would easily humiliate the prisoner, they would confuse and intimidate
him. As we have seen earlier, the prisoners would be asked to confess
their crimes, even though according to them, they did not commit
any crime and had thus nothing at all to confess. To make the matter
worse, the interrogators often asked most of the time the same
questions which had been answered previously. They would also
indicate that their fellow prisoners had already confessed so that it
was now their turn to do so. This very precise technique of
interrogations is explained in detail by Solzhenitsyn.46
Achievements of the prisoners
In spite of the often-awful conditions political detainees were stuck
in, what is amazing and even fascinating is the fact that they did not
lament over their fate, they did not remain idle but almost all of them
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tried to do something. This constitutes the most important aspect of
our article. In other words, political detainees deprived of their
freedom, left in cells without what intellectuals need most such as
pencils, pens, paper, computers and books, manage to produce
documents which are of the utmost importance to us.47 One extreme
case is the Indonesian writer Pramoedya Ananta Toer. He was a
novelist, so that free or fettered, he could not help but write. But how
could he write without the basic tools of a writer? Our prisoner
overcame the problem in learning by heart the several chapters of the
book he was inventing and every evening he would tell a chapter to
his fellow inmates.48 This would have been in place for a number of
years if an inspector who visited the penal colony of Buru would not
have sympathized with the writer and managed to send him a typewriter. Other prisoners suffered the same fate, that is they were
deprived of their usual tools, which were paper and something to
write on it. For instance, Chalamov tells us that pens and pencils
were confiscated, so they had to hide such precious equipment.49 On
his part Roland de Pury (1907-1979) who had received a small pencil,
had to hide it everyday in his straw mattress so that the guards
would not find it.
Earlier on we have indicated that some prisoners were handymen
and could mend clothes and repair shoes. Such skills were very useful
especially in the Gulag and Laogai. On the other hand, most political
prisoners had developed different writing skills. Both Solzhenitsyn
and Pramoedya Ananta Toer reveal that being held for a long time in
jails had been somewhat useful to their creative writing. In other
words, such harsh punishment helped them achieve master pieces
either while in detention or once they were finally freed.50 Would
they have written such famous novels without their time behind bars
and the experience they got from it? We may wonder about it.
However, Solzhenitsyn is quite clear about it: “I am not ashamed of
the years I spent in prison. They were fruitful years.”51
Obviously, many political detainees were not given a choice, they
had to undergo hard labour, often in working in mines in Northern
Siberia. Conditions were indeed very hard. The prisoners had to wake
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up early to be sent by bus to the mine site, or to the place they were
requested to open a road. Indonesian political prisoners also had
been asked to open a road on Buru island. On other occasions they
were stuck in the dark of their cells, so it was indeed hard for them
to do anything except to let times flow. Fortunately, such situation
seemed to happen only at Tazmamart. In other detention centres,
political prisoners were given some free time and therefore they could
choose whatever suited them. And they did. Probably the most useful
activity they selected, at least from our point of view is compiling the
painstaking record of all their fellow prisoners who passed away in
the camps and the prisons. They believed somebody had to do it so
that such prisoners who did not come back from the camps were not
forgotten but on the other hand always remembered. In our research
we discovered that three political prisoners of three different
nationalities played the role of secretary, memorialist and archivist as
they drafted long and precise lists of those who did not return from
the house of the dead if we borrow Dostoevsky’s expression.
Chronologically these three memorialists have been the Russian
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the Indonesian Pramoedya Ananta Toer and
the Moroccan Ahmed Marzouki, born in 1947. The documents they
left us are different but the three of them made a point to record all,
or at least most of their fellow prisoners who died in the camps and
gave a few details concerning them.
As a matter of fact, many intellectuals thrown into jails immediately
realised that they had to write, they had to bear witness of the sentence
they had been wrongly given. In other words, they felt the need to
write the story of the prisoners deprived of their freedom, sent far
away in desolate sites.
Solzhenitsyn was the first to give an account of the prisoners’
daily life when he published One day in the life of Ivan Denisovich. We
can first notice that the memorialists do not only record prisoners
who have passed away but are also concerned with their comrades in
the camps. Regarding those who unfortunately did not survive the
ordeal they had been thrown into Solzhenitsyn’s brief biographies.
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We can find that list running 20 pages in which the writer indicates
whether the prisoner was finally freed or if he died in the detention
colonies, the cause of such event.52
Among the three memorialists of the penal colonies we have
selected Pramoedya Ananta Toer is obviously the most prolific as he
gives us a lot of information regarding fellow prisoner such as his
name, his age, his religion, where he was born, what was his profession
before being arrested, as well as the cause of his death. Regarding the
long list of the prisoners who never came back from the Gulag, we
feel as if we were shown a huge Excel table drafted by the memorialist!
Actually, the Indonesian author devotes a whole book on that topic,
it is Nyanyian Sunyi Seorang Bisu which has been translated into English
as The Mute’s Soliloquy.53 Not only did Pramoedya Ananta Toer reveal
the harsh conditions political detainees lived on the island of Buru
but he also wrote about the same appalling conditions prisoners had
to endure in a previous penal colony, that is Boven Digul in Papua.
Thus, Pramoedya Ananta Toer becomes the memorialist of several
political penal colonies.54 In other words, Pramoedya Ananta Toer
felt sorry not only for his fellow prisoners but also for prisoners who
had been put in penal colonies before him. Therefore, he decided to
record their story as well.
Our third memorialist is Ahmed Marzouki. Unwillingly involved
in a plot to attack the king’s palace, he was thrown into a very
unpleasant jail, that is Tazmamart. Like his two predecessors, he
made a point to recall what happened in that notorious jail lost in the
middle of nowhere, in central Morocco.
If we pay attention to many political prisoners who had experienced
detention in jails or in penal colonies, we realise that most of the time
someone or a few of them appointed themselves as the camp
memorialist. This can be said about Mas Marco Kartodikromo (18901932). He was an Indonesian journalist. As he supported the
communist coup against the Dutch rule over his country launched in
Java in 1926, he was deported in 1927 to Boven Digul, a penal colony
set up in Papua. In his account he informs us about the fate of his
fellow prisoners and tells us that 165 of them died on the spot, mostly
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from sickness such as TB, malaria, and even dementia.55 Actually, the
author of the book also suffered the same fate. Mas Marco
Kartodikromo died of tuberculosis in Boven Digul in 1932.
It was already a feast to provide us a kind of history of the prisoners
at the different camps and jails they were sent to, but writers decided
that it was not enough and they ventured into creative writing either
when they were detained or later when they had at last been freed.
Thus, our two main heroes Solzhenitsyn and Pramoedya Ananta Toer
chose to continue to write novels, since both were confirmed writers,
and especially historical ones. Apart from all his books dealing with
the Gulag, Solzhenitsyn managed to write among other titles a huge
historical fresco in several volumes entitled The Red Wheel, the first
volume of which that is August 1914 was published in 1970. The same
can be said about Pramoedya Ananta Toer who is not only the author
of several books on penal colonies in his country, but also a very fine
author of historical novels. Among the numerous historical novels, he
gave us, we have to mention the Buru Tetralogy, that is the series of
four novels dealing with the beginning of the nationalist movement
in his country and beyond.56 Pramoedya Ananta Toer not only
specialized in the recent past as he also ventured into Hindu realm
in Java, earlier on. Thus, he wrote Arus Balik (Turning the Tide), a long
and fascinating novel on royal Java island.
Obviously, writers did not only produce novels during and after
their time in jail, some tried other genres such as poetry. As an
example,we can mention the bilingual collection of poems by a
journalist named Said Zahari (1928-2016), entitled Poems from prison/
puisidaripenjara57.
Another example of political prisoners’ activity can be seen in
composing songs or simply in singing the songs they knew before
being sent to jail. Among the numerous they created, we have to
mention Die Moorsoldaten or, in English The Swamp Soldiers. Such song
was composed by prisoners kept at one of the first Nazi Concentration
camp of Börgemoor in Lower Saxony in Germany, in 1933.
Finally, another field in which political prisoners excelled was letter
writing. Here again examples are abundant. We have selected the
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Moroccan writer Abdellatif Laäbi, born in 1942, who was sent to jail
in the 1970s. As a matter of fact, such author wrote beautiful letters
not only to his wife but also to his daughter and his son.58
As a lot of intellectuals have been put to jail some of them are not
writers but experts in other fields. For instance, the pastor Roland de
Pury did not waste his time behind bars when he was kept alone in a
cell at fort Montluc in Lyon during World War II as he had helped some
of the French Résistants who fought the German invaders. He made a
point to write a complete commentary of Peter’s First Epistle: Pierres
vivantes (Living-stones)59.That was a feat as he has of course no access
to references and books. He was left with only a bible. On top of that he
had only pieces of paper he saved from the few parcels he was allowed
to receive while in jail. When finally, he was freed, he published that
commentary without adding anything as he wanted to prove that man
could achieve something even under duress.
Other intellectuals sent to jail decided to further their studies. For
instance, the Malay poet and political activist, Kassim Ahmad (19332017) asked the prison authorities whether he could write his PhD
while in jail.60 As he was allowed to do so, he undertook such a task
and did not waste his time. He explained his position in a book he
wrote entitled Universiti Kedua. Kisah Tahanan di Bawah ISA (Second
University. A Story on detention under the Internal Security Act)61.
Feelings in detention
In general prisoners had often mixed feelings. It was either real
hope or deep despair, or time was flying while at times it was too
slow. Therefore, the same prisoner could experience positive or
negative emotions in the same day, in the same cell. A lot of examples
can be provided to show how hope and despair could be felt at the
camps. For instance, Hersri Setiawan who had low consideration for
the prisons of Java expected, or at least hope for better conditions on
the island of Buru where they were finally sent to.62 Hope was also
felt when rather rarely prisoners were allowed to receive parcels from
their families and friends. When they did receive them, it was a kind
of relief. They were certain that beyond the high walls of the prison
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someone thought of them so that they had not been forgotten. In
some cases, political prisoners were allowed to be visited by family
members or friends. Of course, when you were sent to the Gulag or
Laogai, no one could pay you a visit.
Another major double impression felt by the prisoners concerned
time. Either time was flying too fast or too slow. At times detainees
were wondering how long they would be in jail or in the penal colony.63
“Slowness was the worst enemy” so wrote Tahar Ben Jelloun in his
account of Tazmamart in Morocco.64 Usually the daily life of the
prisoner is governed by routine and felt that way: “The prisoner’s
days are a never-ending beginning”.65
Depending on the conditions the prisoners were put in, sometimes
they could mix easily and did not suffer from solitary confinement.
When they would meet, they could talk, listen to those who were
better speakers. Actually, some of them were story-tellers. Muslims
could choose one of them to lead the daily and weekly prayers. So,
it was all the time full despair and mental suffering.
Yet at times it could be nerve-wracking. For instance, silence which
could last for a very long time was very hard to bear for some
prisoners. “The hardest silence to bear was the one coming from
light”, so wrote Tahar Ben Jelloun in his account of the Tazmamart
prison he was able to produce after interviewing some of the detainees
who had spent time there.66
A question, prisoners asked themselves at times was whether they
should give way to their desire of revenge. Yet they soon realised that
having such feelings would lead them nowhere. “We had to overcome
for ever that idea of vengeance”.67 That was also the opinion of Nelson
Mandela in his public lecture at the Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore in
1997.68
Liberation
Finally, the big day had come. The prisoner was allowed to go
home, if he still had one after such a long time cut away from his
family and friends.
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At first, he or she was surprised to be told that she could leave the
jail he or she had been for so long. It was so sudden, so unexpected.
Nien Cheng recalled that one morning, when she was still in her jail
in Shanghai, she was told to go out: “Pack all your things”, the female
guard shouted at her on the 27th of March, 1973.69 So, she left and
started a long process to be rehabilitated as she had been wrongfully
sent for so many years in jail. Fortunately, because of her courage,
she finally received notice that it was a mistake and she should never
have been put behind bars by the Red Guards.
Obviously, this only applied to living prisoners. We have seen that
many prisoners in different jails died from several causes, such as
sickness, execution, hunger and so on. The proportion has been very
high in Tazmamart, as out of 58 individuals sent to that jail, only 26
survived.70
Actually, he or she had been hoping, praying for but when the
announcement is made, the prisoner hesitates. Is he or she really
free? As a matter of fact, the prisoner is well aware that all the shackles
have not been removed at once. It would have been too good! Soon,
the writer will be told that his books have to read by the authorities
before being sent to the publisher. So, in the case of Pramoedya Ananta
Toer for quite some time his books were not allowed to be published
and even to be read in his country. So, a Malaysian publisher, Wira
Karya in Kuala Lumpur decided to publish those censured documents.
The same writer was also requested to report weekly to the local
police station. Pramoedya Ananta Toer confessed he did so for a
while before stopping those regular visits.
However, many prisoners intended to tell their stories and inform
the general public the conditions of their detention. On the other
hand, at times prisoners were reluctant to speak up and preferred to
remain quiet. For them a page had been turned and a new lease of
life had been offered to them. There was therefore no need to bring
up the past. Their time in jail should remain forgotten as it was very
painful to recall.
So, some of them did contact journalists to tell their stories but
many observers would not believe such hard conditions. Moreover,
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some NGOs were reluctant to take up the case of the prisoners. On
top of that at times the authorities demanded from the released
prisoners not to discuss their time behind bars. They even pretended
that such a detention centre – for instance Tazmamart in Central
Morocco - never existed, so that prisoners could not tell their side of
the story.71 However, journalists and writers took up the challenge
and dared to report on those notorious penal colonies. Apart from
those mentioned in this article, we can mention plenty of Russians
who wrote about the Gulag. A few Chinese spoke up and told the
horrors of the Laogai, quite a few Indonesians recorded the harsh
conditions of several camps such as in Papua and the island of Buru
and a few Moroccans fought so that Tazmamart inmates could finally
be released.72
Conclusion
We just mentioned prisoners who have finally been released and
who therefore experienced freedom again, but let’s not forget those
political detainees who are still inside and those who are still at present
sent to jail. In the first case we can name the Uighurs many of whom
are sent to so-called re-education centres such as Dabancheng. As for
the second case, we can mention a few political activists who have
been recently arrested and sent to jail in Algeria, China, Iran etc.73
An interesting point is the fact that often, released political
detainees are reluctant to speak about their ordeal behind bars.They
just want to forget the whole thing. This reminds us of prisoners who
came back from Nazi camps who were not willing to talk about their
experience there. “Akumaumelupakansegala-galanya” (I want to forget
everything”) so says an Indonesian released prisoner according to
Pramoedya Ananta Toer in his book Mereka yang dilumpuhkan (Those
who have been tortured).74
Yet, if the prisoners really want to share their experience and tell
how they suffered, cut from the outside world, they do write, either
while in jail, or at least they start recording what happened to them
while in detention and they complete their story when they are safely
at home. We have mentioned the case of Pramoedya Ananta Toer
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who started, while in the penal colony of Buru, to record orally the
chapters of a book he was creating, before he was offered a typewriter to give a better support to his creation. Another Indonesian
writer, Hersri Setiawan had to wait till he was abroad to compile his
own story. He went to the Netherlands and decided to write there his
account of the camps he had been confined to in his country. His
story can be considered in the book Memoar Pulau Buru (Memoirs from
Buru Island).75
Of course, political prisoners would have preferred to stand trial
in order to know precisely what they were accused of. But usually
they were denied such opportunity to defend themselves. Therefore,
the only court which ruled on the Indonesian penal colonies was the
People’s International Tribunal which took place in the Netherlands
in 2015.76
Another step missing as regards to released detainees. Will they
be given opportunities to take part in reinsertion programmes? We
have to remember that they have been cut from society for quite a
number of years and that they needed time to readjust to the world
(often quite new) they have to live in from now on. Yet some observers
do pay attention to that question.77
Finally, a last question needs to be raised: has preventing
intellectuals to speak up or to write down been profitable to
governments? Have they to stifle, to silence voices of dissent? We are
sincerely doubtful about that.
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the tourists), then at Pollsmoor until 1988 and finally at Victor Verster prison.
Che Guevara (1928-1967).
According to Memoir Pulau Buru by Hersri Setiawan, Jakarta, Tera Indonesia,
204, pp. 48-49.
Hongda Harry Wu, Laogai. The Chinese Gulag, Boulder, 1992, p. 9. Laogai is
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Les récits de la Kolyma, Varlam Chalamov, Paris, Verdier, 2003, p. 8.
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For instance, the Indonesian intellectual held in Buru was known by the
figure 438, in Memoar Pulau Buru by Hersri Setiawan, op.cit p. 61.
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According to him man is made to do something, to achieve something. In
other words, man is ‘homo faber’. This reference appears at the beginning
of his work, Essays (I, 20, 89 A) and in Dictionnaireamoureux de Montaigne,
d’André Comte-Sponville, Paris, Plon, 2020, p. 17.
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This has been well documented especially by the writer Pramoedya Ananta
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These events have been described in Tazmamart. Cellule 10, by Ahmed
Marzouki, Paris, Editions Paris-Méditerranée, 2000.
Published in London by Grafton Books in 1986.
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2016” Le Monde, 17-12-2019.
Tazmamart Cellule 10, op.cit., p. 63.
In Memoar Pulau Buru (Memoirs from Buru island), Jakarta, Tera Indonesia,
2004.
On that island prison, a former Turkish Prime Minister was hanged by the
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Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) published The Count of Monte Cristo in 1844.
He wrote about the camps around the Kolyma region. Such Russian account
was later translated into several languages such as French: Les récits de la
Kolyma, published in Paris, by Verdier in 2003.
Starting with Pechora, Inta, Vurkuta etc. The list consists of 27 names.
London Collins Fontana Books, 1974, p. 251.
Hersri Setiawan indicates that his cell measured 2 versus 1.5m, p. 110. Roland
de Pury informs us that his was 2.80 long and 1.80 wide; Nien Cheng when
entering her cell in Shanghai Detention House N 1 was denied a broom, p.
167.
Cette aveuglante absence de lumière, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 2001.
Which was the case for instance of the penal colony of Buru in Indonesia,
Pulau Condor in Vietnam, S 21 in Cambodia, or in Saint Laurent du Maroni
in French Guyana. Yet if they did not suffer from the cold in these jails, the
prisoners had to endure extreme heat. This point appears clearly in Hersri
Setiawan’s book, Memoar Pulau Buru, op.cit., p. 123.
This is indicated by Varlam Chalamov, op.cit., p. 53.
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Mereka yang dilumpuhkan (Those who have been tortured), Jakarta, Hasta
Mitra, 2002, p. 433.
“Confess!” Life and Death in Shanghai, Hammersmith, 1987, p. 354.
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That is chapter 6 p. 183-213.
The Gulag Archipelago, London, Collins-Fontana, 1974 p. 103 and sq.
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WWII.
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Yet in most cases the cause of death is stated whether the prisoner had been
shot, or whether he died in the camps or elsewhere.
The Indonesian version of the book has been published in Jakarta by Lentera
in 1995, while the English translation has been published by Penguin Books
in London in 2000. But the real first published version of that book was in
Dutch under the title Lied van een Stomme, by Manus Amici/Het
Wereldvenster, in Houten in 1988.
And as usual he wrote several books about them. Regarding Boven Digul
penal colony, he wrote for instance Ceritadari Digul (Tales from Digul)
published by KPG, in Jakarta, in 2001.
Pergaulan Orang Buangan di Boven Digul (Relations between the deported at
Boven Digul), by Mas Marco Kartodikromo, and revised by Koesalah
Soebagyo Toer, Jakarta, KPG, 2002. It must be noted that the latter is a
younger brother of the Indonesian novelist we have often mentioned several
times in this article, Pramoedya Ananta Toer.
The four novels in English translation are as follows: This Earth of Mankind,
Child of all Nations, Footsteps and House of Glass. They have been published
by Penguin Books in London between 1980 and 1988.
Published by Setia Murni in Kuala Lumpur in 1973.
Abdellatif Laäbi, Chroniques de la citadelle d’exil (Chronicles from the Exile
Citadel) published in Paris by Minos/La Différence in 2005.
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First publishedin Neuchatel, Switzerland in 1944 and again in Lyon, by
Olivetan in 2020.
As a coincidence we happened to take part in such vote while we were
attending a faculty meeting at the National University of Malaysia in the
1980s in which we were asked whether we would approve such Ph D candidate.
Most of us did and Kassim Ahmad could proceed and write his thesis. Actually,
he did not finish to write his dissertation but was awarded an honorary
doctorate from the same University in 1985.
Published in Petaling Jaya (Malaysia) by Media Intelek in 1983.
Memoar Pulau Buru, op.cit., p. 54.
“Untukberapa lama?” asked a political prisoner in Mereka yang dilumpuhkan
(Those who had been tortured) by Pramoedya Ananta Toer, Jakarta, Hasta
Mistra, 2002, p. 5.
Cette aveuglante absence de lumière, op.cit., p. 9.
Thus, writes a Frenchman who was jailed in Russia as he was suspected to
be a spy in Dans les geôles de Sibérie (In Siberia’s jails) Paris, Stock 2020, p. 146.
Cette aveuglante absence de lumière, op.cit, p. 69.
Ibid, p. 181.
He said that South Africa had to move forward and had no time to look back.
Life and Death in Shanghai, London, Grafton Books, 1987, p. 432.
Tazmamart Cellule 10, by Ahmed Marzouki, published in Paris by ParisMéditerranée, in 2000, p. 10.
Actually,Tazmamart appears on no map and if one dares to go to the spot the
penal colony was built, he would not find much as the two buildings have
been destroyed as if the jail had never been there.
Among the numerous names we could supply we can mention : Eufrosinia
Kersnvokaya (1907-1994) for the Gulag, Frank Dikötter (born in 1961) for the
Laogai, Oen Bo Tik for Boven Digul and Christine Daure-Serfaty (1926-2014)
for Tazmamart.
We can name among others, two Chinese individuals: Gao Zhisheng who
was arrested and detained in 2010 (Le Monde 30/03/2010 p. 7) and Ren
Zhiqiang who has been given a sentence of 18 years in jail (Le Monde 24/09/
2020) p. 5. A researcher in social sciences has been condemned by a court in
Tehran to a five-year sentence in July 2020 (Le Monde 10/07/2020), p 25. We
can also mention the Indian human rights activist, Binayak Sen serving at
present his country a life sentence.
Published by Hasta Mitra in Jakarta in 2002, p. 7.
Published by Indonesia Tera in Jakarta in 2004.
“Sept ans plus tard, quel bilan pour le film The Act of Klling (7 years later
what conclusion to draw from the movie The Act of Killing) by Stéphane
Roland, Archipel, Vol 98, 2019, p. 60.
“Après avoir purgé de longues peines de prison, les détenus appréhendent le
jour où ils se retrouveront de l’autre côté, confrontés au monde extérieur,
libres” (After serving long sentences in jail, detainees may worry about the
day when they will find themselves free on the other side). Le Monde 20/12/
2002, p. 14.

Bodding’s Santal Medicine and Connected Folklore
vis-à-vis Vidyasagar’s understanding
of Anthropological Study
Archana Banerjee
Introduction
Christian missionaries, colonial administrators, anthropologists and
social scientists worked on Santhals, of which the work of L. O. Skrefsrud
and P. O. Bodding stand unrivalled.
Bodding’s data on medicinal uses of 930 plants, their Santhali names
were of immense help to the present author while searching for medicinal
plants used by Santhals (Sinha : 1977) and in screening of 120 medicinal
plant (Banerjee : 2003-2018). Synergetic activity of the formulations is
still unknown.
Santhals of more than 100 villages of Chotanagpur plateau- forest
areas were consulted since 1977 including Purulia, Bankura, Paschim
Medinipur, Bardhaman, Birbhum, and parts of Jharkhand including
Karmatar, where the author came to know about their Karmaguru
Vidyasagar.
One of the major aims of the missionaries was ‘to collect myths of
creation because they wished to find a native god who could be
identified with the Christian God in their translations of Christian
texts into Santali’ (Andersen and Foss, 2003). They imposed the idea
of ‘the creator and sustainer of the universe’ (Troisi : 1978).
Ecological ethnicism, build bridges between nature and culture, to
address bio-diversity conservation (Ramkrishnan : 2014, Xaxa : 2019).
During field collection with Santhal women, nature festivals and a
rich heritage of ethnic practices was noticed by the author. The Nature-
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culture intimacy and interdependence is not mere animism (Banerjee
: 2021). It is the forest religion of human beings/Hor, Sari Sarjom Hor
Dharam as designated by Santhals, one of the largest ethnic groups in
India and Bangladesh. In India they live in the states of Jharkhand as
the largest population and also in Assam, Bihar, Odisha and West
Bengal.
Santhals were forced to agree to extensive deforestation by British
rulers for ship building, mining, agriculture, tea gardens, railway slipper
and compartments, furniture but they feel rootless without their mother
Jahera, the forest trees. The simple diligent Santhals who had not learnt
to lie, had to borrow money from Mohajan (money lenders) whom they
call Diku (non-santhal/ outsider/invaders) to buy agro-equipments,
were cheated. Most of them exploited as bonded labour by Mohajans.
The sacred Jaher than with age old trees was destroyed for timber by
Dikus (the invaders). These were the cause of the Hul rebellion.
Vidyasagar’s compassion to aboriginal people was expressed through
pathetic stories of Akhyanmanjari on incidents of cruelty on the slaves;
particularly on distressed women. Such benevolent actions he began in
mass scale, since the famine relief in 1866. He inspired his students at
wards’ institution and Metropolitan College to undertake regional
studies on aborigines, in their mother tongue in different languages.
His student Kherode Chandra Roychowdhury in Orissa (Odisha)
was an ethnologist, learnt Pali, wrote a Bengali book “˜±Úı õ∂ﬂ¬‘ øÓ¬” first
on the subject; Bijoy Chandra Majumder (1861-1942) became an
anthropologist involved in research and field work in various aspects,
and community understanding inspired by Vidyasagar (information
obtained from Odisha by Prantosh Bandyopadhyay, Autobiography : Bipin
chandra Pal and ‰¬øı˛Ó¬±øˆ¬Ò±Ú : 1998). BCM who wrote “Elements of
Anthropology” “Aborigenes of central India” and other books, joined
the Calcutta University as Professor in Anthropology appointed by Sir
Ashutosh Mukherjee, a great admirer of Vidyasagar.
Vidyasagar went to Karmatar to help the post Hul distressed
Santhal in 1873. Not only their saviour, Vidyasagar was a learner too,
he realised their civilisation and culture (ëë’±ø˜ ’±øı±¸œ ¸˜±ÀÊ ø·˚˛±
Ó¬±˝±ı˛ ¸≈˜˝±Ú ¸ˆ¬…Ó¬± › ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ı˛ ¬Ûøı˛‰¬˚˛ ¬Û±˝◊˚˛±øÂ...√íí.).
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Methods
The author learnt Santhali language (as instructed by anthropologist
S. C. Sinha). The present review is based on the author’s direct
observation over four decades. Information on festivals and medicine
was obtained from
a) Participation as their relative in festivals and rituals,
b) Village medicine men and Santhal women.
c) Traditional festival songs, folklores recorded from Santhal women.
d) Drawings and Jadupat.
They face hurdles for primary needs. Still they continue to observe
the traditional nature based seasonal festivals throughout the year.
Everyone tries to join the festivals to participate in the songs and
dances, often from distant places, even leaving their jobs. Starting
from Maghsin (new-year sun fest) in January-February to Sohrae in
December, their festivals are not only a part of living and a source of
happiness, but they protect Nature too, except Shikar, and forest burn,
done by the males. Sun (Sin chando), moon, mountain, air, sky, water/
streams and above all, the forest deity Jahera are worshipped in Santhal
Sari dharma (true religion). Music and dance forms are dedicated to
Nature, sun, moon and Marangburu (the Mountain God).
Early in the morning they bow to the Sun and mother earth. The
women clean the floors and compounds; prepare meals, and go for
work. Women remain in groups and after daylong toil, return home
singing, happy with the little money they earn to meet their daily
food needs and a little excess for the village festivals, which they
enjoy together. Traditionally they refrain from savings.
The Magh Sin (sun) festival is the welcome of the new-year’s forest
renewal. The lyrics in praise of the Sun, Nature and forest trees
resemble parts of Tagore’s ponchovuter arati, poem Bodhon and songs
(akashe dui hate prem bilay), as well as “The Message of the forest”.
Santhals welcome the onset of buds and flowers as gifts of the newyear Sun Sincando/ bonga with Sasan (haldi) and Murup baha (Butea
flower) and bid farewell to the past with fall in the deciduous forests.
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The new-year Sun worship continues until the flowering festival Baha,
when the tallest Sal trees bloom (as in Baha and Tagore’s lyrics). The
Santhals, with their devotional dances and sal blossoms, express the
praise of the forest deity Jahera to Sin cando Sun.
The next festival is that of emergence of new leaves, enjoyed as the
Neue Sakam. This is considered as the appropriate time for marriage.
Ruhin
Not only Santhals but all other ethnic groups celebrate the seed
dispersal Ruhin/Rohon festival throughout India. Ruhin is often
celebrated in the hilly tracts of Purulia by wearing animal masks
imitating animal agents for fruit /seed dispersal. In this festival, the
Asaria fruit (Capparis horrida L.) eaten in small quantity as antidote to
snake bite, is given to the participants before they leave. The themes
of the songs are based on the collection of native ripe fruits and
seeds. The songs say: Don’t pluck the unripe fruits. They are sour.
They will harm you. Let the sweet ripe fruits fall with soothing breeze
given by mother Jahera, then collect and eat. Songs on native fruits —
tamarind, custard apple, wood apple, tal, amra, kend, kendu, kadam,
kul, khirkul, bokul, amla, chaili (Morinda sp.), gab, mahua, tarop-piyal,
mango and jam were recorded. Most of the trees are eco-cultural
keystone species and provide habitat for associated flora and fauna.
Ropon
Bodding found the Santhals as agriculturists habituated to paddy
cultivation. Planting Ropon limited to Horrorrohowa, or paddy. But at
the time of Vidyasagar, paddy cultivation was not possible in the
lateritic plateau. The festival existed with the ancient Santhali songs
of planting of sal, mahua, karam trees, recited in Don and Karam,
particularly catiar (birth) and mora (death) karam.
Karam
Karam festival is celebrated on the eleventh day of the full moon
of the month of Vadra i.e. August–September. On the eighth day,
dhubi ghas (grass Cynodon dactylon Pers.) is worshipped, native seeds,
millets and/ grains are kept in earthen pots or baskets for germination.
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On the eleventh day a branch of the Karam tree (Haldina cordifolia
Roxb.Ridsdale) is carried and kept with singing and dancing to praise
Karma/Karam and Jahera. The girls decorate baskets with germinating
grains (Jawa), offer to mother earth Jahera, women tie friendship bands
on the Karam dar /twig and on each other as karma friends.
The priest recites Karam binti, a legend of two brothers; the legend
varies from village to village and tribe to tribe, the theme being the
same. Karma and Dharma, two brothers after long quarrels, fights and
separation and sorrow realise that they are inseparable; good work
Karma is actually the true Sari Dharma. Ruhin, Ropon the true Karma
maintains Jivan, flow of life.
In various legends, the evil effect of ignoring Nature deity and
mistreating streams, grass, creepers, climbers, lianas, trees, birds,
animals and human beings; effect of lazy habits /evil work, and the
benefit of good work is described. All the tales conclude that nobody
can escape, everyone has to suffer for his sins and will be rewarded
for good karma.
The festival is enjoyed with friendship bonding among girls. They
work and wander in the forest together. They never dance alone,
always dance together. In adverse situations a girl seeks help uttering
Karam dar, a sound like a bird and gets help from Karma friends.
Forest deity Jahera with Sal, Karam, Piyal, Mahua and other
indigenous trees is praised with dances and music. Rinza and other
dances show the various types of work they perform round the year,
from sowing, planting to harvest, making baskets, cots, fish nets and
handicrafts. The festival ends with the village feast.
In view of the importance of Karam tree, 60,000 Karam saplings
were planted in the Jharkhand State in 2018.
The author’s simple observation on Karam is the root as it has
resemblance with the Karmajog of Gita and Karma of Buddha, but
differs from “merely one of fertility” view of anthropologists. Possibly
the proponents of this view consulted only men and noted down the
superstitions of Ojha and priest in detail as did Reverend Bodding, in
spite of his learned Doctor wife’s presence, the women’s perspective
is missing.
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Vidyasagar was the exception, who earned trust of the Santhal
women, worked freely among them for their good and became their
teacher Karmaguru.
Dumka, Mahulpahari and Karmatar karam binti says,
We the proud santhal girls from Chae Champa Garh, don’t marry
before age of 25 and boys not before 30. Perhaps they learnt it from
Vidyasagar.
In 1894, Tudu in his book, also mentioned about the song in Binti
no.178.
Planting tree twig is a must in Karam, Vidyasagar taught them
grafting and other techniques so that the twigs survive.
An ancient grafted mango tree is still alive at Vidyasagar’s
Nundunkanun.
Mora karam - when a person dies, nothing is kept or built or
constructed, nor any monument made in his name, no statue or idol
is built, not even any photograph is retained by Santhals. His valuables
are given to the needy, used old clothes burnt or buried, and in the
ritual, a tree twig is planted in his memory. Vidyasagar, their
Karmaguru taught them how the twig survives. This eco friendly ritual
was observed in many places in remote areas, and mora karam lyrics
recorded.
The common traditional song collected by the present author
“...nutumte matkom khunti bir akana,…nutumte matkom poha bidme,
..jasin ato kuri kora jor jole tahena, jor bhangaben, adomdole ipili adol dole
koira buhelen.”
“Village boys and girls singing and dancing, plant a mohua twig in
his memory. Dance around it in pairs, one day the dancing pairs will
break, the departed souls, one will live in banana bushes, the other
in the stars as is their karma”.
Shikar - Hunting is performed every year particularly on Baishakhi
purnima, the full moon day in summer at Ajodhya hill, Purulia. Santhal
women keep themselves away from the barbaric hunting festival.
Santhal men wander in the forests with drums and dance, kill wild
porcupine, pangolin, deer, monkey, wild boar and bear. The theme of
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Shikar is to kill and control enemies. However, as a result of this
practice, wild animals became almost extinct. They also burn forest
for easy catch, which cause disaster.
In contrast, after harvest in winter, women catch field rats in traps.
They prepare delicious cakes with singed, cleaned rat flesh packed in
rice powder and baked in sal leaves. They enjoy this protein rich food
gudu pitha in pus Sekran festival and the rats are also controlled without
use of pesticides.
They nurture pigs, which keep the villages without toilets clean.
In present years, they are ashamed to admit to such eco friendly
practices and often hide it from their neighbours.
Bodding recognised their knowledge of medicine (p. 10) saying
“many santals seem to take an interest in “medicine” and their belief
is “the creator has furnished remedies against all ills if they can only
find them” (p 44). The present author learnt from Santhal women
Ojhas that, Jahera (forest Mother) provided all, pray her to find them,
food or medicine.
In 1977, the author learnt Sunum bonga from senior most ojha Babe
Murmu of Sobonpara near Kankalitala of Bolpur. Rubbing oil on a
leaf recalls Jahera in veinlets and vein islets; helps to think and
concentrate to identify the disease (Banerjee : 2003).
In Part I “the Santals and disease” Bodding emphasised

the

superstitious acts of ojhas, witch, bongas, montors, jharnis, with a
detailed description of Kamru guru as the reputed first teacher
(appendix II), ignoring forest deity Jahera serving medicine to all, and
Karmaguru, the reputed first teacher of all work and medicine.
Vidyasagar was honoured as Karmaguru at Karmatar by Santhals.
In Part II Bodding gave a precise detailed description of “Santal
medicine” with scientific list of plants and other ingredients. This
part is very helpful.
In Part III Bodding described “How the Santals live” in detail with
excellent description on the uses of forest produces, agriculture,
mushrooms, fishing, clothing etc. However, he ignored the major part
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of their life activities, that is, the unique nature based religious festivals.
During field survey, the present author’s observations deviated
from Bodding’s view in the following matters:
1. Bodding interpreted “A Santal considers it his birthright to fell
trees; it has become an instinct with him to cut down (p. 434,
para 6).” This is not true, because in their traditional karam songs,
they say, a) we cut the branches, it is our dharam kami (duty). If
we do not cut, the tall trees will fall in storms. b) Cut the laterals,
the tree will be taller; cut apex, trees will be bushy. c) Never hit
the root, it will hit Jahera the mother, and destroy all. d) “Felling
flowering branches destroy life. Pick up flowers from ground’. Is
these songs influenced by Karma guru Vidyasagar, who learnt
these from Alipur garden together with grafting?
They do not fell trees as done by forest officials and wood
merchants, though forest burn is still initiated by them during
dry season and Shikar, by males for clearing.
Bodding said “It is a pity that they have not learnt also to plant
trees.” But the present author observed that their three major
festivals, Ruhin, Ropon and Karam are based on sowing and
planting of seeds saplings and twigs. At present these festivals
are limited to sowing and planting of paddy or other food crops,
but the traditional songs speak differently. Throwing and Sowing
of native forest seeds is performed in Ruhin, planting of native
trees is done during rainy season Ropon continues till Karam. In
India, since the pre-historic time and the Vedic period, Harappa,
and the rise of Buddhist (Emperor Ashoka) and Jain cultural
identities, all are associated with planting and protection of
habitats. Amongst all, Santhals are unique in protecting forests
as mother Jahera without any artificial construction or pollution.
2. Bodding mentioned Ruhin (p. 437) not realising it as a seed
dispersal or sowing festival. On Ruhin on 13th Jet of summer, at
the onset of the first rain, Santhals and other forest dwellers used
to disperse ripe seeds.
3. After Ruhin, Bodding and most anthropologists shifted to Autumn
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Dasae. He ignored the middle Ropon (planting) and the Karam fest
of Vadra at the end of rainy season, the time of rest when they
engage themselves in crafts. Bodding and many others interpreted
the birth catiar Karam binti discriminating among clans. But it
honours the kamie/karma work trends of a clan, training inherited
with better quality of work. It also prevents endogamy.
4. Bodding noticed the worship of nature deities and the river Ganga,
which was not found by the present author among Santhals. They
praise all streams originating in their divine Sal forests where they
submerge the burnt bone residue of their dead. He unfortunately
did not notice the Karma religion based on fascination for karma/
work, with simple diligent living, and in mora death ritual, no
statue or idol or photograph, but a tree is planted in his memory.
Santhals imitated Dasae parab from neighbouring Bihari dikus. They
utter songs full of grief remembering their past land hihiri pipiri/
chhampa garh and sometimes they link them with the black skinned
Demon Asur, Hudur Durga and their fight, but the stories are not
original. They were imposed later (Tudu : 1951). Hindus have forgotten
Durga as a deity who is a protector of forest, a protector of the ten
directions from pollution with her ten hands. Santhals do not worship
idols of Durga, but their Jaher era (earth mother) resembles Hindu
aronyo-durga, bondurga, aronyo-sasthi, Nabapatrika (nine plants in 4-5
tiers representing Durga-ramva (banana) kochhu (arum), horidra
(turmeric), aparajita, choi (Piper chaba Hunter), jayonti, bilva (wood
apple), darimba (pome granate), ashoke, dhanyoshachyo (paddy and other
cereals) nabapotrika, the mother earth, forest deity, the ancient green
form of Durga. This early concept was later neglected or misinterpreted
as mere kola bou. No longer in appreciation of native trees, the festivals
are now limited to idol worship with increased use of sound, light,
fire, pandal constructions and polluting agents.
On the contrary, Santhals do not worship idols, photographs nor
any construction found in the sacred Jahera whereas Munda, Oraon
and other tribes or other villagers worship other objects. The native
Jaher than forest area remain undisturbed by Santhal inhabitants. They
enter the place leaving their shoes outside to avoid contamination by
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foreign materials and organisms. Even cleaning or sweeping is not
allowed, perhaps to keep the biodiversity protected. They honour
banana, turmeric, wood apple and other plants of Nabapotrika, and
mango, mohua, bamboos and sal.
Bodding ignored these traditional beliefs, the nature based plant
protecting religious festivals of worship through dance in open air
under natural forest trees, without any artificial arrangement,
construction, fire or disturbances to forest deity Jahera, a symbol of
Mother Nature, which was much appreciated by Vidyasagar.
Bodding said that the annual hunt is the highest social function
amongst the Santals (p. 482, para 2). But the tribal women do not
like, avoid and stay away from the barbaric hunting festival. So, how
could hunting be the highest social function?
Hul, the Santhal rebellion is also remembered and celebrated every
year whereas the nature based festivals that give a message of peace
and harmony, are neglected. The brave role of women, for example
the two sisters Phulu and Jhunu Murmu, who took major part in the
hul rebellion, is ignored.
Jahera ((sacred mother)/Jaher than is found near every village
representing mother earth, stones representing Marangburu mountain
are kept under the old native trees. The old Manjhi Haram says, Jahera
is over all the five bongas (soil, streams, fire, sky and wind) and
protects Marangburu. The mixed sal forest deity Jahera praises Sincando
sun in Baha the flowering fest. The Karam tree, from which they make
their axe, protects Jahera.
Bodding observed paddy cultivation by Santhals in his time,
whereas cultivation of paddy not practiced at the time of Vidyasagar.
The dry eroded soil of the Chotanagpur plateau was not suitable for
paddy. They were largely dependent on the forest and used to cultivate
corn, various millets and grasses, which has been also noticed by
Bodding. Vidyasagar in his lifetime played a great role in tree
protection. He filed court cases against his neighbours for the
protection of a pipal tree with all his strengh, ignoring the opinion of
his relatives. He wrote that the primitive practice of hunting and
collection from wild is barbarous (Nitibodh : 1841).
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Vidyasagar and Academic Anthropology
In Karmatar, Santhals had to learn cultivation for their survival.
Vidyasagar provided them food, clothing, paid them proper labour
charge and taught them agriculture. He supplied seeds, they prepared
soil removing gravels with special plough and dug well to prevent
carrying water pitcher on head by women, known from S.K.Banerjee,
railway engineer at Mihijam and Adra 1954-57 that Santhal demand
succeeded in raising platform for comfort of their Karmaguru.
Vidyasagar started vegetable cultivation and taught the girls the
techniques of grafting fruit trees. An ancient grafted mango tree is still
alive at Vidyasagar’s Nundunkanun in Karmatar where he established a
girls school, and night school for adults with joyful learning on their
own mother Nature. He was close to them in concept of Nature God
(Bodhodoy), Sin cando sun, earth, water, air, sky, Mountain God Marangburu,
how they are protected by Forest mother Jahera (Baha song), how to
escape from flood, draught and famine; and joyful learning plants, animals
with riddles. One woman could understand Bengali and she conveyed
his message to other girls in their mother tongue Santhali.
Vidysagar wrote books on modern Geography, Vugol Khogol
Barnanam praising Maheswar (Shiv) – a concept similar to the Santhal’s
Marang Buru the Mountain God, whom Bodding referred as
“Devil”(criticised by Archer 1974:11).
Vidysagar studied medical science for treatment of the poor, he
took necessary actions in health care to protect them from epidemic
diseases such as enteric fever, cholera, malarial fever, treated various
ailments and provided appropriate health food, burnt or boiled. He
used to give medicine like lexin for snake bite, Blatta orientalis
(cockroach) a tribal medicine for asthma, for liver and other ailment.
He encouraged the use of neem, planted fruit trees ul-mango, kudjamun, kanthar, mandargom-custard apple, sinjo-wood apple, jojo tentul,
lemon, bombara-kudrum etc. The mother tincture formulations are
preserved by his grand nephew Paresh Banerjee at Mihijam.
He appreciated their culture, enjoyed their festivals and the sober
group dances of women in praise of nature
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He liked their simple living, togetherness, freedom, recognition of
women as human being, honour of women in society, marriage and
remarriage (the boy has to pay dowry).
He regularly used to visit the village Karmadi, named after the
karam tree and Jaher than where he planted native trees. In return,
they honoured him as their own reputed teacher Karma guru.
Vidyasagar was a pioneer in converting them from hunter gatherers
to successful cultivators, provided them food, clothing, medicine;
appreciated their song, dance, culture, and helped them watering the
forest deity Jaher than.
Bodding’s Isor Mohadeb concept is perhaps learnt from Bengalis.
Isor may be Iswar Chandra, as illustrated in Jadupat (Tudu, p. 240),
baba Iswar sitting on chair table, writing on diary reminds Vidyasagar,
whom they remember as Karma guru of Karmatar.
Vidyasagar expressed his gratitude to the ancient community
saying ëë’±ø˜ ’±øı±¸œ ¸˜±ÀÊ ø·˚˛± Ó¬±˝±ı˛ ¸≈˜˝±Ú ¸ˆ¬…Ó¬± › ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ı˛ ¬Ûøı˛‰¬˚˛ ¬Û±˝◊˚˛±øÂº

¤˝◊ ¸˜±ÀÊ ı±˘… øıı±˝, ¸Ó¬œ±˝ õ∂Ô± Ú±˝◊º øıÒı± øıı±À˝ı˛ ˆ¬±ıÚ± ’±ø˜ ¤˝◊ ¸˜±Ê ˝˝◊ÀÓ¬
’±˝ı˛Ì ﬂ¬øı˛˚˛±øÂºíí Vidyasagar, the pioneer anthropologist in South Asia,
was followed by his students K. C. Roychowdhury and B. Mazumdar
(first anthropology Professor in C.U.).
Inheritence
After Vidyasagar’s demise, some diaries and his medicine-box were
under the custody of his brother Ishanchandra, who learnt homoeopathy
from Vidyasagar. He left Karmatar and settled near his daughter
Kashiswari’s house at Mihijam. Ishanchandra’s son Paresh Banerjee
(science graduate) and Kashiswari’s son Bijaykanta Raychoudhury
(english graduate) were school teachers, both left their jobs. P. Banerjee
started homoeopathic dispensary and a medical college, practiced there,
and soon became very famous with miraculous treatments.
Bijaykanta, son of Ramchandra, grandson of Ramakanto
Raychoudhury, who was very close to Rabindranath, started agrihorticulture and piscicuture farm successfully at Mihijam near
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‰¬±À¯ı˛ ﬂ¬Ô± and ø‰¬øﬂ¬»¸± Œ¸±¬Û±Ú, with an

introduction by Prafullo Chandra Ray.
Rabindranath expressed his gratitude and honoured Vidyasagar
in many writings, visited Karmatar at least twice after the death of
Vidyasagar in 1893-94. From Karmatar he wrote letters to his niece
Indira about his desire for work. He started school in 1901, saying

ëëﬂ¬˘ﬂ¬±Ó¬± ŒÔÀﬂ¬ øÚı«±¸Ú øÚÀ˚˛øÂ ˙±øôLøÚÀﬂ¬Ó¬ÀÚº ... Œ¸‡±Úﬂ¬±ı˛ ˜±Ú≈¯ ˚±ı˛±ñ¸±“›Ó¬±˘ñ
¸Ó¬…¬Ûı˛Ó¬±˚˛ Ó¬±ı˛± Ÿ¬Ê≈ ¤ı— ¸ı˛˘Ó¬±˚˛ Ó¬±ı˛± ˜Ò≈ı˛íí ï¬Û˘vœõ∂ﬂ‘¬øÓ¬óº His son
Rathindranath who went abroad to learn agriculture, was close to
Bijaykanta Raychoudhury.
Like Vidyasagar, Rabindranath started Agri-horticulture with the
help of his learned son, practiced biochemic medicine, planted forest
trees favourite to the Santhals. Tagore’s son, friends and disciples—
William Pearson, Santosh Chandra Majumder, Kalimohon Ghosh
worked in Santhal villages. Majumder collected more than 400 lyrics,
and commented that all are nature loving and sober like their dances,
except the male barbaric vulgar Shikar songs with obscene dances.
Nandalal Bose, Surendranath Kar, Ramkinkar Baij did art works on
the Santhals, Ramkinkar built seven sculptures where joy in karma
(work) is expressed. Rathindranath Tagore writes “In our work among
the Santals we have tried to avoid the common mistake that is made
by missionary societies.....It would be absurd if we try to reform them
and introduce amongst them standards of our own......breaking a social
code that is much more ancient than that of the Hindus...Our aim, is
to help them to attain economic independence......encourage traditional
games and festivals and above all desist from doing anything that
injure their own social organisation” (VB News, 1942). He disliked
forest burn (one of his reason to leave Santiniketan, expressed in poems).
The old Karam tree and the upland area Karma danga/Karma dih/
Karma tanr still exists near Balipara at Santiniketan, the ground now
incorrectly named as Kumir danga. Similar misinterpretation was made
also by Bodding, who changed Karma to Kamru.
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What about 18 years anthropological observation of Vidyasagar?
The methodology of field work in anthropology is field survey at
day time and staying at distance, or two years continuous stay with
people. Vidyasagar stayed with “his Santhals” for 18 years, and to
teach them verbally through a bengali knowing woman interpreter,
and maintained diaries. One of Vidyasagar’s diaries (donated by KPC’s
family to Rabindra–Bharati Museum) on medical treatment is very
precisely written.
Vidyasagar was much dissatisfied with Narayanchandra, his son
of renunciation, who stopped all activities at Nundunkanun after the
demise of Vidyasagar, kept the documents in his custody till his
death at Vidyasagar’s Badurbagan’s house. After Narayanchandra’s
death the asset was under the custody of his son-in-law Jaminimohan
Chattopadhyay. Jaminimohan‘s son, Khitishprosad Chattopadhyay
(Professor KPC) a meritorious classmate of Netaji Subhas Bose, who
ranked first class first in Physics Honours at Presidency college as a
student of C. V. Raman, P. C. Ray, J. C. Bose, soon changed his stream
to anthropology and went to Cambridge in 1919. Perhaps he realised
the importance of the unexplored diaries/documents of Vidyasagar.
KPC returned to India and with the help of his friend Netaji, as
the first education officer, like Vidyasagar started free corporation
schools everywhere including slum areas, from three schools in 1924
to 232 primary schools in 1934, and also started teachers’ training
school for women. The medium was through mother tongue, not
only bengali but also hindi and oriya in Bihar and Odisha, and the
subjects taught were similar to Vidyasagar’s cultural rational practical
view, including science, maths, history, geography, biography, music.
KPC wrote many papers and books on the Santhals. He insisted to
incorporate agri-horticulture, gardening practices in school,
preparation of soil, manure, sowing, planting, irrigation — all by the
students themselves without any outside labour, wrote “The syllabus
will not at all be a difficult job for tribal areas...education will not in
any way reduce the joy of life of this folk...” However, KPC’s
anthropological view differed from Vidyasagar (follower of Buddha),
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as KPC appreciated hunting, even insisted to include it in tribal
education for the sharing practice of the kill!
In his discussion in the conference with UNESCO and Calcutta
University, on study of changes in traditional culture, and tribal culture,
he says, “In Bengal the Santals are bilingual no doubt and they like
Bengali literature but they also want education through the medium of
their own language.” Subhas expressed his desire to follow roman scripts
for scriptless tribals, as did Bodding and other foreign researchers.
KPC followed Vidyasagar, in his writings on education, in primers,
in his anthropological study including tribal education. Prof KPC
concluded his introductory lecture saying “Planning for tribals at the
local and National levels should be similar lines as for the ordinary
peasantry. But some protection and also adequate recognition of their
culture forms will be essential”.
Cultural changes, influence of outsider dikus
No prejudice in sticking ancient culture, in 1957, KPC mentioned
that surrounding culture uplift Adivasi which differed Tagore’s view.
At present the Santhals have lost their unique culture and socioeconomic unity, but male malpractices exist. Santhals are settled
agriculturists, in irrigated cultivation from shifting burn type. In every
year the author observed them burning forests, at Ajodhya and other
hills, to clear lands. The ancient village trees were sold to get
admission, or to buy bikes to attend distant college. Jaher than
represented only by a single tree, or even construction is made like
their neighbour. Bleaching cosmetics replaced traditional oils, and
like the Dikus dowry is paid by the girl. Hygienic cotton, traditional
wooden /earthen toys, smart art are replaced by plastics and clumsy
drawings. The pain killers replaced herbal remedies.
Hunting or Shikar was criticised by Vidyasagar and Tagore’s school
of research. Tagore mentioned with grief in his song “Se kon boner
Horin...”. KPC says the Shikar songs are not vulgar but out of grief,
and included them under Bir or forest songs. KPC appreciated Shikar
even in his education system whereas Vidyasagar wrote it barbarous
together with gathering from the wild. KPC (1956) did not highlight
the nature protecting Ruhin, Baha, Karam Sohrae Baha forest festive
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songs, including them only as religious songs. He included the
marriage songs as secular, whereas the present author finds their
idea as participation in Nature festival and protection is the duty of
Hor, the human beings as done by other animals in pollination,
dispersal, food chain and other tasks, and totally secular.
Like Vidyasagar, KPC opined that in Santal/Hor religion Mother
Nature Jahera is their superior deity.
The male Shikar (hunting), their joy in burn for jungle clearing, and
destruction of Mother Jahera is going on in the name of religion, ignoring
traditional women lyrics of protection, of leaf gathering, storage of
fuel. Even in Shikar which is banned for girls, these years the males
insist girls to dance before tourists with water filled pitcher on head
(destiny in burnt, bared dry hills) which Vidyasagar tried to abolish
and well, by digging to rescue wantedwomen and trees.
The new male and female writers ignore traditional joyful nature
songs of freedom of women. The songs express their inability to get
luxury. Hul songs of grief are popular. KPC, the said first Indian
academic anthropologist as mentioned by Andre Beteille, like Bodding
and other Dikus, could not connect Santhal women, as did Karma
guru Vidyasagar, the pioneer anthropologist, followed by his disciples
ethnologist K. C. Roychowdhury, the anthropologist linguist
B. Mazumdar and Tagore associates.
The Santhali scholar Boro Baski rightly mentioned “the role of
women has become strengthened as they go to the jungle more than
men for collecting herbs along with firewood” (Ray, 2019). He
described importance of their Museum.
In 2020, the present author’s experience at Maghsin fest at an
ancient Santal village Usardi (the name uttered in many traditional
Santhali songs) Bankura, in a medicinal arak competition in which 125
participants took part. 110 old knowledgeable women came from far
distant villages, each with 20 to 60 kinds of leaves. The author as judge
was unable to deprive any. Soon the Diku male leaders took decision
and the winner was a male Ojha headman who spent the prize money
in drinking liquor. Women’s knowledge neglected.
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Present lock down helped nature recovery; many villages isolated
themselves with crossed bamboos blocking village entry. Man and
animal close with nature, managed to overcome the situation with
natural resources, with natural recovery, without spread of diseases
far better than migrated labourers.
Summary
Bodding’s comprehensive work is of immense importance for Santhali
research. But missionaries, administrators and anthropologists did not
highlight the ancient nature protecting festivals of the Santhals, but treated
hunting shikar of the males as the highest social function. This (not
participated or liked by women) together with forest burn destroy forest
flora and fauna, discouraged by Vidyasagar and his disciple
anthropologists — Kherode chandra Roychowdhury, Professor B. C.
Mazumder in Orissa and Tagore at Sriniketan. The social scientists
recognised the nature-culture bond in the context of present day
environmental crisis. Bodding ignored the role of women in Ropon, Karam,
even fest of honourable elder sister Sohrae, and misinterpreted Karma
guru as Kamru guru. The anthropologists (Diku-outsider) could not connect
the diligent, silent and conservative women Hor groups, while Vidyasagar
could easily approach them as their own teacher Karma guru.
Vidyasagar started agri-horticultural practices in Karmatar (1873)
at his Nundunkanun, providing food for the post Hul distressed Santhals,
to prevent collection from the wild and forest burn shift cultivation.
Karam is a comprehensive ancient form of Tagore’s nature protecting
festival Vriksharopon (tree planting), Halkarshan (jawna, sowing), Silpotsav
(celebrating handicrafts, artisans and mechanics) and Rakhsha-Bandhan
(karam dar- tie friendship band). Vidyasagar’s knowledge was inherited
by his progenitors without recognition, P. Banerjee in medicine,
B.Raychoudhury (agri horticulture, fishery, medicine), K.P.
Chattopadhyay in anthropology, and successfully in education.
Conclusion
Bodding’s work is important for ethnobotany, ethnozoology,
pharmacomedicine, and anthropology. His highlighted Shikar, may be
celebrated as archery sports and in Sekran trapping rats.
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Since brutal atrocities on Santhals, Vidyasagar went to Karmatar,
deeply studied their custom and was impressed because of their
nature appreciation and community feelings. His disciples —
ethnologist K. C. Roychowdhury, anthropologist Professor B. C.
Mazumder and Vidyasagar progenitors P. Banerjee, B. Raychoudhury
and K.P. Chattopadhyay inherited his findings. In the Chotanagpur
plateau area, Sal and associated native trees linked with festivals
and rituals of the villagers, studied since 1977 from the discussions
and traditional lyrics of women in Santhali, by the present author
as their relative (supported by Jadupat and Tudu’s ancient record).
Seeds and seed balls may be grown in Ruhin, planting of saplings in
Ropon which continue through monsoon, Karam (including catiar,
bapla and mora Karam) with twig planting, with protection, creation
and expansion of Jahera, as done by Vidyasagar. Recognition of
Santhali culture forms, nature-culture protective education
eliminating alienation, was initiated by their saviour Karma guru
Isor cando Vidyasagar, the pioneer anthropologist in South Asia.
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References from P. O. Bodding:
Bodding’s writing and interpretation
p. 2. Santals believe in good power
who gives life p.3. Medicines
against all ills provided by the
creator. Recognized knowledge of
medicine of raranic (page 10) saying
“many santals seem to take an
interest in “medicine” and their
belief “the creator has furnished
remedies against all ills if they can
only find them”(p 44).
p.3. Cando, Jaher era, but ignored
traditional nature based religion.
Concept of creator.
Kamru/Kambru/kamrup kamakhya /
montor It is a pity that they have not
learnt also to plant trees (p.434)

Critical observation by the present author
One’s own work karma gives life jibon
Provided by forest mother Jaher era,
taught by first reputed teacher
Karmaguru.

Nature based religious belief.
Concept of creator was introduced
later.
Sincando, Nindocando, Karmu guru/
karam tree/Krishna (Tudu-72,79)/flute.
Seed sowing or broadcasting,
helping dispersal (as done by
animals?), Ruhin, Ropon (mainly by
women), Karam (men and women)..
Flow of knowledge on medicine
(possibly learnt from observation on
animals and trial and error) carried
through Guru Cela tradition among
men, and through lyrics and songs
among women. All have interests in
herbal medicine.

p.10. there are, of course, no
“schools” for them; Anyone willing
to learn will arrange to follow and
learn from some known raranic. It
might be mentioned, that many
Santals seem to take some interest
in “medicine.”
p. 16.raranko, i.e. the medicine-men, Raranics are honest. Those who do
are honest ...
not learn, are idle and cannot collect
medicine do malpractice as ojha
p.10. Ojha — The name is hindi, Ojha — The name is hindi or
undoubtedtly adopted from Hindi- bengali, and undoubtedtly adopted
from others.
speaking peoples..
p.11. Kambru, kamru guru, Kamrup
P 47. In para 4 line 4 mentioned kamru
guru as the reputed first teacher of
ojha santals. Practices like sunum
sakam, (leaves and oil), montors, bonga,
witches, jharnis.
Dasae. Montors corrupt Behari and

Kamru, Kamrup learnt by santhal
labourers in Goalpara tea gardens in
Assam.
Karma guru, karmu known
everywhere as the reputed first
teacher of all tribals of the area.
montors, bonga, witches, jharnis
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Bengali. Jan gurus witch finders

adopted from Kamrup, Assam.
Montors in easy Bengali. medicine
practitioners are also called Janguru
p.12. “Among the ojhas many are Kamruguru not found during 1974rank humbugs” Bodding still 1987, or such ojha treated as fake
humbugs. For scarcity of medicinal
emphasised them.
plants some follow malpractices for
easy money.
p.13. Diagnosis through: tongue, same
finger, pulse
p.14. Ojha montor in corrupt Bihari
or Bengali
p. 16. raranko, i.e. the medicine-men,
are honest...
17.19. sun, dharti mae, kali, ram, sita,
lakshan
p.46-47. ruhni, 13th day of the month
jet, guru cela wandering at night,
under dasae; Dasae Guru Chela “After
the work” “planting rice or any time
up to the ripening of the Indian corn”
P.437- ruhni paddy sowing,

47-67. superstitions, Baghut bonga
p.67. Kamru or Kambru guru and other
different gurus
p.78. He mentioned karam, tree, enec,
binti but, linked Karam with Dasae
para-3. guru proposes Karam festival,
after some years of Guru cela
succession, a day is fixed in
consultation and with villagers,
dance rinza karam, bhinsar and drink
beer.
Karam performed by Dasae Kora
(boys).
No role of women

montors in Bengali/Hindi/Assamese
indicate non santhali origin of ojhas
Found in almost all santhal village,
also women
Known everywhere
It is seed sowing or broadcasting
ceremony celebrated everywhere,
based on night watching star Rohini
with onset of first rain seed dispersal
starts. The method is easier, perhaps
best time for sowing, uttering songs
“rain, forest breeze, sun, bless the
baby saplings”
Heard about, honoured as top on
food chain, control unwanted enemies
only Karmaguru, Karmu and Dharmu
brothers
Dasae learnt from Behari neighbours,
performed on Vijoya Dasami after
Durga puja, not linked with Karam.
Karam is performed in every year in
Vadra akadoshi, worship of karma guru,
God of all good work. Resemble
Viswakarma/ Krishna as expressed in
music art or plant species karam
Haldina cordifolia (sij monosa plant
worshipped by some neighbours).
Karam celebrated everywhere in
Santhal, Munda, Orang, Birhor,
Malpaharia Mahato and other adivasi
villagers. Women play the major role.
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Bodding mentioned binti, and at the
life-cycle rituals such as - Caco chatiar,
the ritual purification and initiation
of children as persons of the Santal
society, at marriage, and at the time
of the performance of the final Santal
mortuary ritual; bhandan (Bodding
1942, Archer 1974) but did not
mentioned work cultural theme of the
main story.
Girls put karam leaf in each other’s
hair as Karam dar
Dasae daran at night with Kamruguru.
Dasae songs and begging described in
much detail, dasae daran
p.68-99. Karam ignored.
Dasae songs are practically all in
Santali, p. 72-73. mixed Nayaka (possibly nabapatrika) Hari, Durga, Jagao.
(p. 84-In foot note in the last line)
Bodding wrote “introduction of Jaher
era is entirely unknown in the
traditions.”
p.90. in santhali dasae daran songs,
nature land described mentioning
“defiled country and mogul country
is not good”
p. 95-96. forest fire described.

p.99. Mantar and Jharni. Bodding
writes “According to santhal ideas
there is a natural enmity between the
ojha and the witches. The Ojha tries
to undo the evil work of the witches”

Santhals and all other villagers recite
binti or tale of two brothers, karma
and dharma, not separable and good
work karma is dharma.(not mere
fertility related as mentioned by
anthropologists)
Dance rinza, bhinsar, don/bapla karam
dances expressing all works
Girls tie friendship band on Karam
twig and in each other’s hand as
Karam dar
Dasae Daran at day time whereas first
Ruhin at night for star watching.
Dasae begging represented by dance
dress and drums, found only during
Durgapuja.
Many songs also are in Behari and
Bengali p.83, 89 (first and last 2 para)
and borrowed from neighbours
This is known by all Santhals that
Jaher era is the mother earth, mother
of all, created departing from sun Sin
cando. Jaher era unites with sun in Baha
flowering fest, through her sal flowers.
Similar concept

Women songs tell that gathering
leaves and twigs protects from forest
fire, whereas males initiate it, throw
burning “Chuti”
The Montors and Jharni of Bodding’s
collection have similarity with Assamese
(e.g. p. 100 last line) and Bengali, and
frequently mentions Kamruguru from
east. Possibly from Goalpara

p.102. Bodding says-”The corrupt Hence these are not santhali
form of Behari /Bengali (p. 112) .. tradition but borrowed from
Santhali translation” by the ojha, neighbours.
Kamruguru (p. 103) mentioned.
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p.106. p.108-109
Name of Isor Mahadeb Mahadeb Shiva,
Karmaguru Isor God.
In case of snake bite, isor Mahadeb and
Ma Manasa remembered.
p.118-122 Kamrup Kamakhya, Mohadeb
in Behari, Monosa montors in corrupt
Bengali
123-127 Kamru Guru above all other
gurus, invoked in montors, regularly
worshipped by the ojha. He is, as
stated, reputed first teacher. Bodding
said in previous chapter, many Ojhas
“rank humbug” in p.12.
p.433. Magh Sim-Magh fowls.

Bandhna -adoring cows as done as by
the neighbours in Bandhna.
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Santhals did not know Isor or
Mohadeb, they say Bonga or Marang
Buru. The Jadupat drawings show Isor
sitting on a chair and writing on a
table (Tudu, p. 264) reminds one of
Karmatar where Santhals named
Iswar chandra Karmaguru.
Borrowed from Assam, Bihar, Monosa
Montors in Bengali, hence borrowed
from neighbours.
Karma guru is misinterpreted as Kamru
guru, Bodding highlighted “humbag”
ojhas Kamru guru, witchcraft,
superstitions malpractices. Karma
religion of work, role of women
neglected.
Magh Sin—worship of new year’s Sin
i.e. sun, Sincando of Magh, as expressed
in Tagore’s “Bodhon”. Sim or fowl
offered by Ojha.
Sohrae/bandhna — Honouring dry
winter earth, unmarried elder sister
Sohrae (also as Phulu Murmu in lyrics),
is not mentioned. Adoring animals,
cow and cattle done in Bandhna.
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NOTES ON GLEANINGS

Further Study on The Stone Tools Collected by
Rev. P. O. Bodding from Dumka Area,
in the Present Day State of Jharkhand
Soumyajit Das, Debasis K. Mondal and Ranjana Ray
Reverend Paul Olaf Bodding, a Norwegian Christian Missionary,
came to India in 1889 and was posted at Mahulpahari in Dumka,
Santhal Parganas district of Bihar province of the colonial India. He
had a very close association with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The
communication that he made at the Asiatic Society in 1904 came out
as an article in the year 1905 in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal. He was the Anthropological Secretary of the Society at the
time. The third author of this note is the present Anthropological
Secretary of the Asiatic Society. Bodding is still famous as a linguist,
ethnographer and folklorist. He had researched extensively on the
Santal communities among whom he had lived for 44 years of his life
in India. His academic interest led him to study stone tools from the
area. The tools were collected, mostly by paying, which were mainly
in possession of the Santals of his time. He wrote two papers
successively in 1901 and 1905. These were communications made by
him on the stone tools procured by him from an area of 50 miles
surrounding the Dumka town. The article of 1901 was more exhaustive
with illustrations of the tools in four plates.
Following the article written in 1901 on the finds of prehistoric
tools from Dumka, Bodding wrote another article in 1905 in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal regarding further finds from the same
area. The gleaning from the first article was made by the third author
(Ray, 2019). The note included the study that she made after visiting
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the Culture History Museum in Oslo, Norway in 2018 and going
through the major part of the Bodding collection in the said museum.
In the article communicated in 1904 and published in the Journal of
the Asiatic Society in 1905, the Reverend mentioned that most of the
finds reported in the article resembled the previous finds except for
five new forms that he pointed out in the same article.
Arne Bang Anderson made an extensive study on the stone tool
collection in late 1930s for his Ph. D. theses; but it has never been
published. F. R. Allchin (1962) can be considered to be the first scholar
who not only studied the tools but also published it. The present
authors also studied the tools collected by P. O. Bodding during 201819. These tools are currently housed at Culture History Museum,
Oslo. After the visit of Ray, the first author took up the study of
Bodding collection with a grant provided by the Head of the
Department of Ethnography, University of Oslo in 2019. Das stayed at
Oslo for 27 days and made an exhaustive study of the collection. Das
is grateful to the authorities of the museum to provide him with all
kinds of modern technological facilities to study the raw materials,
mineral contents and other related matters with the stone tools. He
has carried out extensive field work in Dumka area to find out the
geo-chronological context of Bodding collection.
The following is a comparison between the descriptions and
explanations given by Bodding in the article (1904) with the same
given by Allchin as well as the present authors.
1. The first new form mentioned by Bodding (1904 : 27) is wedgeshaped axe which “are curved in a peculiar manner”. “The upper
side (working edge) is convex and the other side (butt end) more
or less concave”. Bodding stated that he found this kind of shape
in many specimens and that he is sure of the shape being
intentional. F. R. Allchin, in his article, classified this kind of
asymmetric form as second variety of type I Indian axes. He
stated that the shape of these tools is the result of the shape of
the block chosen. The present authors found several such
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specimens in the collection. It is doubtful whether the curved
shape is given intentionally for specific purposes or it is because
of the shape of the block chosen to make the tool out of it. On one
hand, the curved shape might have been given for an angular
function to the axe as the working edge would not be parallel to
the shaft. On the other hand, there is no proven fact that this angle
of the working edge is more beneficial than the symmetrical axes
whose edge remains parallel to the shaft after hafting (Plate 1).
2. The second form is “implements with square, sometimes quite
parallel, side-edges”. Bodding mentioned that this form was quite
frequent in his collection. Allchin (1962) found 19 similar
specimens and classified them as rectangular celt-hammers. The
present authors found 58 hammer stones which follows the
description of this form. Among them 23 have maximum length
of 2cm to 7cm and can be considered as small ones and the
largest have the maximum length of 22.6cm. The function of
these tools is mainly hammering or crushing (Plate 2).
3. The third form is “small, oblong flat stone with notched edge”
which Bodding assumed, might have been used as saw. Bodding
perhaps collected these tools himself as he stated that Santals did
not collect these. These tools looked like broken pieces of stone. In
this context, he mentioned that chips and flakes of flint, chert etc.
were found in many places. Allchin (1962) classified this type as
debitage. The present authors found plenty of such specimens in
the Collection and considered them as scrapers (Plate 3).
4. The fourth form is “perforated stones”. Bodding referred to 4
such specimens; two complete and two broken. Among the
complete specimens, he mentioned one to be triangular, and
another irregularly rhomboidal, while the broken ones are
apparently circular in form. He considered these stones as maceheads. Bodding also mentioned that he heard about a fifth
perforated stone, which according to Santals, had a hole close to
one end. Allchin did not refer to these last mentioned tools in his
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article. The present authors found 6 such perforated stones in the
Bodding Collection at the museum at Oslo. They are called as
ringstones by archaeologists. Among them, three are broken. The
triangular ringstone numbered by the museum as 11583 has a
hole with diameter of 3.1cm. The rhomboidal ringstone numbered
as 11584 has a hole of diameter of 2.7cm. The third ringstone is
circular and has a hole of diameter of 2.6cm. While the two broken
ringstones are seemingly circular as mentioned by Bodding, one
broken ringstone may have been rhomboidal in shape. Their
weights range from 464.73g to 1.56 kg. All the ring stones are
fully ground except for one which has around 80% polished
surface on both its dorsal and ventral sides (plate 4).
5. The fifth form is “shoulder-headed celts”. Bodding found 4 such
specimens. Allchin (1962) found 12 shouldered celts, though he
was doubtful of two specimens among them. The present authors
found 11 shouldered celts in the Collection. Their weights range
from 34.51g to 273.78g and their size ranges from 4.8cm to 16.8cm
in length, 2.8cm to 6.4cm in breadth and 1.1cm to 2.7cm in
thickness. Out of 11 shouldered celts, 7 have prominent shoulders
and are T-shaped. The rest 4 are either rectangular or triangular
or trapezoidal. Four celts are fully polished, six are fully ground,
and one piece is polished with around 30% chipping near its
sides and working edge (Plate 5).
Bodding concluded the article with a thought that the original
owners of the shouldered celts might be Mon-Khmer and Munda
people because the shouldered celts are only found in Chota Nagpur
and the Santal Parganas in India as well as in the delta and valley
region of the lower Irrawaddy River in Myanmar. Bodding proved his
excellent scholarship in this conclusion. Allchin regarded these
shouldered celts as imports from outside India. The present authors
assume that the shouldered celts may have been manufactured in
India due to their raw material being abundant in Chota Nagpur
plateau. They were produced less in number. It required more effort
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to produce a shouldered celt in comparison to making a regular celt,
while the work performed is the same. The only advantage of a
shouldered celt is its rigidity after hafting.
Methods employed
During the visit of the first author to Culture History Museum,
University of Oslo, Norway, some representative artefact types were
measured along its length, breadth and thickness using digital calipers.
All the artefacts were weighed using digital weighing machine. The
striking features, if any, of the stone tool were noted. The photographs
of all the stone artifacts were taken with high resolution camera from
all its sides, namely, dorsal, ventral, laterals, proximal and distal;
keeping them on 1mm graph paper one at a time. Measuring scale
and Kodak Gray Scale were used while taking the photographs. Most
of the artefacts were measured using the photos and the noteworthy
features were carefully recorded. Some representative stone artefacts
were selected for analyzing the raw materials. The specimens were
analyzed in a Hitachi S-3600N Scanning Electron Microscope with
Bruker XFlash® 5030 energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDX), running
on Quantax 400 (Esprit 1.9), for semi-quantitative elemental analysis
available at the Geo Lab of the Natural History Museum, University
of Oslo. Non-coated samples were analyzed in variable pressure mode,
at a pressure of 20 Pa, 15.0 kV accelerating voltage, and 70% beam
current. Stereo zoom microscope was used for noting the use mark
or any other notable features. There were some data available in the
database of University of Oslo, which were also taken into account.
The data was analyzed in Microsoft Excel software.
During the second phase of the study, the present authors surveyed
the area of 40 sq kms from the house where Bodding stayed and
collected the tools by means of exploration techniques. A preliminary
idea of the study area i.e., Dumka district has been taken from the
toposheet numbers 72P/2, 72P/3, 72P/4, 72P/6, 72P/7, 72P/8, 72P/
10, 72P/11, 72P/12, 72I/14, 72I/15, 72I/16, 72O/15, and 73M/5. The
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geomorphological features like terrain, vegetation, sources of water,
etc. were noted from the toposheets and wherever the features
suggested the probability of early human habitation, a thorough site
survey was undertaken. This included:
a. Exploration on foot over the whole area
b. Study of surface features/ geomorphology including observation
of soil and rock compositions, river and road sections
c. Study of surface finds
Implements like trowel, compass, scale, were used for data
collection. Tools were collected from the surface. They were cleaned
and kept in the laboratory of Department of Anthropology, University
of Calcutta. The tools were analysed in terms of technology, typology,
metric values, function, frequency, sequence, and culture.
Data collected from the field was analysed and classified according
to typology of artefacts and numerical classification. The tools were
systematically catalogued. Morpho-metric analyses of the tools were
undertaken. Attributes like shape, size, color, weight, cutting edge,
bulb of percussion etc. were noted. Petroglyphic analysis was done.
The collected tools were measured using calipers and their weight
was also noted. They were also photographed. Some representative
tools from the collection were scanned under Zeiss EVO 40 Scanning
Electron Microscope with OXFORD INCA Penta FETx3 energy
dispersive X-ray detector (EDX), running on INCA software for
elemental analysis at the Geology Lab of the Geological Survey of
India, Kolkata. The carbon coated samples were analysed at high
vacuum mode with 100.0µA beam current.
To understand the environment of the prehistoric times, geological
methods were applied. Three geological methods, namely stratigraphy,
surface geology and geomorphology were taken into consideration.
Correlation between stratigraphy and allied geomorphology was done.
The geography of the region was studied extensively through different
sources as published papers and maps together with field research.
The physiography of the area with all its aspects like river system,
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flora, fauna, rainfall, temperature, humidity etc. was worked out.
Photography was used for recording of sites.
Findings
Two explorations were done in Dumka by the first author in search
for the context of the stone tools of Bodding collection. During the
first field work, a site named Dighi near Dumka town was located.
Both finished and unfinished tools were found from the top of a
hillock and also from a dry runnel. The tools were surface finds and
are mainly blades and bladelets (Das and Mondal 2019). They were
found from the yellowish silt layer lying above the upper loose gravel
bed. The upper loose gravel bed was dated to Upper Pleistocene by
Ghosh (1970). Hence, the finds might be dated to post-Pleistocene
times. The finds belong to the flake-blade industry and has a close
resemblance with the flake-blade artefacts of the Bodding collection.
Tools that were found were few in number; a direct correlation could
not be established. The second exploration by the first author was in
a different area from the former. This site named after the nearby
village Sarpahari, yielded tools having likeness with the stone tools
of Bodding collection, especially the Neolithic assemblages. The site
Sarpahari was found at 12 kms from Massanjore Dam. However,
though the collection made by Bodding is considered as Neolithic but
some of these could be of a later date and may belong to ChalcoNeolithic stage (Ray and Modal 2013).
A pictorial comparison is given below. The dorsal view of the
tools both from the Bodding Collection and from the site Sarpahari
are shown side by side for better representation and understanding.
The first picture of each tool is from the recent finds (marked as SP)
and the second is of the similar representative specimen from the
Bodding Collection (marked as BC). The ratio (L/B) of maximum
length to maximum breadth and Flatness Ratio (B/T), i.e., maximum
breadth divided by maximum thickness are also taken into account.
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1. “Peculiarly curved wedge-shaped axe”
Shape: Both are rectangular
Size: SP – 11.3cm x 6.3cm x 3.3cm,
BC – 14.3cm x 7.2cm x 4.7cm
L/B: SP – 1.79, BC – 1.98
B/T: SP – 1.9, BC – 1.53
Working Edge: Both are flattened
Posterior End: Both are U shaped
Line of Profile: Both are flat
Plate 1: An axe from Sarpahari (left) and a similar tool from
Bodding Collection (right)

2.“implements with square, sometimes quite parallel, side-edges”
Shape: Both are rectangular
Size: SP – 11.3cm x 6.3cm x 3.3cm,
BC – 14.3cm x 7.2cm x 4.7cm
L/B: SP – 1.79, BC – 1.98
B/T: SP – 1.9, BC – 1.53
Working Edge: Both are flattened
Posterior End: Both are U shaped
Line of Profile: Both are flat
Plate 2: A hammerstone from Sarpahari (left) and a similar tool from
Bodding Collection (right)

The kind of tools shown below were not found from Sarpahari but
similar kinds were found from the site Dighi.
3. “small, oblong flat stone with notched edge”

Plate 3 : Scrapers from Bodding Collection (first two from right) and
similar scrapers from the site Dighi (last two from right).
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Two other forms mentioned in the 1905 article of Bodding are
shown below. These forms were not found from Sarpahari.
4. “Perforated stones”

Plate 4: Triangular ringstone (left) and rhomboidal ringstone (right) from
Bodding Collection

5. “shouldered celts”

Plate 5: Shouldered celts from Bodding Collection

After going through all the stone tools of the Bodding collection,
the present authors found many of them as reused, such as a broken
celt has been flaked off for blades. Fluting marks are clearly visible
on them. Now the question arises, whether they were manufactured,
used, and reused after they were broken, during the prehistoric times
or whether the Santals, who collected them from the field, have reused
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them. There are fair chances of Santals using them as the metals were
costly and it also needs the skill of a smith, whereas stones were
readily available to them. There are several tools that are perfect for
woodworking. Santals are capable of woodworking and they might
have used these stone tools for the same purpose (Ray 2019).
The first author has analysed the tools from both Bodding’s
collection and from Sarpahari under SEM and the raw material was
found to be same, i.e. amphibolite. The stone tools were collected
from Dumka area. Geologically, Dumka lies on the Chotanagpur
Gneissic Complex (CGC). CGC has been reported to have amphibolitic
dykes (Kumar and Ahmad 2007). Dykes were one of the main sources
of raw materials for making stone tools by the prehistoric men.
Amphibolite is a metamorphic rock containing minerals of amphibole
group (generally hornblende) and plagioclase (feldspar). Amphibolite
consists of Sodium, Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium, Iron, Aluminium,
Chlorine along with Silicon and Oxygen. The studied stone tools
analysed under Scanning Electron Microscope showed the presence
of these elements and hence the raw material can be considered as
amphibolite. Amphibolites are medium to coarse grained rocks.
Neolithic stone tools were found to be made on amphibolite during
the early Neolithic cultures of Europe (Sørensen 2020).
Bodding collected these tools from the Santals, who in turn used
to collect them from various places, such as in the fields, while digging
or tilling, from the riverbed, from the soil surface, from the forest or
from clefts in the rocks, etc. Allchin (1962) stated that he read letters
which Bodding had written while gifting the tools to the Museum. In
one letter he found Bodding referring to people, that he sent out,
inquiring for stone tools about 50kms around Mohulpahari. Allchin
considered this region as the extent of most of the finds. The present
research confirms the fact that they were manufactured and used in
the areas close to Mohulpahari. The site Sarpahari is not far from
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Mahulpahari, where Bodding stayed for most of his time in India.
The area is still inhabited by Santals. There is a possibility that the
Santals of Sarpahari and nearby villages had been in contact with
Bodding and have contributed to his collection, as well.
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BOOK REVIEW

Romila Thapar, Voices of Dissent: An Essay, Seagull Books, 2020; London,
New York, Calcutta; Rs 499.
Romila Thapar is one of India’s most distinguished historians,
whose work beginning in the 1960s has sought to nuance our
understanding of India’s past quite considerably. A recipient of the
prestigious Kluge Prize, Thapar has covered a whole range of subjects
over her long career and is best known for her scholarly work on the
social history of ancient India. In her new book, Voices of Dissent: An
Essay from Seagull Books, Romila Thapar deals with dissent in India
from the time of Vedic Brahmanism to that of Shaheen Bagh. She
looks at moments in India’s past when the dominant narrative was
challenged or was sought to be challenged, whether by the dasas of
the Vedic times, the Shramanas whose views contrasted with the
hegemonic ideology of Brahmanism in the early-historic period, or
by the Bhakti sants and Sufi pirs in the medieval era.
This monograph (Voices of Dissent: An Essay), under review was
originally published in India in October 2020 and is announced to be
published internationally in March 2021 as well. It is an outcome of
two memorial lectures delivered by Professor Romila Thapar. The
first was the Nemi Chand Memorial Lecture on ‘The Presence of the
Other: Religion and Society in Early India’, delivered on August 16,
2019 and the second was the V.M. Trakunde Memorial Lecture on
‘Renunciation, Dissent and Satyagraha’, delivered on December 6,
2019. However, on being requested by a friend, Professor Thapar
amalgamated these two lectures with some modification and editing,
and prepared the manuscript of this book, locating the concept of
dissent in a broader historical context. In the first part of the essay,
the author has written on various aspects of dissent in early India;
and the latter part of the essay is an attempt not only to relate the
past to the present but also to suggest that some forms of dissent in
the present draw strong continuities from the past.
Thapar’s essay begins with the very necessity of ‘dissent’. We know
that the ‘Dissent’ is, in essence, the disagreement that a person or
persons may have with others, or, more publicly, with some of the
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institutions that govern their patterns of life. Thapar writes, “People
have disagreed since time immemorial; they have argued, or agreed
to disagree, or eventually arrived at an agreement. That is all part of
life, or living.” There is no doubt that ‘dissent’ is part of a larger
body of differences, varieties whereof arise out of questioning and
critical enquiry. Dissent can also emerge from giving vent to an
experience of the Other. Thapar argues that ‘dissent’ is not a modern
concept, but recognising it in its various forms is new, as is the fact
that, in a truly liberal, democratic society, such questioning is not
frowned upon but, rather, encouraged and explored through discussion
and debate.
The right to question is now public, open and can be exercised by
any citizen in modern times. Earlier, only the powerful had this right,
but today it extends––in theory at least––to all citizens. There should
always be, invariably, in every modern society, the right of the citizen
to dissent as part of the right to free speech and expression. Thapar
posits that this right has been contentious yet crucial to the continuity
of society itself. But we live in times when any form of dissent in
India is marked as anti-Indian, suggesting that the very concept of
dissent has been imported into India from the West. It is an argument
made by those who visualise the Indian past as free of blemishes and
therefore not requiring dissenting opinions. However, as Romila
Thapar explores in this timely essay, dissent has a long history in the
subcontinent, even if its forms have evolved or changed through the
centuries.
Thapar looks at the articulation of dissent, focusing on nonviolent
forms, which is so essential to all societies, and relates it to various
moments of time and in varying contexts as part of the Indian
historical experience. Beginning with Vedic times, she takes us from
the second to the first millennium BC, to explore the emergence of
unorthodox groups that were jointly called the Shramanas—the Jainas,
Buddhists, Charvakas and Ajivikas. Going forward in time, she explores
the views of some syncretic yet heterodox figures—sants and pirs—
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries AD, and brings us to a major
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moment of dissent that helped to establish the foundations of a free
and tolerant India.
In her argument, she emphasises the usage of the idiom of religion
as reflecting social change, concluding with the eventual politicisation
of religion in the present. She also highlights the public response to
particular forms of dissent over time. She further places the recent
peaceful protests that were organized against the Citizenship
Amendment Act and the proposed National Register of Citizens in
places like Shaheen Bagh in a proper historical context. Thapar
concludes that dissent in our times must be audible, distinct, opposed
to injustice and supportive of democratic rights. It is the articulation
of dissent through dialogue that can herald a movement aimed at
changing society for the better.
The book points out that history has always served the function of
justifying the present. This is usually done by the people in power
who push certain values and ideologies onto our pasts and place the
past on a pedestal, all to make history fit their policies. This book
shines in its discussion of how dissent often arises from within
cultures, and not from outside, restructuring social relations and
enabling mutation of knowledge through the questioning of
institutions. This book also raises some significant questions, not
only for the political establishment but also for the dissenters. Does
dissent seek resolution of conflict, sharing of power, annihilation of
tradition, or merely recognition of plurality in thought?
However much we may wish otherwise, Indian society––as indeed
every other society––has not been a seamless harmonious entity, with
little or no contradictions. We too have had our share of intolerance
and violence and the clash of ideas in our history. Dissenting voices
have been many, and have had a much wider articulation in the past
than we are willing to concede. Religions are never static. Societies
change, and so do the religions linked to these societies because
religious identities never arise in isolation. Some are viewed as heritage
and some as a reaction to the Other, be it from within the society or
from outside. If the Shaiva Dashnamis and the Vaishnava Bairagis were
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in disagreement relating to the Puranic religion, so were the Barelvis
and the Deobandis in relation to the Quranic religion. What continues,
what changes, and why––that is what we are searching for, and that
search is perennial.
This book reveals a deep history of dissent to look at how colonial
interpretations of India’s past still colour our understanding of religion
and society in the subcontinent, and ends with an examination of
Mahatma Gandhi’s satyagraha as a ‘modern’ form of dissent. Voices of
Dissent has immense relevance. It is an essential reading for anyone
who contemplates not only the Indian past but also the direction in
which our society and the nation is headed at present. A wood-cut
painting of Chittaprosad as an image of collective dissent, printed in
this book, is worth a special mention. The multi-coloured jacketcover has been skilfully designed by Sunandini Banerjee of Seagull.
Susnata Das

BOOK REVIEW

Ranabir Chakravarti, The Pull towards the Coast and Other Essays : The
Indian Ocean History and the Subcontinent before 1500 CE, Primus Books,
Delhi, 2020, 326 pages.
Ranabir Chakravarti is an internationally eminent scholar of the
maritime history of the Indian Ocean before 1500 CE. His significant
researches have immensely enlightened us with valuable insights into
the Indian Ocean maritime history up to 1500 CE. From these
sustained researches of his Professor Chakravarti has selected nine
essays. These are such as ‘Knowing the Sea Thalassographies to
Thalassology of the Indian Ocean (up to c.1500 CE)’ (2018) (second),
‘The Coast vis-à-vis the Subcontinent Interlocking with Distinctiveness’
(2016) (third), ‘Coasts and Interiors of India Early Modern Indo-Dutch
Cross-Cultural Exchanges’ (2014) (fourth), ‘On Board Hermapollon
Transporting Gangetic Nard from Muziris’ (2006) (fifth), ‘Examining
the Hinterland and Foreland of the Port of Muziris in the Wider
Perspective of the Subcontinent’s Long-Distance Networks’ (2015)
(sixth), ‘Vibrant Thalassographies of the Indian Ocean Beyond NationStates’ (2015) (seventh), ‘The Pull Towards the Coast Politics and Polity
in India (c. 600-1300 CE)’ (2012) (eighth), ‘Looking for a Maritime
City Somanatha in the Thirteenth Century CE’ (2018) (ninth), and
‘The Indian Ocean Scenario in the Fourteenth Century Latin Crusade
Tract Possibilities of a World Historical Approach’ (2015) (tenth). To
these nine valuable essays the author has added as appendices two
such book reviews as ‘Early Interactions between South and Southeast
Asia, Reflections on Cross-Cultural Exchange’ ed. Pierre-Yves
Manguin, A. Mani and Geoff Wade (2014) and ‘Buddhism, Diplomacy
and Trade: The Realignment of Sino-Indian Relations, 600-1400’ by
Tansen sen (2009). These nine essays and two book reviews published
during the period from 2006 to 2019 along with an introduction
constitute the present book. The book is published by Delhi-based
Primus Books in excellent print and page with a pleasant coloured
jacket bearing a Goa Museum’s sculpted wooden planked stitched
vessel with oars and a rudder in 2020. Professor Chakravarti has got
the idea of constituting a book with some of his published papers on
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the Indian Ocean maritime history first from Professor Romila Thapar.
The performance of duties by Professor Thapar, her conscience and
sanity also inspired Professor Chakravarti. So, the author has planned
and turned some of his essays on the Indian Ocean maritime history
into the present book. The author has dedicated the book to Professor
Romila Thapar by acknowledging his indebtedness to her.
The most important part of the book is its significant and insightful
introduction. In the introduction the author has discussed the linkages
among the essays, instead of giving their summaries. The fifth and
the sixth essays are concerned with the interactions of the subcontinent
with the Indian Ocean. Four essays (7-10) concentrate on understanding
various aspects of these interactions among different communities,
linguistic, religious and ethnic in the Indian Ocean region ‘both within
and beyond the subcontinent’. Thematically these essays commonly
represent ports as ‘maritime cities’. The appendices point out the
connections between the subcontinent and maritime Southeast Asia.
The second, third and the fourth articles are dealt with the growth of
knowledge about the Indian Ocean among the seafarers and scholars
and also the juxtaposition of the coasts and interiors of the
subcontinent. It has been argued that the development of
thalassographies of the Indian Ocean depended on what the author
has called ‘artisanal epistemology’ of the pre-modern period. The
third article understands the relationships between the two coasts of
the subcontinent with the interior during the pre-modern phase. The
fourth article, though connected with the third one thematically, is to
some extent different in so far as the Dutch visual documents are
concerned. The book is focused on the subcontinent in the maritime
history of the Indian Ocean as the author is more familiar with the
pasts of South Asia than with Asia and Africa. Though interested in
understanding merchants and their commercial activities, the author
does not deny the material aspects of cultural studies. Neither material
milieu nor cultural aspect alone should be given too much importance;
the present book therefore aims to ‘redress this historiographical
imbalance’.
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In the introduction the author, through his cogent discussion, makes
us aware that the changing perspectives, new questions, methods,
and paradigm shifts of maritime historiography are very much
important for understanding the maritime history of the Indian Ocean.
In this connection the author has excellently discussed the sources,
methods and perspectives bearing on the essays of the book. Regarding
sources the author’s comment is immensely significant - ‘all sources
are fragmentary - primary sources are often allusive, elusive and
illusive’. Regarding methods the author is aware of the authorship,
audience and context of a primary visual source. In view of the
limitations of literary textual sources the author has provided us
with important and insightful analyses on the use of the field
archaeological objects and the marine, especially shipwreck artefacts
and also epigraphic data for understanding the Indian Ocean maritime
history. Recently, Edward A. Alpers and Philippe Beaujard, have
attached importance to the local histories of the common people with
their cultural and material ‘pluralities’ in connection with
understanding the Indian Ocean as world history in a vast
chronological BCE-CE span of more than fifteen hundred years. The
Indian Ocean in World History by Alpers and The Worlds of the Indian
Ocean: A Global History by Beaujard have generated and furthered the
knowledge about the pre-modern pasts of the Indian Ocean. As a
response to this the author has selected and turned these essays into
the present book. The images of the human engagements with the
Bay of Bengal are excellently brought out from epigraphic records in
the book. Along with the commercial transactions cultural activities
across the sea are also discussed in the introduction of the present
collection. At this point, Elizabeth Lambourn’s excellent method of
analysing a geniza record to understand the social aspects of material
objects during the overseas journey points out the fact that little
things or events are also significant for understanding the maritime
history of the Indian Ocean. The author of the book has demonstrated
that the Indian Ocean before 1500 CE was well known as a zone of
commercial and cultural activities and also witnessed violent activities
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as evident from hero stones showing sea-battle scenarios. With the
coming of the Portuguese and other European countries new
knowledge about the Indian Ocean grew. The Indian Ocean was
represented in maps in order to produce a thalassology for the
fulfilment of thalassocratic interests in the early part of the modern
era. The footnotes and bibliography of the present book show the
author’s theoretical knowledge and arguments for understanding the
maritime history of the Indian Ocean. In connection with the writing
of the book the author has also taken into account academic
discussions with a few young promising scholars like Dr. Pratyay
Nath of Ashoka University, Mr. Shounak Ghosh of Vandarbilt
University, Ms. Anwesha Das of Emory University, USA for their
fresh thoughts related to path-breaking researches. The book is a
significant contribution to the Indian Ocean maritime history of the
pre-1500 days.
Krishnendu Roy

BOOK REVIEW

Amrita Mondal, Owning Land, Being Women: Inheritance and Subjecthood
in India, De Gruyter Studies in Global Asia, Vol. 2, Berlin, Boston:
Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2021, Paperback 250 pages.
Amrita Mondal’s book is an exceptionally scholarly and intense
exploration of inheritance of land by women and creation of gendered
subjecthood. Her research comprises ‘a two-fold investigation first into
the formation of rights through the state apparatus and practices of
inheritance through intergenerational family relations’. In the first slice
she examines the Hindu succession law (1956 and 2005) ‘interconnected
with other legislation involving taxation and maintenance of senior
citizens’ and with ‘the broader political and economic context’ of such
legislation; in the second, ethnography to know ‘peoples’ ideas,
reflections and affective notions surrounding inheritance’. She ‘uses
the socio-legal conceptualisation of Hindu inheritance as a heuristic
tool to bring anthropological insights into the debate on women’s
property rights and empowerment.’
Her interest in inheritance is due to its critical importance as ‘the
major legal source of property acquisition’, and as almost the only way
rural women can acquire property in land. This brings out ‘ the
distinctiveness of inheritance as a diachronic transfer of property (as
relations) that operates outside of the market, hence it follows a different
set of dynamics, incentives and expectations than market transactions’.
She cautions: ‘If we are solely focusing on the utilitarian aspects of
inherited property, as with any other form of economic resource, we
risk overlooking a fuller understanding of what governs the pattern
and politics of its distribution’. ‘There is a moral axis that ‘pays attention
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to the nature of particular inherited property (as a thing).’That moral
axis is constituted by ‘values, sentiments, and ethical convictions
regarding family relations [which] affect reflections and practices of
intergenerational family relations’.
We are then in a position to comprehend ‘the significance of
agricultural land, not only as a material asset and as symbol of power
within a village, but also grasps how land translates into particular
aspirations of mobility that define empowerment.’ Because family is
‘the key site’ where gendered subjecthood is formed, the research
examines ‘family relations in their full breadth so as to highlight the
differentiated nature of gendered land transfer. Most land claims and
transfers occur within the context of marriage and kinship relations,
which are more complex and contradictory than say, the land transfers
made through government distribution.’
She employs the analytic term embeddedness to conceptualise the
fact ’that the actions which women as gendered subjects undertake in
relation to land ownership are crucially refracted by the social relations
and multiple subject positions through which they function’. The fact
that women are seldom litigants in local courts is partly explained by
the hazards of engaging with the system, and in a major way by the
social imperative of being a good woman. ‘The ‘good’ woman who
does not inherit land, the obedient daughter who does not claim
inheritance, the cooperative sister who sacrifices her share in parental
property for the sake of her brother’s prosperity, the fortunate wife
who merges her individual interest with her husband’s for the sake of
conjugal bliss are all significant motifs of how women aspire to be
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recognized by the family and community.’ The threat of stigma deters
claim-making women. Thus law are not external measures only. These
are also ‘internally constitutive’ being part of the cultural formation
that women negotiate in deciding how they want to live and express
themselves. This comes out through multiple voices in which women
spoke to reveal their ‘ambivalent modes of engagements, contestation,
aspiration and prioritization’ vis-a-vis their social compulsions. A ‘desire
of emancipation’ is ingrained in such articulations about their
subjugation as well as in their efforts to free themselves from their
fetters. The researcher has produced a ‘consultable record’ of these.
The multiple voices came from two sets of adult rural women:
those with land, owned or inherited and those without; and were heard
by the researcher in three phases of her stay — between 2015 and 2016
— in Debshala, east Burdwan. It was then a multi-jati agricultural
community with very few wealthy families, and a majority of women
belonged to landless or near landless families. Rare was independent
landownership by women; very few who individually owned land
inherited that from their families belonged to higher or middle caste
landholding families. Two features with regard to land and land holding
stood out. ‘Firstly, the size of farmland along caste lines where the
highest caste, namely Brahmans, are not the biggest landholder but
have the largest numbers of individuals in salaried professions and the
highest number of women with educational qualifications, and secondly
the changing nature of agricultural land that signifies an ambiguous
relation to this important form of rural property. Both aspects illuminate
how people in Debshala manage and reflect on matters of inheritance.’
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Noticeable also was formation of a ‘non-farm urban imagination’. Such
reflection evidently took into account the fact ‘as far as identifying
eligible legal heirs and patterns of inheritance is concerned, the
devolution of all types of land ownership in Debshala is governed by
the Hindu Succession Amendment Act 2005.’
Throughout her research she has engaged with all the relevant
theoretical positions on all the interrelated issues; and credibly desisted
from ‘us[ing] her normative political and ethical commitment and the
power it yields in interpreting other’s lifeworld’. This is a complete
research and an engaging analysis.
Prasanta Ray

BOOK REVIEW

Nirban Basu, Trade Union, Working Class Politics and Protest, Bengal:
1937-1947, Progressive Publishers, Kolkata, 2019, pp. 1-400, ISBN 97881-8064-228-9.
The monograph under review deals with working class politics in
twentieth century Bengal, which had witnessed large scale
industrialisation, primarily to meet the economic demands of the
colonial power. The author is candid in pointing out that terms like
“working class”, “workers” or “labourers” are used interchangeably
to categorise a social group, who are broadly referred to as industrial
wage earners. This is no way is closer to the Marxian notion of what
constitutes a working class. It has been stressed that working class
movement essentially denotes “organized collective actions” aimed
towards achieving goals, which are different from occasional bursts
of violence and protest.
The narrative is woven around six important industrial and transport
sectors of colonial Bengal, which includes coal mines, tea plantations,
cotton textiles, iron and steel, Calcutta Tramways and Calcutta Port and
Docks. The working class protests in all these sectors had elements of
commonality and differences. The author has deliberately avoided a
discussion of the working class movements in the jute mills, since they
had been part of his earlier research and also because it had caught the
attention of majority of historians interested in working class politics.
Basu’s intervention is interesting, because he does not wholly conform
to the old historical scholarship including the popular Marxian discourse
that had privileged the idea of a leadership from the top. He is aware of
the gaps that are inherent in this intellectual exercise, but nonetheless
looks for answers in recent studies on labour, privileging micro studies
of region/ locality based labour movements. These movements sought
to uncover the complexities inherent within the structure of the labour
force, the economic and social deprivations suffered by the working
classes and the connectivity between the ‘localised’ working class protests
and the politics of the neighbourhood. Interestingly, there is an attempt
towards an amalgamation of certain trends of diverse streams, facilitating
a syncretic approach bringing ‘history from the top’ closer to ‘history
from below’. This finds a clear assertion in the pronouncements made
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by the author in the introductory chapter that working class politics in
the years preceding the Indian independence was shaped more by the
political developments of the period. There is an attempt to establish the
point that labour responded to these unfavourable moments through
actions, which brought out their own sense of autonomy. In other words,
the responses of the labouring classes were shaped by their own
perceptions of particular moments, whereby a convergence between
labour politics and nationalist politics turned out to be a reality. This
stands in sharp contrast to the doctrinaire Marxist position that
emphasises less on nationalist politics, but more on working class
consciousness. Basu’s hesitation in getting committed to the Marxian
position, stems from his long term acquaintance with ‘empiricists’ like
Murphy, Newman and Kooiman, who had all talked through about the
primacy of the subordinate factory bureaucracy in mobilising the labour,
both in times of economic and social distress.
The credibility of this genre of research in labour history can hardly
be doubted. The leaders of the organised trade union movements, often
shred aside their protestant mentality and entered into series of
negotiations, both formal and informal, to retain their toehold as trade
union activists in the industrial localities. However, Basu intends to move
away from this brand of scholarship to a new field of study, guided by
a different methodological approach, premising heavily on developments,
which would bring the ‘Mohalla’ into prominence in the sphere of labour
politics. There is a candid submission on his part that the two widely
presumed discourses of ‘spontaneity’ and that of ‘organised’ struggle
has failed to convince younger generation of scholars who believe that
long periods of inactivity on the part of the workers, vindicates for
certain their attachment to ‘formal politics’.
Basu seems to have entered an ocean of possibilities and that of
endless ruptures in terms of intellectual engagement, since there are
serious theoretical and methodological issues that have to be transgressed
to achieve the much desired synthesis. In the midst of all this, however
he is reluctant to commit himself to one particular stand point, rather
he seems to be bent on a reconciliation through his advocacy of a middle
path. This point is very clearly brought out in the industry wise
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participation of the workers in movements, which had close
connections with the fervour created by the nationalist, leftist and
communitarian ideologues. But, even if it is by inadvertence, there
seems to be an underlying admission that because of the difficulty in
locating the workers’ voice, compounded by the paucity of sources,
the history of the working classes can only be supportive of the logic
of ‘history from above.’
The narrative clearly brings out in detail the disenchantment of the
working classes with the Congress leadership in colonial Bengal, which
was partially rooted in the Bhadralok domination of its organisational
structure. But, the other part is that this middle class leadership also
had no interest in labour politics. On the contrary, the Muslim League
leadership, which had been a dominant partner in the Ministry in the
early 1940s utilised every opportunity to organise the Muslim labourers,
who constituted a significant section of the labour force.This explicates
the occasional fissures within the working class solidarity, when rifts
along communal lines looked imminent. Basu has correctly pointed out
that the Gandhi-Bose differences had cast a gloom within the Congress’
rank and file, stalling all the possibilities of the growth of the Congress
in the industrial hamlets. The Quit India call given by Gandhi failed to
elicit much response from the working classes, except the occasional
spurts of labour militancy in the cotton mills. The Communists perhaps
had been better placed, when it came to attracting the working classes
under its banner. But, though the successes of the communists earned
laurels from a section of nationalist leaders, the failures of the former
was too palpable to ignore. Basu has pointed out that the factionalism
within the Communist Party of India and its acerbic attack of the
nationalist leadership was responsible for its inability to win the hearts
of the working classes. Furthermore, there is little to controvert the point
that the shift of line on the part of the Indian communists in the wake
of Nazi Germany’s attack on Soviet Russia in 1941, did have a major
impact on their political fortunes in the long run. The narrative on the
working class protest, carefully crafted by Basu has another dimension,
very rarely been discussed by historians interested in labour history. It
has been argued that the story would remain incomplete without a
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reference to the involvement of other leftist groups like the Congress
Socialists, the Royists, the Forward Bloc, the Revolutionary Socialist Party,
the Labour Party, the Communist League and the Workers’ League, who
also mobilised labour according to their own ideological preferences.
Yet, it was quite evident that despite striking an emotive chord with the
working classes, these organisations failed to draw substantial support
from them. Basu explains their weaknesses in terms of the class
composition of the trade union activists, ideological preferences centering
on personalities and stubbornness on their part to remain tied to their
independent political positions. This definitely gave the Congress in the
years immediately following the independence to regain some of their
old grounds in the working class belts in Calcutta and the adjoining
districts. Though the Congress had displayed a protracted inertia in
mobilizing the labour force during the turbulence of the 1940s, the Muslim
League under Suhrawardy who himself was the Minister for Labour,
showed much zeal in mobilizing the Muslim workers under the slogan
“Islam is in danger”. However, the partition of the sub continent in 1947
dented much of the League’s aspirations to be the sole champion of the
Muslim workers. The loss of support was much too in evidence with a
large number of their followers crossing over the borders and the rest
with no real plan to emigrate to Pakistan, preferring to align themselves
with the Indian National Trade Union Congress.
The story of the working class movements in the textile industries
was hardly much different from the others. Basu in his discussion has
referred to two distinct phases, one between 1937 and 1940 and the other
between 1941 and 1945. He has pointed out that despite the disparities
in the income levels, there were a number of issues which led the workers
to build up their own platforms against the mill managements. The
economic demands on the part of the workers, encouraged them to
resort to strikes, while the trade unions dominated by the outside elements
seemed to have been more interested in political issues, like the recognition
of the unions. The communists were in the forefront in mobilising the
workers, but they faced a hard challenge from the Anushilan Samity
cadres affiliated to the Revolutionary Socialist Party, Congress Socialist
Party, Forward Bloc, Royists and Bengal Labour Organization. The
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managements often patronised the non communist groups, since they
had links with the Congress organisation in Bengal. Though the
Communists enjoyed an advantage during the Peoples’ War phase, their
hold declined after the end of the Second World War, which saw the
nationalists staging a comeback. But, the successes of the trade unions,
limited they might have been, owed the most to the role of the ‘natural
leaders’- the jobbers and sardars who exercised considerable hold over
the workers. Moreover, if the European managements had relied on
repressive and divisive tactics, the swadeshi mills very often owned by
nationalist minded business groups, preferred to come to an
understanding with the local Congress leadership. This explains the
reasons behind the weak, disorganised and politically fragmented
character of the working class movements in the cotton mills.
On the other hand in the case of the Calcutta Tramways, the story
was a lot different from the other sectors. The one particular reason,
why the anti imperialist stir on the tramwaymen proved to be significant
in the history of the working class struggle, could be the fact that they
lived in a metropolitan surrounding. The other fact is that the
connections between the tramway workers and the ‘outside’ political
leaders had been very much noticed, since the days of the non
cooperation movement. Though the nationalists had enjoyed dominance
in the initial days of trade union activity, their hold slipped in the
1930s, with the communists gaining control over the Calcutta Tramway
Workers Union. The successful strike of 1945 definitely proved beyond
all doubt that the communists had an advantage over the others.
Nonetheless, the communists lost much of the space in the late 1940s,
when fissures within the union, prompted non communist groups to
form smaller sized unions. Despite these changes taking place within
the contours of working class politics, the tramway workers movement
directed towards the European management was part of a wider anti
imperialist struggle. This possibly explicates the point as to why both
the nationalists and the communists sought to exploit the ire of the
workers, which was largely economic in nature, for their own brands
of politics. But, what needs to be remembered is that this apparent
sense of working class unity showed signs of breaking down in the
face of invocations of caste, regional and communal identities.
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In the Calcutta Port, the major part of the labour force comprised of
migrants from Bihar, United Provinces and Orissa. There was very little
recruitment of Bengali speaking locals, except in situations when labour
supply became far too scarce. Interestingly, this character of the labour
force explains to a great extent as to why the labour recruited by the
Calcutta Port Commissioners and the Dock Labour Board, remained
more or less seasonal, swayed by the cycles of the agricultural season in
Northern India. The task of labour recruitment was vested on the Hindi
speaking sardars by the stevedore firms like Bird and Hilgers, McKinnon
and Mackenzie and Balmer Lawrie who maintained close links with the
Calcutta Dock Labour Board. The sardars’ role which was akin to that
of a kangani in the plantation industries, making use of their local
standing, caste and kinship networks to recruit labour gangs. The initial
phase of trade union activity in the Calcutta Port area was noticed in the
early 1920s, due to the efforts made in this direction by a welfare minded
Christian missionary Dr. Moreno and a Bengali barrister I.B.Sen. However,
organised trade union activity became prominent in the late 1930s with
the formation of the Calcutta Port and Dock Workers’ Union, Dock
Mazdoor Union, Dockmen’s Union and Shipping Employees’ Union.
However, the rifts between the pro Suhrawardy and anti Suhrawardy
groups, sometimes eliciting cooperation from the Communist Party of
India and Soumendra Nath Tagore’s Communist League, generated a
lot of confusion. The strike in 1947 was a remarkable episode, because
of the coordination between the port, dock and marine workers. This
was a combined effort on the part of all the port trade unions, which had
come under the banner of the Joint Council of Action. Nonetheless, the
political compulsions, weighed heavily in the minds of the Congress
and the Muslim League in coming out openly in favour of the strike.
The growing divisions between the Hindus and the Muslims in the face
of a highly communalised atmosphere affected much of the radical
potentialities of this strike. Yet, it turned out to be a victory of all those
who had empathised with the struggle of the workers against a very
exploitative regime.
Basu is reluctant to be openly side with Dipesh Chakrabarty’s
narratives on the labour movements in colonial India. His own intellectual
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proclivities compels him to think that historians despite premising on
caste and communitarian identities, should not neglect the issues of
class, which had been an important social category behind to the
emergence of working class politics and protest in this period. Displaying
a sense of dogmatism, Basu underlines the importance of analysing the
researches of Sabyasachi Bhattacharya, Dilip Simeon, and Subho Basu
who had emphasised on the workers’ initiative in shaping the destiny of
institutional politics. In fact, the author seems to be a bit undecided in
coming up with an assertion that would discard the top bottom approach.
This impels him to refer to the Marxist ‘Wisconsin School’ represented
by Selig Perlman, who had emphasised that the presence of radical
intellectuals among manual workers had shaped the trajectories of protest,
prior to the declaration of the New Deal in the United States.
However, the working class movements in Bengal, during the period
of study had their own weakness. It is difficult to define the labourers
in terms of a distinct social category, as represented by their sense of
belonging to the working class. Their close affinity with the rural world
from which they had migrated in search of employments, whether in
the plantations or the industrial sectors prevented their overt identification
with the very notion of a working class. Rather it is the peasant-worker
duality which was seen in a big way in the industries or the sectors that
have been taken up by the author in his study. While in the initial phase,
mostly during 1920s the workers send invitations to the middle class
Bhadralok leadership of diverse political/ideological affiliations to stand
by them and help them in establishing organisations which would aid
them in their tussle against the employers, the picture changed in the
1930s. The middle class leadership in the changed circumstances sought
the support of the working classes for vindication of their own brand of
politics. But there can hardly be any doubt that despite the supremacy
of the communists in the 1930s and 1940s, the Bhadralok dominance
stalled the possibilities of workers’ agency, whereby they could adopt
their own strategies and methods of protest. It remains extremely doubtful
whether the overt support for the left oriented politics was one of a
conscious choice on their part, since their allegiance wavered far too
quickly, when the trade unions established by the nationalists attracted
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them in the years immediately after the independence. One cannot
overrule the fact that ethnicity and religious differences often struck at
the very roots of working class identity. The differences between material
and social remained irreconcilable, leading to divisions within the trade
unions. Moreover, there was the difficulty of erasing the differences that
existed between the ‘outside’ political leaders who came from urban
middle class educated backgrounds and the traditional leaders - the
sardars who by and large came from rural backgrounds and could boast
little about their educational qualifications. The proximity of the sardars
to the ordinary labourers because of a commonality based on caste and
community affiliations too often stood in the way of building up a trade
union movement in the real sense of the term. It is undeniable that the
government and the managements, despite facing frequent bouts of
protests, remained undeterred and frequently invoked authoritarian
legislations to curb the mobilization of the workers by the trade unions.
The inability of the trade unions to build up their own networks of
resistance are too glaring to be glossed over, belying the contentions of
the left inclined activist intelligentsia that India in the late 1940s was
poised for a revolution. But, these should not make us far too carping,
since the period between 1937 and 1947 witnessed significant changes in
the working class movements. Though there was politicization of the
working class grievances, spontaneous movements organized and led
exclusively by the workers did not lose ground. Last, but not the least
the relation between the workers and the trade unions was something
which was not unilinear, erasing all expectations of simple interpretation.
While the workers may have realized the importance of organizations to
vent their grievances and for preventing the injustices heaped on them
by the capitalist class, it is doubtful whether it could be defined in terms
of a permanent attachment. The propensity on the part of the workers
to discard their trade union memberships in the face of state sponsored
violence reveals beyond their doubt their reticence towards the acceptance
of a protestant bend of mind. The workers mostly remained interested
in issues which were economic in nature, rather than political issues
which were linked to the bigger problematics of nation and class.
Raj Sekhar Basu
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